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6STown Meeting55 T onight at Crystal Opera House
First
Albuquerque's
f
l.t
.
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IT"jimpossiDie
m new tngiana,
me people
in me oia coionim aays
political system, the fact remains that it is the at the Crystal Theater. Chamber of fnn,mM
came together in town meetings to discuss their town 'greatest available instrument for a better understanding will receive attention anri
t;- iai
ui k k.J
" rr,A hkiv
t
iiau
Remnants of the amongst townsmen in solving civic and economic com
problems and decide on a solution.
The inconvenience of attending will not acquit you
old system still prevail in that section of the country.
munity problems.
for staying at home. You owe it to vour citv's future to
While conditions have mads the town meeting an
So we are to have our first "town meeting" tonight .come. Whether
you are a membsr of the Chamber, is
1
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EDITION
KIIITY-SHOXYFAU
XOU CLXXI. No. 71.
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ROY, NEW MEX.

HELD

UP By ORDER
OF U.S. COURT
Judge Landis Issues
porary Restraining
Forbidding Decision in
the Pennsylvania Case.
MEMBERS SA7THEY
THE SUIT

Believe It Will Be the Means
of Settling Many Perplexing Questions Which Have

Caused Wrangling.

IKPXCIAL

DISPATCH

TO MOftNIN

LEADERS

IE

SPLIT

OF PEACE
Dail Eireann

Will

Be

the

Detectives end bloodhounds
have been ordered to Hoy nnd
arrests are expected to be made
Rt nny time.
The building was covered by
$ir.,000 insurance, held bv the
construction company. Their
loss will bo approximately

A VOTING

i

the Situation,
the dall eireann cabinet over rati
fication of the Anglo-Iris- h
treaty
yiomcu in a more calm attitude tonight. There seems to be ground
for the belief that Arthur Griffith,
who headed the delegation which
signed the agreement In London.
will have a sufficient following in
the fiinn fein parliament next Wed
nesday to insure ratification of the
agreement by a substantial ma
jority.
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BEIJEYK ttRIFFlT!! IS
Four mediators two from tho
ASSl IiFJ) OF JIAJOIUTY
Members of the. board said they
United
States
labor
of
department
"welcomed the suit," as a means of
nnd two representing the Illinois in- London. Dec. 9 (by the Asso
settling many perplexing questions, riustrial
commission were sent in ciated l'reex). After "the first sur.
which have been the subject of to
the
to
to
district
stockyards
prise occasioned bv F.amonn de
try
many tilts between the transportation lines, tho employes and the restore order and bring the strike Valera's repudiation of tho propo
'
auiicuities to deliberation between sition for creating the Irish free
board.
packers and ti'ikers.
.state, officials in both London-an- d
Hearing on a 'permanent order theOfficial
recognition Dublin were occupied today mainly
will be held before Judge Landis to of Conditionsgovernment
IJVnesf
...
Wilhll.,, rhiitf.
morrow. The railroad's petition 13 man
LliIV(lMi.. .1mu )iui?t;ts lur rui- of the state commission, said, j ification
of the Anglo-Iris- h
based on two allegations: That the
treaty
an
to
snouiti
end
the
clashes when it conies before tho dail
oring
board has jurisdiction only over
wornueiween
Etriiie
next
eireann
cases over which a disagreement
sympamizers,
VVednesdny,
has urlsen, and that the board has ers and police when tho federal and
Opinion in both cities appeared
to be that Arthur Griffith, ns sponexceeded Its powers in prescribing state n gents get among the strikers.
Oscar F. Nelson and B. M. sor of the treaty, will obtain un
rules for the selection of employe
JTarshman, United States commis- effective majority,
in
nlthoush it was
representatives
negotiations sioners
of conciliation with two admitted that de Valera
with the carriers.
representatives of the state, car- a strong following nnd possessed
the
Today's injunction 1ms the effect ried
tho government plans for truco voting may be close. If Mr.that
of holding up a decision on the
do Vainto
the
yards
today.
lera
bo
tho
should
in
citation
before
defeated
his fight
Pennsylvania's
move is better
"This
than against ratification,
labor board October 20, when the
it is thought
road was summoned to show cause troops," Chairman Wlthall said.
here that ho may resign his position
was virtually no disorder as head of tho sinn fein.
why it should not be declared in In There
anv of the packing centers durviolation of the board's orders.
Should matters develop Into takJn Chicago, where
dav.
The controversy arose over the ing the
ing a plebiscite of the Irish people,
was
bloodshed
and
there
yesterday
road's disregard of an order from
it is thought there would not be
the board to hold an election to the day before, there wore only the slightest doubt of a great maname employe representatives for minor disturbances.
in favor of the treaty.
3.00ft strik jority
negotiation of shop rules with tho ersAt Kansas City nbout
At the special request of Lord
at
while
Omaha
todav,
paraded
carrier,
Curzon the address In reply to King
Tho carrier's bill osked nn In- a. packing comnnv In a letter to George's speech in tho
hnuso of
employes urged them to organize lords next
junction restraining the labor board its
will be made
and its individual members, anions with their employers "on a fifty-fif'- v by ViscountWednesday
of
one
tho oldMorley,
basis."
other things, from prescribing any
est and stannehest ndvocates of
ran'-were
The
strikers
of
the
workto
rules,
regulation relating
tho
Incrcnscd here during the day by Irish home rule, lie will make moing conditions or wages without several
motion for ratification. The
hundred men from other tion
having first acquired jurisdiction unions and
will
be
Earl
seconded
by
reports were that arthereof as provided in the trans- -'
for many years has adrangements were being made for vocatedwho
portation act.
as
dominion
settlement
a
n, rrenerrl
to
in
tho
ntrike
yards,
Knwt Rulings Fpliold.
applied to Ireland.
The Pennsylvania
also asked r.tnrt within a few diys.
Primo Minister Lloyd George and
that tho board be restrained from
Premier Sir James Craig of Ulster
TFN rF.Tt CENT WAGE CUT.
enforcing nil previous decisions In
held a long conference
today,
the case. If granted, tho way to
Clovis, N. M., Dec. 9. Notices which was participated in at varl-- l
nullification of any or nil board have been posited on the bulletin ous times by other ministers,
1
orders by a federal court would board at tho A. T. & S. F. shops,
Rirken-- j
eluding Lord Chancellor
be open, It was said.
tho
that
there
notifying
employes
and
head, Austen Chamberlain
Board members today declared will be 10 per cent reduction In Winston
Ci'urchill. Noth
they expected to fee their rulings wages, commencing December 21). ing was Spencer
re- -.
mado
known
upheld in court. Shop union offi- Tho employes are asking for a 5 garding the results of tonight
the confer
cials, feeling that the court notion per cent Increase, claiming they ence,
or even whether there would
was entirely between tho Pennsyl- are not making, a living wage, es- be a further
meeting or not. It was
vania and the board, said they pecially those in tho maintenance
supposed, however, that the conof way department.
would take no part In tho cult.
ference had to do largely with mat- -'
tors of finance.
s
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ArlSLO-JIPANES- E

CONVICTED SLAYER OF
WiFE PUT TO DEATH IN
THE ELECTRIC CHAIR

PACT

AGREES JO 'IH PRIHCiP

Next Step, An Agreement on Specific Terms,
Is Believed By the Delegates to Be Only a
Question of Hours; Task of Drafting It
Into Proper Form Is Well Advanced.
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foiir-pow-

business men and
firms in Albuquerque yesterday
sent a petition to the directors
of the community hotel project
urging that a mass me' ting be
called to assist in the work of
completing the financing of the
project before January 1. The
petition fol'.ows:
"Albuquerque, N. M.,
"December 9, 1921.
"To tho Directors of the Albuquerque Hotel Company:
"We heartily agree with tho
proposal in your newspaper
that it is necessary
to complete the financing
of
the Community hotel before the
end of 1921, so that "this project may stand as a completed
undertaking for our community
during the present year, and
that the hotel may be built and
put Into service during 1922,
when
It will be
urgently
needed.
We therefore
suggest that
tho directors of the hotel company call a masi meeting of
citizens at the earliest possible
date to consider and complete
plans which will result in rais$150,000
ing tho additional
needed to build the hetel.
JEJtKli HAGGARD.
S. KAHN.
'
K. J. I1ALDRIDGE.
A. CHAUVIN.
It. M. HALL.
R. MeCLUGHAN.
CHARLES E. BOLDT.
RAFAEL GARCIA.
GUS 'I'll ELI N,
ARTHUR B. HALL,
(). (i. BERBER.
P. F. McCANNA.
Forty-eig-

george
e.

e.

ellis,
h.
sherman,
a. wright,
charles
a. fleischer,
alfred
thelin,
d. f. Mcdonald.
G. GIOMI.

McCLOSKY AUTO CO.
HOOVER MOTOR CO.
HOME OIL SUPPLY CO.
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
RAABE & MAUGER.
F. P.' KAHNT.
A. C. STARES.
AL COLEMAN.
EUGENE WITH.
HARRY- - LEONARD.
GRUN'SFELD BROTHERS.
'
J. E. BLINN.

i
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WEATHER
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CITIZENS URGE
PUTTING OVER
HOTEL PROJECT JUBGH WIIS SEE!

four-pow-

.

IN TOE PACIFIC

c

Anglo-Japanes-

S

QUADRUPLE PLAN

Kino-Cho-

Va., Dec. 9. Dr.
Richmond,
Wilmer Amos Hadley, former army
end
surgeon
ranchman, was put
to death in tho e'.octric chair in
the state penitentiary early today
for the murder of his wife, Mrs.
Sue Tlnsley Hadley, in November,
1918.
Prison attendants declared
Hadley went to his death calmly
and stoically.
S. T. VA NN.
Dr., Hadley made no statement
M. P. SAWTELLE.
before his death further than to
J.
H. PEAK.
say he had "mado his peace with
E. A. GERTIO.
God,", and.v.'as prepared for the
W. H. JOYCE.
end.
(BY TTTE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
E. MAHARAM.
Mrs. Hadloy'a body was found In
e
Washington, Dec. 9 (bv the As substitute for the
M. MOTOR CORPORAN.
the James river near Richmond
sociated Press) The United States, alliance.TION.
on December 30, 1918, by a negro
next
The
an
on
step,
agreement
Great Britain, Japan and France
E. E. BLISS.
was identified by the
terms, is regarded among trapper and
LOU HOLZ.
all have agreed in principle to the specific
sister several weeks later.
the plenipotentiaries as only a woman's
IS.
II. BRIGGS.
treaty proposed as a question of hours. It is to be fol A search for Dr. Hadley was beby locaj authorities. Ho finallowed by an early plenary session gunwas
apprehended on a ranch In
of the arms conference, at which ly
the new International concord will New Mexico, near the Colorado WAS NOT IMPLICATED
border line. At tho time of his
be formally announced
to the arrest
I
IN WALL STREET BOMB
he was in disguise and unworld.
an assumed name. He was
der
Already the task of drafting, the taken to Denver,
PLOT, AGENTS REPORT
Colo., where, actreaty into tinal rorm is well ad- cording to tho Henrico
auFORECAST.
county
vanced. The text is brief, provid(By The Anoclnttd rrrm.)
Denver,
Dee. 9. New
Colo.,
In direct terms for abrogation thorities, he made a written conWashington, Dec. 9. InvestigaMexico: Saturday and Sunday, ing
of the alliance and for a "cooling fession that he had killed his wife. tion
by federal agents hns disclosed
fair; warmer southwest portion. off" process should war be threat
that Mike Stlne. hold by the Omaha
Arizona: Saturday and Sunday, cned t er questions of the Pacific
police on suspicion of connection
fair; warmer southwest portion.
islands.
ORDERS LASH APPLIED.
with the Wall street bomb explo
Ilctnfls to Ro Settled.
0.
Doc.
Tim
Montreal,
sion
of September, 1920, could not
lush,
LOCAL REPORT,
The details yet to be settled are y uccnicd oy
nave Deen implicated in tho crime,
nonunion nutborl- Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
said to Involve only minor considone
tics
of
tho jrreiucst deter.
according to a report tonight renours enaea at 8 p. m. yesterday, eration.
It Is the expectation of rents to crime1,
ceived by Director Burns of the
today was or- recorded by the university:
some of the delegates that the com i tiered
to
Patrick
applied
of Investigation of the debureau
40 ing plenary session also will see a
Highest temperature
O'Hura
mid Albert Sialic, of
partment of Justice.
Lowest
,
, .
17 publicly announced
ngreement ben
of
convicted
Hamilton,
ont.,
The report, which was submitted
23 tween the
Range
United States, Great
rolilK-r$2,8(10 hank
August
by special, agent of the bureau,
Mean
28 Britain and Japan on "the
12. Sentenced to tho nciiitcn- - 4 said
Stino was with a carnival at
97 naval ratio. Japan has not vet as
Humidity at 6 a. m
tiary for seven ynrs, the con- Chippewa Kalis during the week of
at 6 p. m
51 sented to it, but her cabinet Is sitwere
view
ordered
lushed
''Humidity
explosion, was en route to
'Preelnitn Mnn
None ting in Tokio with an apparent
seven times on beginning their t the
Omaha on September 17. and was
9 prospect
Maximum wind velocity
;
of favorable action.
mid seven times imoii
icrnis
"
in
Omaha
18, and, thereA third element of the Washlng- - $
Direction of wind
Nfirtb
$ fore, could September
completion.
not havu been connectCharacter of day
.Clear
(Continued ou I'ogs Two.)
ed with the New York bomb crime.

!

or Mall N.lc a Month
Single luplo ftf

!)

witb, the

CWER TREATY AS SUBSTITBTE

(Hy Tim A'Miclnti'd Pri'M.)

by Carrier

W

ngalnst
order from Judge K. M. Chicago, Dec. 9 (by tho Associat- Valera, it is thought
probable that
Landis restraining the board ed Press.) Federal and state au- he will "stand aside" and let Mr.
Griffith
make
the best of the
from handing down a decis- - thorities combined today to stop
violence In connection
stockyards strike.

of

EDITION

10 BE PARTY TO

New York, Dec. 0. Popple?
transported from V I n n ilers
Held to bloom unseen upon
the dump lienps of Jersey will
not sec another spring.
The federal horticultural
boiiril Ims ndjiiffgcd them n
nuisance nnd n pest to ugrlcnl-tiir- e
and ordered tliein plowed
miller until they Inven't tlic
heart to grow nsiiln. The popples were brought over In
earth ballast shipped in France
by
troop
transports.
They
tlireiiteii to overrun surrounding garilen.-- i mid truck farms.
"The reason the popples
McMiiu In France and Heigiiini
I he
Is because
farmers can't
get rid of tliein," said Harry
II. Slinu. pathologist of f.u
federal liuiticiiltiiral board

IAD

1

WP"ZTr, "i";6

ion against tne road in a
shopmen's controversy.

at Meeting

Senate

CITY

Nation Is Ready to Enter
Washington, Dec. 9. Threats by
Senator Wutuon, democrat, Georgia.;
With England, Japan and
to slap the face oC an army of licet'
sitting within touch of his elbow;
the United States Into
threw the meeting of the senate
conimltteo
Such an Agreement,
charges
investigating
that American r.oldlers had been
Illegally hanged in France, Into an
DETAILS
BE
uproar today nnd brought a quick
demand from Chairman lirandegoe
TODAY
ANNOUNCED
to prevent
1
for a sergeant-at-arm- s
any physical clash.
For a moment the utmost confuPlenary Session of Washsion prevailed.
Above tho din as
some women hurried toward the
ington Conference Scheddoor, the voice of the chairman, in
uled to Begin at
11
commanded
the
strident tones,
reto
senator
or
down
1
pit
O'clock
Georgia
This Forenoon.
tire from tho room. Banging tho
table fith bare knuckles, tho chair-ma- n
Washington, Dec, 9, (By
" "1,
soon restored a semblance of
the Associated Press). A
order, but there were many heated
exchanges before the meeting broke
favorable reply was received
up until tomorrow afternoon.
ed tonight from Paris by
1 iiiiiiclics Verbal Attack.
the French delegation to the
Maj. Georjo W. Coeheu, attached
to the general staff, was the officer
r
Urncli;r,rY
41 w
on whom Senator Watson launched
All the four-powto
Surrender
Nipponese
'
by his verbal attack. It happened
proposal for
near the close of a brief but turbu
in ine.lhe Facific.
rUCilC
It was said
lent meeting nt which Senator
KiaO-ChOWatson's charge that the commitLeasehold, IS, that France stood readyvto
enter with Great Britain,
tee "at a secret session had preReached.
Agreement
judged" the case, was characterized
ana the united States
japan
by Senator Shields, democrat, Teninto such an agrement.
(Ily Tho AwmeluliMl IVrss.)
nessee, a member of tho commitAs(by the
Washington, Dec.
Decision to hold the ii'sion was
tee, ns untrue and wholly without sociated
Press. ) An agreement readied suddenly
foundation.
at a
tonight
Chinese
was
reached
thi
by
today
meeting of delegation spokesmen
Tho senator's attack on Major and
refor
the
delegates
Japanese
with
Corheu bit tho committee liko a
Hughes after tho
to China of all public proper- FrenchSecretary
acceptance of the proposal
crack of lightning. There had been turn
t
had been received from Paris. Preno intimation that anything of the ties in tolie confirmation leasehold,
by Tokio
it had been tho plan to
kind was impending. Major Coeheu subject
one feature of the ngi'eeni"ii'. viously
hold a meeting of the committee
had not testified, and hi3 friends of
to
retain
allowed
will
be
ofon
Japan
In
Eastern questions at tliat
his
Far
said later, was present
institutions as schools, shrines hour.
ficial capacity as hief of the legis- oufih
exclusare
which
and
cemeteries
At the same time reports will be
lative branch of the general staff.
ively Japanese in character.
received from several subcommitSuddenly swinging on Ills
reto
on
her
China
part
agrees
tees
which have been at work on
liniul
feet nnd slinking liH right
SAYS
fund all moneys slnt on public questions
within two feet of the major's
affecting the Far East.
Japproperties developed during
lace, the senator, his voice
A proposal
anese
by
occupation.
TKEATY WITX
that
pMclicd liiali, exclaimed
tho Japanese that China compen15E ANNOUNCED TODAY
"for two iicncles I'd slnp your
sate Japan for the develoonient of
not
did
officer
bat
The
jaws."
tho leasehold under the Herman
Washington, Dec. 9 (by the Asnil c;e.
regime was rejected by the Chines.; sociated Press.) Tho
Instantly Chairman Brapdegee
was
and
tho
proposal
delegates,
to gvma midltlaas In
snr-ngreement
a
I
was on his feet, calling for
by the Japan?io, sub- the Pacific as a substitute for the
to protect tho officer withdrawn
BEACH from s"an insult."
Toltio
to
govthe
e
by
ject
approval
alliance will be
ernment.
announced Bt a
session ot
S:ms Ho Will Retire.
not the Washington plenary
Th3
lit?
reaehel
agreement
conference at 11
himself
Then declaring that he
to
been
but
reduced
yet
o'clock tomorrow.
writing
been insulted, Senator Watson that
in expected linmeili t.t !y nnd
Was at a Point in the Vicin- 'had
The question of naval ratios, it
announced that ho would retire the subject
is was raid tonight bv some foreign
of public
tho
from
meeting.
of
WithChiSanta Monica
considered as "concluded," a
ity
delegation spokesmen, will not be
"An Insult ran be given by
nese delegate said tonigh'.
taken up nt the meeting, at least
in an Hour After J. Bel-to- n
locks." Kenntor Watson
rhe
of
the
final
Before
directly, although it is understood
wlieeHns qulckl;' nmiin
ob- that its relation to the
was
th'i
Chinese
adjourned
day
Was
Shot.
proposed
Kennedy
to face the orpcor. "If Ik looks
tained
from the Ja penes" :p igrecment is held to be vital.
fit me ngnin flint way I'll slap
of
eon?
ider.itioi;
agreement that
(Ity The Asn'intrri l'rc.i
Ids face. I won't rit here and
railroad control nnd ownership in
i' DM ITS ST AYINti VfmiER.
Los Angeles, Culif., l ice. 9. Tesbe b;ilV!o'l by flu'se officers
bo taken no
the
leasehold
would
Windsor Mills, Quebec, Dec. 9. -In
C.
of
the trial
Arthur
timony
brute."
d
this
by
of the conversaat a
Leonard Pion,
llurch for tho alleged murder of J.
boy, tolooked straight tions resumption
Coeheu
Major
tomorrow.
Helton Kennedy, late today, indi ahead at th senator, as Chairman
day confessed to the polico that ho
Mrs.
murdered
his
was at a point near R
mother,
cate ti
t
Joseph
,
l'ion by shooting her on December
E
"I'.mil""an nour ",u ' proceedings within orderVsenkte, NOTRE
Me had been under arrest as a
".
acme
wit
ocecn,
alter
com
fme ume is.enne-- y was
AfteP roneating his
GAME IS CALLED OFF material witness.
,
snot nnu boun(ls,
Uu dnn-or
killed In Beverly (!Ien, eight miles
anu
Chairman
llrandegee
leave,
J VKUl lTCY
PROCEEDINGS.
By Tim AwMielntcd I'rrM.)
away. It Is the contention of the Senator
Wat.'on had a fiery ex- New
South Bend, 1ml., Dec. !. Fol- York, Dec. 9. Voluntary
prosecution that the shotgun with cnaoKO as n
"'
n,,,i
.a
U1
TT,lln. m.liv r,f the bankruptcy
proceedings again.st th
vi, nnt jvvniirn.v
Ilia
lUltt'll, ' nromlsed in keeping
i i .
s
ComDame faculty board in conPhonograph
"l0 0CCa" "eBr the room while
anv of the hitter's Notro
e'm
nt
of America were inatituted In
at
uthlotics
of
the
trol
pany
university,
were
witness"S
testifying.
n
all negotiations for a
Iot:ls Fesnnty and his wife had
Brooklyn todav by thrco creditors,
Sent out,
testified earlier in the day that
game with Centre coll, ce who allecod the concern had
thTc
outedto fooUial,
1 .ego. December .0, were
t
Purch drove through Heverly Glen
Bnn
in liabilities with assets of
he
riorgia. sector, asking if and
called off.
subsequent to the time ho was de- w.intcrl
$2,000,000.
away
fent
officers
the
clared to have been seen nt tho
"He seemed to be looking on being informed that he did, they
ocetia.
to see what he could see," Besanty wore told to get out.
After that things settled down a
said.
Smiles camo back to Senator
C. S. Rummar, I,os Angeles real Mt.
estate 'd'oaler, the 'last witness of Watson's face as ho explained that
the day, paid ho wss driving with he wanted to beg the pardon of the
his wife near the mouth of Santa committee, if ho had netea in nn
Monica canyon, near the bench, be- unseemlv manner. Ho added, howtween 9:45 p. m. and 10 o'clock on ever, that the officers, pitting there
the night of August 5. The slaying nnd gazing nt him "in an insolent
of Kennedy
had been fixed at manner,'' had aroused his "southern blood."
shortly after 9.
Summnr said he turned a corner
Tho committee later decided to
and was confronted with a pair of near some nrmy officers tomorrow
24
S.
gl'irlng headlights, fixed to a car, and then adjourn the open sessions
committee
agreed
The
said
He
road.
week.
the
for a
parked alongside
he was forced to stop because the to summon anybody he felt could
lights blinded him. Then, he de give evidence as to the illegal hangclared, he saw Purch seated In tho ings.
car with the lights. He described
Roosevelt Denies Charge.
tho enr ns a roadster of the same
Senator Watson asserted at tomake as one which rurrh, accord- day's session that "Col. Theodore
my
Jr., corroborated
ing to previous tertlrnony. rented r.oosevelt,
(BY Til E ASSOCI ATED I'RESS.)
early that evening in Los Angeles. statement that a soldier was shot
New York, Dec. 9. Germany ies under the contract whicn mar
Snmmar
be "swore at by nn officer," but this statement has seized control of the American be imposed or assessed
said
th
by
Purch." nnd the latter piide no re- was formally denied tonight by
virtually
wiping I'nlted States government.
potash market,
bo
Rooswill
examination
Rnmmar's
the
ply.
Navy
"The contract also provides that
out all American competitors, In
Secretary of
resumed Monday morning, to which evelt in a letter to Chairman Bran- - the first important clash of the the American potash mixers and
to
time court adjourned.
1".
ap
oriereo
he
shall purchase
not
which
distributor.
Dr.
in
"new
commercial
John
war,"
degee
repear as a witness before tho com leeple, president of the New 1 on: less than 73 per rent of their moFTFCTION IS CATTED.
mittee.
section of the American ('lumbal quirements from the German
A petiClovis, N. M.. Dec. 9
adan
nopoly.
society, declared tonight in
tion signed by a sufficient number
"The Germans have won their
DEMONSTRATION IN AMOY. - dress at tho Chemists' club.
of citizens for a commission form
Dec. 9. An imfirst victory in the new commerChina,
'n
new
The
Amoy.
potash
industry
A em fin St rn
of city government, was nlarod beIlFaUlSt tllC America,
Oil
he declared, was be cial war. We are the sufferers. If
fore the city council, nnd nn elec- proposed settlement of the Shan- - trayed by the thirty-fou- r
American they can hold their spoils for a
tion railed for December 2". It 's tung question took place here to distributing companies, which bo year we are out of the buslnssj
'
marcn-ewill
thought that the election
named. Those companies, he said, forever. I'pon that the Germans
day. Thousands or persons the
of
city. had signed secret contracts which depend, for then they can raisj
carry.
through tho streets
closed.
were
schools
and
eliminated all possibility of com- their prices and In one season easShops
TEXAS TO I'liAY CENTRE.
petition with the Herman monop- ily recoup losses sustained by their
Fort Worth Tex., Dec. P. Texa
present cut rate contract."
oly.
A. nnd M. college will plnv Centre
"I have In my possession," snM
EMPTY STOCKING FUNU
on
at
team
Dallas
football
college's
Dr. Teeple, "a copy of a new form
January 2, It was learned here
k
the of contract framed with the devil':
We must not
own Ingenuity to evade all ex'stin'
poor kiddles. In the. pressure
American laws, including tho nnti
or other things. Tomorrow
and the Sherman
nnti
morning the Herald nnd the dumping
law. This contract is be
Journal will publish the first trust
tween
Deutsches
tho
Kalisyndika
list of contributors to the of Iterlln the official Germ.v
Kcnd
Empty Stocking Fund.
potash monopoly and the thirty-fou- r
In your contribution to one of
American distributors.
Th
tho papers today. You fix the
provisions of this contract, with
but give n reasonable
amount,
the change of a few words, are ap..
sum. plicable to almost any industry In
(lly The AwuirtnirA Trent.)
There must be no wistful
the country and if this form of alTlmrlcH. Ireland. Dec.
or
faces
anions
eyes
(by
liance ia to be
ther
the Assiw'iated Press.) As a
the children of Albuquerque on there is nothing tosuccessful,
prevent the utU'ulnlonil of released internes
Christinas day. because Santa
ter
wiping out of one industry afof the Rnllyklnlur enmp
Cluns forgot them. Not while
ter another In this country and th"
tlio station hen.1 this
a thousand kindly Santas nn
transfer of industrial supremacy to
evening, Bcvcrnl bombs woro
right here In the city waltlnr
Germany.
to help make every child hnppj
exploded, Injuring three of the
"The contract provides for the
rclriMrd mon, one of then)
and every adult comfortable.
to be purchased by each
amounts
Sonic r rsons In the
Drop In today and leave your
of these companies. The price feacrowd n round tho platform
mnko
can
we
so
that
money
ture provides that If nny of the
woro slightly lmrt by splinters.
good start tomorrow.
buyers Is offered a lower rate IImii
One report lind It thnt the
Do not forget the discarded
the
price agreed upon
homlis were thrown mnllcious-ly- ,
clothlnit for the poor. It will
the Oermans ore to be given an opwhile In other quarters, it
be collected from your door
to meet It beforo nny
portunity
Is declared, tlicy were Intend,
outside purchases are made. Th
step by the F.Iks at 2:110 tocd ns n (rrcctliiR, but were
morrow afternoon.
general seller aluo agrees to miv
clumsily handled.
iany tax or duty affecting deliver
--

(Ity The Aurarlnri-- I'rrM.)
Dublin, Dec, 8. The, sensation
following the revelation of a split in

'

Causes

Committee
Probing Hanging Charges

if

'

Mill TO

the

Vfh

k is

Should Approval Follow, De
Valera May 'Stand Aside'
and Let Griffith Handle

$10,000.

Watson

Confusion
.'

Eamonn de Vulera Is here shown
In his robes of office after his installation as chancellor of the national university of Dublin. In a
statement given out Thursday ho
Resaid he could not recommend the
It is peace treaty with Great Prltalii to
the dail eireann or to the country.
Two of his ministers were enld 10
support his attitude.
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FAMOUS POPPIES OF
FLANDERS DECLARED
A NUISANCE IN U. S.

m

Cabinr7

ported Divided
Believed
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m-m-
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Tucumcari, X. M., Dec. 9.
The new high school building
at Roy, N. M., which was almost completed, was completely destroyed by fire this morning. H is believed the fire was
of incendiary origin and was
started with gasoline, ns there
were twenty gallons of gasoline
miffing from u . barrel that
stood near tho school building.
discovered
When the fire
this morning about 2 o'clock,
the first floor containing eight
rooms was ablaze. An attempt
by tho ritizens to extinguish
the fire was futile.
would have
Tho building
been completed about January

STEPS

1L1D

Chicago, Dec. 9, (By the END
WALKOUT OF
Associated Press) Buffeted
about by the criticism of
both railroad and railway
workers for more than a PACKERWQRKERS
year and a half, the United
States railroad labor board
finally was haled into Four Mediators, Two State iriih
federal court today when it
and Two Federal, Are
J:p!lin;
was made defendant in an
case
for ratification
Into
Sent
the
Stockyards wouldn bemajority
injunction suit brought by
certain.
District
at
Should a considerable majority
Chicago.
the Pennsylvania Railroad,
support the motion for ratification
which' procured a temporary
(By The AiwwIntrA I'rrsO
and thus vote
Kamovn de

m

NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, December 10, 1921.

FIRE DESTROYS
LABOR BOARD HIGH SCHOOL AT SOUTH

WELCOME

immaterial. This is a town meeting, not a meeting of
the Chamber of Commerce.
What is wanted is the cooperation of your mind and
heart with all other minds and hearts in Albuquerque in
one big psychological wave of "move forward."

UK MOKOTNG JOUENAL.
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F MHERISM POTASH MARKET,''
SAYS CKEniiCAL SOCIETY CHIEF

Has Been Betrayed By
Industry in U.
Distributing Companies, Declares; Contract
Provisions, With the Change of a Few
Words, Are Applicable to Any Business.
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Shopping

SEVERAL BOMBS
EXPLODE UNDER
TRAIN IN ERIN

DAY
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cut-thro-
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(Continued from

LEAGUEOF S. W.

SATURDAY

WEEKFROiVl THURSDAY

that the league
rado delegation
take no action on any matter before it.
R. T. Jeffery, chief engineer of
the hydro electric, power commission of Ontario, Canada, explained
tho accomplishments of the
power developments in
lie evoked considerable
Ontario,
enthusiasm from the sponsors of
municipal power development at
tlio conference.
R. II. Ballard, vice president of
n
California-Edisothe Southern
company, told tho convention that
his company had filed applications
with the federal power commission
for development of tho Colorado
rivnr from Glen CQnVon to tho Gulf
of California, the applications providing that development should be
undertaken from the standpoints of
flood control, irrigation and power
rivnin,impnt. in that order of im
portance, lie said it authority wag
allowed. Ine wont wouia ue uiiuoi-- t
inmpriTatplv find that the
company was prepared to finance
it.
Secretary Fall spoke at the afternoon session, but reserved his announcements of policy until after
the San Diego conference scheduled to follow the convention. A.
f Davis, director of reclamation,
also spoke at the afternoon ses
sion.

al

Vlth energy and enthusiasm un- - must do tho same if you hope to
diminished !n the salesmanship be Asuccessful in this race E
of
spirit
Club, members are working overis a mighty bad asset.
time to secure the collections
Never get the Idea that you have
in a race like this.
which will entitle them to tha Ms a WALK-AWAwill be yesterday tomorSECOND
Todav
I'EIUOD
THE
on
credits
which ends one week from to- row HURRY.

Nothing Is Impossible for a real
December ITt
night Saturday.
Club member.
honest
at 10 p. m.
And there are any number in
The Club members appreciate this category enrolled in the Salesthis BIG SECOND TERIOD, which
Club.
allows them to secure ns many manship
never will
Hoping and
S27.00 CLUBS us they can ami put you at the wishing
wheel of any one
innot
do
from indications they
of the KIYK gift cars.
tend to let the matter rest with
Hustle and action, however, will
CLUB.
one
just
turn the trick.
This is surely the time to malJ
ends ONE
The
campaign
a mark in the campaign and if WEEK
THURSDAY
FROM
Club members and their friends NIGHT.
fail to take advantngc of the 1UO
And every one of the remaining
SECOND PERIOD credits, the losi
days must be crammed to tho brim
will bo theirs.
with energy and hustle.
You have only until Saturday
A dipner upside down never can
secure be filled.
night, December 17 to
campaign collections to apply on
to hustle.
Hope isn't Icnee-hiethis offer and NOW is the time to
A
contested
mighty
closely
them
get
in this
has developed
Thev NEVER will be of more campaign
race.
help to you than RIGHT NOW.
to
even
guess at the
Impossible
I1KU THE WIDE VOHM.
car winners.
Club Members may "make
Keep your eve on those
sales" and scviire collections
Itown Club members
Out to win
any place In lie wide wcj'lil.
from all indications.
They are not limited to Oils
NEXT
I,ESX CRFIHTS
state by any means many
SAT! K1AY M'illT AT lOISDI.T.S
former residents of New MexAll outstanding 100 paper credit
ico and Alhu(iicrqiie and who
coupons MUST RE IN THIS OFHre now residing
elsewhere
OR IN THE MAILS UV
FICE
would Ik' tluil to give a subNINE O'CLOCK TONIGHT.
scription for n year to the old
This goes all along the line.
homo stato paper. If the matCELAH.
ter were brought to their attention. Many a campaign lias
"MATTY- - GETS 92I:573.
won by nil Ingenious
New York, Dec. 9. A check for
Club member wlio appealed to
$24,573,
representing additional
friends away from home. Also
proceeds from a benefit baseball
the local state field lias not
game plaved September 30 for
been covered yet by any means
Christy Mathewson, former pitchand ulthougli Club members
ing star of the New York Giants,
Iiave scoured many snbTlp-tlon- s
was mailed to him today at Sara-na- e
to date, many and many
Lake, where he is ill of tubera subscription, enough to earn
culosis. Several weeks ago he was
several cr.l'HS of S27.00 each,
sent
his first check for $30,000.
each counting 100,0110 Kxtra
credits are lying almost at
your very door, waiting for
Headaches From Slight Colds.
you to go after them.
Laxative BROMO QUININE TabEXTRA CIIFDIT OFFER.
lets relieve the Headache by curREMEMBER
you can bring in
the Cold. A tonic laxative and
as many CLUBS as it is possible ing
germ destroyer. The genuine bears
for you to secure on this offer, and the signature of E. W. Grove. (Be
you get 100,000 EXTRA CRED- sure you get BROMO.)
30c.
ITS on every CLUB. If you bring
in $54.00 you get 200.000 ENTR
Thoro are houses still standing
CREDITS. If you bring in SSI. 01 in Nuremberg, Bavaria, that wore
you get 300,000 EXTRA CREDITS, built in 080.
and so on.
KAMPAIttX KOMMEXT.
DELTA R A IX BOW - DETROIT
.IAZ35
ORCHESTRA.
COLLEGE
Keep plugging all the time.
Your competitors are and you I XX. TONIGHT.
h

out-of-

Ih-c-

1

TREATY AS AN
SUBSTITUTE

LIVESTOCK MEN WILL
HOLD CONVENTION AT
LAS VEGASJN MARCH
to Thn .lniirnnl.
(Special Cnrrevinnilrni
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 9. mo ex-

rag

CASE MAY GO TO

One.)

ton negotiations, tho separate parts
of which have become entertwincd
as the time for momentous decision
arrives, also has been advanced to
a point where the attitude of each
interested delegation Is well understood. This element involves future fortifications in the 1'aciCic
and official discussion of it luis established the status quo as an acceptable basis of agreement.
Problems of China.
There remains only tho chance
of a serious controversy over the
problem of China ns a possible
underbarrier to a
the national
standing in which
spokesmen can come together on
all the major points at issue here.
With tho pealing of such an understanding, tho rest would become a
matter of detail. Most of the principal delegates believo they could
go home by tho end of the year and
leave the specific terms of the
eev-cr-

lf

n,

i

A gift from our store is sure to find favor with'
even the most particular man.
No matter what he wants or can use, you

11

find

it at Washburn's.

n
pay particular attention to our
customers, and handle all orders on day we

We

out-of-tow-

receive them.

CRAVATS

SUIT

CASES

HOSE

PAJAMAS

HOUSE COAT?

WARDROBES

MUFFLERS
NIGHT ROBES

HANDKERCHIEFS

1

L.

Expert Testifies That No In
sane Delusion Prompted
Action of Mail Bandit on
November 3.
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. !. Testimony warding previous offenses
of Roy (Jnrdnpr, twice convicted of
rerobbing United States mails,
garding his attempt to rob a mail
Nocar at the Phoenix station on
vember IS, and regarding his mental condition, was introduced today
by the prosecution in rebuttal of
In Gardner's
defense testimony
trial in the United States district
court here today. Gardner is
tried for robbing a mail car at
Maricopa. Ariz., on November 3.
lie admits having committed the
robbery but claims he was not
then mentally responsible for his

I'eorge L. North, assistant managing editor of tho San Francisco
Bulletin, testified that after Gardner escaped from tho federal penitentiary at McNeil Island, Wash.,
in September, he wroto to Mr.
North enclosing a letter to President Harding.

(By Tno Anoclrfed Trem.)
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 9. Kentucky's first woman legislator did
not want the office. She said so
today. But when when Mrs. Mary
Elliott Flanery found that the
democrats of Boyd county had
nominated her, over her protests,
she wanted to win.
She did win, and In polling a
majority of 250 votes, overturned
a normal republican majority of
1,D00 in her county.
Mrs.
attributes her
Flanery
success at tho polls on her first political venture to the fact that she
"knew everybody" In her county.
Born and reared in eastern Kentucky, in the county that bears her
paternal grandfather's name, she
has the interests of that section
very much at heart, she says. Imbetter schools,
proved highways,
including free text books in public
schools, and a normal school In
her section for training teachers,
are the improvements favored by
her.
Tho woman representative-elec- t
is the daughter of the late Capt.
John Lisle Elliott, a pioneer
Until ten years ago, when
she moved her family to Catletts-buruhe lived in Elliott and Carter counties.
She is the wife of William Harvey

Washburn Company

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

k

1,600

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCrLAJR
RF.FRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Thono 1057--

ofChoiet Recipes tent fret.

42.1

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.

LUMBER COMPANY

NORTH FIRST STRKKT.

Fancy

Eg:

$12.50

FUEL

AZTEC
Phone 251

L.

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

fine

cooling toueh to
producecomfort
and perm it sleep
Does no! smart or

CO.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

With Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent line. Orders for Encan be
Cards
graved Greeting:
placed for only a few more days.

Checks

JUIrigh! & Anderson, Inc.

sling when applied

208 West Gold

Avenue

S3

TWO STORES
In Albuquerque
10S N. First St.
325

1

INTERNED MEN
RELEASED

IN IRELAND

HAVE TO GO EAST FOR
Dec. 9 (bv the Associat
EXCITEMENT NOW, SAYS ed Halfast,
Press.) The 1,000 interned men
in
liallinder
RIDER
the
camp were reN. M. CIRCUIT
leased today under tho amnesty
proclamation and left for their
Chicago, Dec. 9. The "wild and homes amid scenes of enthusiasm.
wooly" east was decried today by Soldiers' songs wore chorused and
Gilbert B. Traveller, of Cimarron, the car windows of the trains bear
New Mexico, a circuit rider for the ing away the released men were
church for ablaze with tho sinn feln
Methodist
Episcopal
a
many years who is attending
Diverse opinions were expressed
church gathering here.
among tho men on the new turn of
"There was a time," he said, tho
Irish situation given by Eamonn
"when our grandmothers used to tie Valera s statement
in opposi
tell us tales of the terrors of the tion to the treaty. Tho leader
had
west, but now you have to come many smipporters, some of whom'
cast for excitement.
him
the
Dublin
in
with
had fought
"Some whisky is drunk out there, rebellion,
who declared their imbut we don't have moonshine kill- plicit confidence in him, while
man
ings. Why, we haven't had a
others expressed themselves strongIn Jail for six months."
ly for tho agreement.
Commenting on other things, he
Sinn reinors who gathered to
said:
meet tho train at Banbridge,
"The women on the streets here
a
county Down, were attacked
are a little different, too. Out west crowd and it was reported by
that
on
its
months
hangs
twelve
a child
three Internes wero wounded by
mother's skirt but here they have to revolver or rifle shots.
be three or four years old before
they can reach that high."circuit of
KILLKI) IN PLANE CRASH.
Mr. Traveller rides a
San Diego, Calif., Dec. 9. Chief

WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

on every package.

ALBUQUERQUE

He&linq

Has just

Frrs.)

Cleveland, )., Dec. . Mrs. Minnie Josephine. Ralph has forsaken
her job as a saleslady in a department store to sell newspapers. Each
day, bundled in furs and
from the top of her turban to her neatly shod feet, sho
may be found on a downtown
street corner asking pedestrians to
"buy a paper, if you please."
Mrs. Ralph la a widow of a former banker of England. He was
transferred to a Canadian bank and
later tho couplo camo to America,
lie died sis years ago.
"Really, I can see no difference
between selling merchandise from a
storo floor and selling newspapers
from the sidewalk," Mrs. Kulph
"It is all a matter of
explained.
salesmanship.
"When I found the work in the
department storo growing slack. I
felt there must be some other way
to earn more money than I was get- ting there.
"When I walked the streets and
heard tho newsboys yelling, it gave
me, an Idea.
They appeared to be
the most Independent
persons
about, s.o I decided I would try that
work, too,"

1U47--

FOR SALE

LUMBER

FORSAKES HER JOB IN
A DEPARTMENT
STORE
(Hy The Associated

elder.

ing Journal for best

Eltablishd t?So
MASSACHUSETTS
DORCHESTER,
Booklet
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results.
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

but, having the
delicious, natural
flavor and aroma
of high-gradcocoa beans of
which one never
tires, may be used
Tram-mar-

Glass-Lumb-

IIAI.I'H!. .E I. U Mil fit CO.
422 South lir,t Street.
I'bone 402

J.

It is not artif-

Flanery, a practicing attorney,

and is the mother of four children,
three daughters and a son. One
of tho daughters is Mrs. Davis M.
Howerton, of Ashland, Ky. Another, who formerly was Miss Dawn
Flanery, is Mrs. H. Lisel Paeker
Appealed, fry Pardon.
of
Colo., and the other is
The letter to the president, Mr. MiasDenver,
The son, John
North B.'iid, contained an appeal ElliottDew Flanery.
Flanery, Is 13 years old. Ha
for a pardon in order that Gardner
to a pageship in the house
might "prove to tho world that a aspires
criminal can reform and be an of representatives.
asset to society and a good husband and father." After Gardner's CL0VIS HOME DAMAGED
arrest here, Mr. North testified, the
BY FIRE ON SATURDAY
defendant telegraphed to him that
ho had read a statement by PostClovls, N. M., Dec. 9. Clovls has
master General Hays, declaring
that there could bo no compromise had a number of fires recently.
with mall bandits, that ho had Tho last fire was that of Cal
taken this as an answer to his ap- Ryer's residence, 800 North Ross.
i
Saturday evening. It seems that
peal for a pardon, and that
the family had gone to the picture
then had "begun operations."
Dr. Thomas IT. Haines, who Is show and before leaving homo, mad?
hero to conduct a mental hygiene a good fire. The stove was closed
survey of Arizona, testified that on tight and in doing so caused a gas
November 3 Gardner could distin- explbsion, which blew the stopper
guish ri:;ht from wrong; that no out of the flue in the next room
insane delusion prompted his ac- and ignited some clothing that
tions on that date, nnd that he did was hanging on the wall. The firi
not believe Gardner then was ac- - department arrived in time to save
the lower part of the building. The
v nn irresistible
lu.ile;!
linpuls
roof and upper part of the house
produced v a brain disease.
was burned. Mr. Pyers carried a
I
Later under a cross examination small insurance.
defense
Dr.
HaineJ
by
counsel,
said that Gardner might have a
psycopathlc. personality, which, ha
explained, denoted a person with a
mental constitution of an Inferior
sort, whose moral and social, tra'n-ln- g
had been neglected in youth.
Indications tonight were that
the case would not reach the jury
until late tomorrow and possibly
not until Monday.

Wind Shield

The Food Drink
That Suits Everyone
old and young,
the well and the ill.
icially
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Skill and Learning are in demand.
Awkwardness and ignoranco command nothing in the way of
earning power.
SKILLFUL
has
This
School
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED.
Tho courses are
TEACHERS.
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are in demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUK WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

BAKER'S
COCOA
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Ken-tuckla- n.

Holly Brand Sliced Hawaiian Pine
apple, choice fruits, solid
packed, No. 2 tins. . . .

28c

BLUE
5-l-

1
ill

A Chain of
675 Stores
Our Buying
Power Is

Unequaled

LABEL

Pail
Pail
2Ve.lb. Pail
Mb. Pail
10-l-
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BECAUSE you find only well known brands
cf goods goods of quality, displayed in a
way that makes buying a pleasure Make a
practice of reading our advertisements Visit
one of our stores, compare prices.

tri-col-

N. Third

A Visit to a Piggly Wiggly Store Invariably
Makes a Piggly Wiggly Customer.

58c
3oc

b.

b.

....15c
i0c
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He said ho believed Machinists' Mate M. C. McLean,
betthat conditions In the west arc unit.
stationed at the North Island navy
ter because the family is the
air station, was instantly killed today when an airplane in which he
was a passenger, crashed to the
is
ground on tho field. Ensign J. C.
upon Cline, the pilot, ws seriously

M

BERRIES

2.000 miles.

LOUNGING ROBES

SHIRTS

Jf

TODAY

act.

not.

"Strings" to All Derision.
Outcroppings of the old troubles
of the Orient have been apparent
more than once since the question
of a new deal for China came beAt today's
fore the conference.
session of the Shantung negotiations, Janan agreed to give up the
taut
public utilities of Klao-Chomade the concession conditional on
reference of some points to Tokio.
A Chinese
pointed out
delegate
that, although nominally, tho convocations had made much progress,
"strings have been tied" to almost
all the decisions.
Confronted thus by the claims of
of
Japan and constantly conscious
the counter pressure of the Chinese
people, the representatives of the
T'ekine rovernment have found
themselves in a position of incrcas- Ing delicacy. Their task lias not
been made much easier by the presence here of representatives o the
rival government of Canton,
Should Not Move Hastily.
Another point of serioim disagreement as yet practically untouched by the conference is Manchuria. Some of the Japanese, Kt
last, are said to feel that tine government nhould not move hastily t
scrap her warships and her alliance
with Great Hritain uniu snu mu,
sswi clearly what Is to be the out
come of the Washington delibera
tions on tho Far East.
The feeling here, nevertheless
was one of almost universal agree,
ment tonight that the Japanese
cabinet would be willing to accept
the results of the negotiations up
to date as establishing the good
faith of the other governments in
of the
attempting a Just solution
Far Eastern tangle, rne outcome
of the cabinet meeting probably
will be known here by tomorrow
and on the strength of their hopes
the conference officials are preparing to call the delegates quickly
into plenary session.

THE

C

four-pow-

fmir-nnw- er

Itout a wm?& stor
For a man

nl

remaining agreements to be
worked out by special commissions.
Indications have not been lacking
that Japan might want to delay
final action on the
treaty and tho naval ratio until he
devious problems of China and the
Far East have reached a stage
where they can bo lumped into a
general roundup agreement. Despite much talk and the adoption of
many resolutions, such questions
and the Japanese
ns Shantung
lenses in Manchuria remain unsettled. Whether that circumstance
is to delay the agreements now
near consummation, is a question
only Tokio can answer. It is the
belief of Washington that it will

committee of the New
Mexico Cattlo and Horse Growers'
association, In session here this
week, decided to hold the annual
convention at Las Vegas, March
20 and 21.
Tho bill now before congress
the pubregulating grazing fees on endorsed
lic domain was heartily
H
provides that
by the meeting.
ten
where the rainfall exceeds
inches the grazing fees shall not
exceed 1 cent per acre, and where
the precipitation Is less that they
cent per
shall not exceed
acre.
The stockmen appointed a committee to confer with the assessors,
relative to the valuation of livestock. This committee consists of
Victor Culberson, Silver City; T.
T
Talle, Lamv; John H. Hicks,
Cuervo; B. F. Panky. Santa Fe: T
William
A. Spencer,
Carrizozo;
and B. C.
Morley, Magdalona,
Mossman, Roswell.
The cattlemen also went on record ns favoring the return to tho
retail business of the packers. Ali
stockmen were urged to attend
the American National Livestock
KliHIenura
association meeting in Colorado
Dronosal has now
Th
Springs, January 12, 13 and 14,
been accepted in principle by the
four powers concerned, ureal ui"-alJapan, Franco and the United
States. The heads of their respectunderstood,
ive delegations, it is
will formally declare their adhemeeting.
tomorrow's
rence to It at
The negotiations tonignc were
in for the first timo in
several weeks bv Baron Shidehnra,
the Japanese ambassador, who has
rebeen ill. He was suf fficlently emcovered, however, to leave the Secwith
bassy tonight and confer
retary Hughes.statement
by the conAn official
ference said:
"The fourth plenary session of
of
tho conference on the limitation
rrmaments will be held on Satura.
11
m., in
day, December 10, at
Continental Memorial hall,
ecutive

one-ha-

KENTUCKY ELECTS ITS
FIRST WOMAN MEMBER
OF THE LEGISLATURE

MER'S

HAS BEEN AGREED ON

Secretary Reserves His Announcement of Policy Until After the San Diego
No Better Inducement To Be Made Later; Club Members
Parley, to Be Held Soon.
Are Advised To Give Their Ambition Full Sway and
(Uy The Aumciated Vrtn.)
Let Personal Ambition and Energy Pave the Way To Riverside,
Calif., Dec. 9 (by tho
One of Journal's Five Cars Race Is Mighty Close Associated Press.) The delegates
And Impossible to Even Guess at Possible Winners; voted down a motion to Invoke the
rule by states and also voted
Paper Coupons Must Either Be in Office or in Mails unit
down the suggestion of the ColoBy Nine O'clock Tonight.

IE
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britishTpremier

congratulated
irish settlement

Bf The AMTiiert
London, Dec. 9 (by tho AssociatPress.) George Harvey, the
American ambassador, In a letter
to Prime' Minister Lloyd George
made public today, congratulating
agreehim upon tho Anglo-Iris- h
ment, said:
hearty congratulations.
"My
Yours Is Indeed a triumph of gen- lus and patience such as the world
has seldom if over beheld. How
much it may mean to both our
,
countries and to all mankind!"
Mr. Lloyd George said In reply:
''Vamp loHpr at pnnirrn tulat ion
has touched me very much and I
thank ydu warmly for it. i trust
that this settlement will remove
forever an old misunderstandiitu
which has hampered all the great
human causes which your people
and ours have so closely at heart."
TrnM.)

ed

England uses nearly twice as
much coal per head of the population as any other country.
For over thirty years International Stock Food Tonio has been
In use by thousands and thousands
of farmers. It makes farm animals
fat, thrifty and profitable. Try It.
Sold by Vaio Bros, 307 North First
street,
i

......

"Puyallup" Brand of Loganberries
and Blackberries. Select quality,
solid packed.
OA
No. 2 tins
Zi7C

All popular Mioct musio reduced
to SO cent. AlhuqtiPrquo Music
Store, Sit West Central avenue.

RICKETS!
oil is the
best thing in the

Cod-liv-

er

world for rickets.

Scott's Emulsion
r
contains richest
oil, abundant in the
that every rickety
child needs.
cod-live-

RO
RED
5-l- b.

2V2-l-

li2-I- b.

grown

hand

packed, Colorado
The best the

market affords.
No. 2Vz tins

i

A

14C

60c

PRICE. 8)1 .20 and
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
-- ALSO MAKERS OF

KnioiDS
(Tablets or Granule)

E2? INDIGESTION

He

MAPLE

22
14

9ic

.!55c

Pounds
Pounds

TOMATOES

34c

12

1

TEA
LIPTON'S

Choice Puree Tomatoes,
No. 2V tins

SYRUP

Pounds

5

m

OLD 1M3SE- -

vita-min-

AT ALL DRUO STORES

33C

...17c

.Pail
--

Tomatoes.

64c

Pail

b.

TOMATOES
Choice

LABEL

Pail
Pail

10-l- b.

k

mh'
Va-I-

b.

14-l-

b.

TEA

Package....
Package
Package

10c Size

Prices Quoted By Us Are Good Until the

t4
$

75c
38c
19C

gc

Market

Changes.
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U. S.

AN EARTHQUAKE

OILMEN'S

PLEA FOR

ALBUQUERQUE
STRIKES

MANY INJURED

A TAX

COLORADO IS "BROKE"
BUT HAS $4,081,410
IN CASH IN BANKS

CRITICAL STAGE

T0K10;

IS

REACHED

(By The AssnclnteA Tresa.)

Th

SLASH REJECTED

'

Anoclnled Fms.)
(D
Washington, Icc. 9. The
most severe parthqitake of the
past twenty years struck Tokio
Thursday, according to unofficial advices reaching tlio
embassy liore, No deaths
were reported, the dispatches
snid, lint a niimlKT of persons
wore Injured nnd many houses
were damaged.

ROW

SUA

Jui-nnc-

President Obregon of

Mex-

ico Informs Americans a
Reduction Is Not Possible
-

at This Time.

Toklo Pec. 8 (by the Assosevere earthciated Press)
quake occurred at 0:25 o'clock
this evening.

,

.A

(By The Associated JVmi.
Mexico City, Dee. 9 (by the Associated Press.) Hearts of Amer-

ican oil companies who recently
visited Mexico have been in direct
cablo communication with President ObrcKon for several weoka,
seeking reduction of taxes as provided in the decrees of last May
and June, but have been told this
was Impossible at the present time.
President
mado this
Obregon
known today in a talk to newspaper men.
He also disclosed that American
oil companies owe
the Mexican
government more than 22,000,000
pesos in back taxes, dating from
July, last, to the end of November.
Of this sum more two and
million pesos was owed for July
taxes and 6,000,000 for November.
The intimation wan given that
the agreement of Secretary of the
Treasurer de la Huerta with the
oil men was tentative nnd expires
December 25, on which date a new
understanding must be reached.
It wan asserted by the newspapers today thaf .the American oil
men will probably come to Mexico
City the latter part of this month
on matters concerning a new tat
agreement.
one-ha-

lf

ORDER FOR COUNTY
BE
TO
SPEED COP
SIGNED. BY COURT
Upon application of Sheriff Tony
Ortiz, the district tourt intimated
yesterday that the sherifff would be
granted the authority to appoint a
motorcycle cop to enforce the traf
fic laws on the North Fourth street
pike. The Baiary to be paid was
The order was
also determined.
not issued yesterday, but will be
court
the
signed by
today, It is un
derstood.
Shoriff Ortiz has been trying to
obtain action from the county com
missioners regarding the enforce
ment of the traffic laws on the
pike and has already employed a
"county cop" who has made many
arrests and brought the piko driving down to a much safer point,
The commissioners refused to appropriate a salary for the "cop,"
Chairman Simms being the only
one favoring such an action. Failing to succeed with the measure,
the sheriff made the application to
the district court.

2 BASKETBALL GAMES
AT Y. M. C. A. TONIGHT
Two classes of basketball will be
seen at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium
tonight when the Albuquerque
school squad plays the Bankers
and the High school girls meet the
Good Times club girls' basketball
team. The first game between
the Good Times and High school
girls starts at 7o'clock.
The Bankers, who will stack up
against the High school boys, defeated Menaul school Tuesday
They also
night by a score of 27-played the Good Times club to a
9
tio recently.
They have
been practicing as long as the
High school and are made up
partly of former High school men.
Glenn O. It,eam will referee the
men's content and Miss Switzer
will officiate; for the girls. Thera
will be no spectators allowed on
the floor, as there are four teams
playing and the balcony will be
open to the public free of charge,
Bankers
Albuq. H. S.
F
Hammond
Gilbert
F
Peque
Hogr.cfo
C.
Jones
Benjamin
G
Igou
Long
Harris
Wilson
..G
The girls' lineup:
A. H. S.
G. T. Club
Mabel Dutcher..F. .Mary Fracaroli
D. Reviria
F. Fracaroli
F
Adelia Elder ...C
Julia Ryan
Juliet White .. . G
Betty Scott
Mildred Brooks G
43etty Scott
Mabel Olson ...G...Dora McCrary

OPOSIII

TO
RATE

PROPOSED

GUT WESTBOUND
(By The Associated Tress.)

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 9.
Opposition of intermountain territory and interior California business interests to a proposed reducd
transcontinental
tion of
coast terfreight rates to Pacific'canal
comto
meet Panama
minals
petition was shown at an interstate
commerce commission hearing here
today.
The carriers, acting tnrougn tne
transcontinental freight bureau, are
ranging from
seeking reductions
20 to B0 per cent on iron and steel,
cotton piece
material,
building
gobds, canned goods and other commodities effective from points east
the Missouri river.
Such reductions would be disadvantageous to intermountain terri- ,
tory, according to J. F. Shaughnes-syof Reno, member of the Nevada public fcerviee commission and
vice president of the Intermediate
Rate association, which is opposing the carriers' application.
Hal M. Romington, representing
the traffic bureau of the San Francisco chamber of commerce, Said
his organization favored the reductions because they Would increase
railroad tonnage, make the carriers
more prosperous and enable them
to distribute California products in
the east more efficiently. A. Dis- Asked lw Exn miner W.
que If something should not be done
to compensate the intermedials
for the proposed preference
to be given the terminal points, at
torneys for the carriers aecmrc-ihaf- the intermediate points must
Buffer the nenaltv for being served
by only one means of transportation
instead or two.
The hearing will continuo to
morrow. It followed one on an ap
plication by the soutnern racmc
cnmnMv for a reduction of east- bound rates on seven commodities
to meet canal competition with the
company's route to New York by
rail from California to Galveston
and from Galveston on by steamer.
west-boun-

DE VALERA TO ADDRESS
THE DAIL EIREANN AT
-- MEETING WEDNESDAY
(By The Associated Press.)

Cublin. Dec. 9 (by the Associated
Press). Eamonn de Valera. in announcing today the fact that tha
and
treaty' between Great Britain
Ireland would come up next onWedthe
nesday In the dall elreann
question of ratification, issued the
following statement:
To nrevent misunderstanaing,
the public should realize first, the
treaty signed by our plenipotentiaries must be ratified by the dail
elreann. no less than by the British
parliament 'in order to take effect,
and second, that the usual course
would be for the cabinet to Intro
diien the treatv agreement as a
cabinet measure.
"In tha present case, owing to the
fact that in the later stages of the
negotiations, the views of the plenipotentiaries differed from those of
certain members of the cabinet,
this, course cannot be taken. The
motion for ratification will now be
introduced by Arthur Griffith as
chairman of the delegates.".
Mr. de Valera added that he
hoped it would not be necessary
for hinvto make any further public statement until he makes It at
the coming session of the dail
NEW MEXICO AUTO CLUB eireann.
19-1-

--

HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the New
Auto club was held at the
Chamber of Commerce last night.
There was a large attendance and
deep interest was displayed in the
t i
proceedings.
The president read his annual
and
the
report
secretary rendered
a report of receipts and disbursements.
Over 6,000 tourists secured road
information from the club headquarters, also maps of the state,
ccording to the club records. '
Officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows:
. K. B, Sellers,
president; D. H.
Burton
Boatright,
Albuquerque;
Bunch, Silver City: Walter M.
Danburg, Santa Fe; g. I. Roberts,
Carlsbad; D. W. Jones, Clovls, and
William It. Springer," Las Vegas,
vice presidents:
treasurer. J. E.
Cox, Albuquerque: secretary, Bessie
f. Heflin; executive commitee, J.
R. McTavlsh, Mngdalena; W. S. Cox,
Silver City; A. J. Fisher, Santa Fe;
Roland Sauer, C. E. Oden, Fred
Fisher and Harry Harrington,
Mexico

0RELANNA

IS ELECTED

HERRERA'S SUCCESSOR
(By The Associated PM.)
Guatemala City, Guatemala, Dee.
Gen
S (by the Associated Press).
eral Orellana, chief of staff of tho
Guatemalan army, today was elected provisional president of the republic to take the place of Carlos
Herrera, who was overthrown early
In the week.
The national assembly convened
today despite tho protest of Representative Sllva. Pena against the
constitutionality of such action.
The French. Spanish and Mexi

can ministers today paid a visit to
the de facto government officials
who have taken charge of affairs
since the overthrow of the government of President Carlos Herrera,
who Is under detention.
Benton McMillin. the American
minister. In an Interview today de
clared that he had declined to Join
the other ministers In their visit to
the de facto government. He added that he would take no steps toward recognition of the de facto
government until he was instructed
so to do by the government at
Washington.
POOL ROOM KEEPER IS
Twenty-fiv- e
persons were killed
INDICTED FOR MURDER Inside the city Tuesday.

Tress.

(By The

Washington, Dec, 9 (by the Ascritical
The
sociated
Press.)
stago of the Shantung conversations between the Chinese and
Japanese delegations was reached
lata today when it was ngreed to
take tip tomorrow the question of
u
the Kiao
railway
now under Japaneso control.
On tho question of whether Japan will agree to China's havin?
complete, undivided authority over
tho railroad, depends tho success
or failure of tho Washington conference, so far as China is concerned, according to the Chinese
delegation.
After the entire day had been
spent by two delegations in disposing of the question of public properties In the former German leasehold, which ended in a promise by
Japan of their return, subject to
confirmation by Toklo, Dr. Koo of
tho Chinese delegation said that
other questions involved In tho
had been
Shantung controversy
temporarily put asldo so that the
question of the rail
road would come up tomorrow.
If the railroad question was not
settled satisfactorily to tho Chinese, Dr. Koo said, then agreements thus far reached during the
conversations would eolfapse and
further discussion of other points
still In dispute would be of no
avail.
tinder the agreement reached
tonight concerning the disposition
of public properties, China would
receive nil public properties In the
of
leasehold with the exception
certain
schools, shrines, cemeteries and other institutions strictly
Japaneso in character.
China would on her part agree to
refund to Japan all moneys Bpent
by Japan on public properties during Japanese occupation. Subject
to approval of the Toklo government, the Japaneso
delegation
agreed that China should not compensate Japan for the properties
developed under the German
regime.
Chow-Tslnanf-

9. The
Denver, Colo., Dec.
state of Colorado Is In the anomalous position of being "broke" and
having $4,081,410 in cash In the
banks. The state haun t funds to
pay general revenue warrants, Auditor Mulnlx announced today in
making public a report on state
finances for the fiscal year ending November 30.
Of the money now In banks,
$1,800,000 was derived from the
sale of state highway bonds. Apcollected
$255,000
proximately
from the gasoline tax will bo distributed next month to counties
for road building.
More than
$120,000 belongs to the military
fund. Pub'.io school income of
$270,000 will be apportioned next
month and the industrial commission has more than $200,000 in
state
Insurance
compensation
funds.
The state treasurer paid out
during tho twelve months Just
ended $12,874,000 for all purposes.
Collections from all sources aggreA balance of
gated $14,834,007.
$2,121,493 was carried over from
last year.
.

MINISTER OF WAR TO
SUCCEED VILLAREAL
(By The Associated Prss.
Nogales, Ariz., Dec. 9. Gen. En-

of war
Estrada, minister
President Obregon's cabinet in
has
will bo
and
Mexico,
resigned
appointed minister of agriculture
to succeed Gen, Antonio Villareal,
who recently resigned, according
to word received today from Mexrique

In

a

I

bring

night, Jose VUlalobo early
day told his friend,. Deputy Sheriff
Frank Muni?, he was tired o living.
"I wish you would draw your
gun and shoot me dead," he ex
claimed.
It you want to die, why don't
you go and sit on the railroad track
.

Muniz replied.
Shortly before dark Vlllalobo's
body was found on the track, badly
mutilated. He had been run down
by a Texas and Pacific freight

train,

,

d,

with Sergeant Frank Zimmer, tried
to capture Grovor C. Bergdoll, draft
evader in Eberbach,
liaden, and
was imprisoned by the German au
thorities for two and a half months,
applied for aid at American legion
U. S. is the Ojily Instruheadquarters today. Ho said he
had been unable to find work since
ProCan
Which
his
return and unless ho obtained
mentality
he feared his wife and
tect Properly The Seven employment
himself would be put out of their
a
States Interested, Says. home. Even his efforts to sell
police dog ho brought from GerA many, ho declared had been futile
(r.y Tha Akunrlnlrd Press.)
Naes said he served in the nrm
Riverside, Calif., Dec. 9. The from
1914 to 191) and later went
United Slates is the only instru- into civilian service
In the occupiei!
cm
which
mentality
protect prop- area of Germany. He was senterly tho seven states Interested in enced to two nnd a half years in
development, of tho Colorado river, prison as a result of tho Hergdoll
it was declared before tho league incident,
but after serving less than
of the Southwest here today by threo months
his release was obof Interior Kail.
Secretary
tained through tho United States
' The
statesecretary mado his
ment as a means of resolving dis- government.
sension which had arisen in the
league over tho question of equality RETAIL FOOD COSTS
of vote for the different states rep
SHOW A DECLINE IN
resented, which in turn arose from
differences over whether public or
9 PRINCIPAL CITIES
private development of tho stream's
bo
favored.
should
potentialities
(lly The Associntcd Press.)
The question of federal control
Dec. 9. Retail cost
of the stream the secretary an- of Washington,
food decreased between October
swered by declaring that from any 1! and November
15, In six of the
viewpoint rested with the federal nine principal cities from which,
government.
of labor draws period"The ultimate power to deal, with department
ical reports. Houston, Texas, rethe waters of tho Klo Colorado is
an
increase
of ono per cent
ported
the United .States," ho said. "These and
s
of
N. J.,
are by Individual views. Thero has one Newark,
cent. In Buffalo, N. Y.,
been no cabinet discussion or ad- theroper
was
no
Indicated,
change
ministrative discussion. The quesThe six cities reporting decreases
tions of irrigation, reservation of were:
3 per rent: In- Cincinnati,
water, flood control, all must tie
nnd Portland,
Milwaukee
dlannpolls,
l
ntil
an
taken Into consideration
2
Prr CPnt' aml Chicago and
these are determined, the United Mnnp
States will continuo to exercise its

ALBUQUERQUE. N.MEX.
WITH A NEW

AN OLD STORE

II

LEAGUEJF S.

SPIRIT

Special for Saturday

Ladies'" Pumps and Oxfords' desirable styles in wanted colors for

j

four-tenth-

m?3'S

GROCERY

Included are Shoes
"

.valued

up to

Ik

btt

M

I

Be a thoughtful

Santa Ciaus

BULLETS!

1

You'll Always Bo Batter

at

There ere really but two classes of sifts appreciated ones,
and those which are put aside to pass on to gome other unfortunate one when Christmas comes again.
As you study your Christmas list, you'll discover those to
whom shoes will be most welcome. Don't you think it much
nicer to give such a fine sift as footwear, than to wish some
useless bauble upon them?
We have almost any kind of a shoe or oxford that you will
want and tho prices are as low as the quality will permit.

1

GROCETERIA

ten-roun- d

25c

20S

......34c

W

CENTRAC

Detroit

ten-rou-

)

THERE

ARE

MANY

BOYS

i

In Albuquerque who would like to join the "Y"
but unable to do so. Maybe you would like to
give a membership to one of these. If so sign the
coupon, and mail, or hand it to the Secretary. . If
you do not know a boy to give this to, sign your
name we will send it to a boy with your compliments. It's a gift good 365 days and t

THE GIFT WITH A UFT
CHRISTMAS
NAME.

GIFT

,

.

.-

w..,.

, . ... .
.

.

...

This Membership, In the
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
BOYS' DIVISION
Is

given
.i

Boys
Boys
Boys
Men

, . . . ... . .
. ..-- .
you by
To Be VacA Every Day In The Year
.

10 to 11 years old, 95.00 per year
12 to IS years old, $0.00 per year
10 to 18 years old, $8.00 per year
$13.00 per yenr.

19c
Raisins, Del Monte Seeded, pkg.....;
21c
Raisins, Sun Maid Seeded, pkg...:.
22c
Raisins, Sun Maid Seedless, pkg
22c
Dates, Dromedary packages, each pkg
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO,
QQ
Each Large Tin, Only.
UNION LEADER TOBACCO,
(XKn
Each Lunch Pail, Only.
. . Ot) L
,27c
Oats, Solitaire, large pkg
Preserves, J. S. B. Brand, Assorted Flavors,
Each' 15 ounce Jar
32c
Preserves, Del Monte, Gooseberry,
jar. . .27c
17c
Bacon, Supreme Brand, Glass
English Walnuts, per pound
.....35c
Mixed Nuts, Fancy, per pound
34c
32c
Fancy Almonds, each pound
32c
Fancy Brazil Nuts, each "pound
APPLES!
APPLES! APPLES!
OA
.
Buy Theht by the Box, Only
APPLES! APPLES! APPLES!
(TQ 1 A
Very Fancy Jonathans, Only
tJ)0JLU

iOv

..... ... ....

,..

15-o-

z.

Jar....,

...

MEMBERSHIP

Number,

i

IiYNCM GIVEX DECISION.
New York, Dec. .9.1 Joe Lynch, a
former bantamweight title holder,
was given a decision over Maxey
Williamson tonight after the Hitter's seconds tossed a sponge into
the ring In the eighth round of a
bout. ..... Williamson, ap
peared to be on the verge of a
knockout when the bout ended.

(By The Associated Trws.)
Now York, Dec. 9. Charles O.
Naes, former A. K. F. sergeant who

Music Stere

(By The Associated Press.)

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 8. Held up
y
and robbed by highwaymen Tnurs-dato-

OF

UNSWICKS

a

Nevada county grand Jury in connection with the death In Truckee,
Calif., of Mrs. Annie Boyle, It became known here today. The Indictment followed the exhuming
and examination
of Mrs. Boyle's
body In Ogden, Utah, after her
mother had asked the sheriff of
this county to make an Investigation.
The Truckee death certificate set
forth that Mrs. Boyle died Novem
ber 9 of poisoning. The Ogden
doctors who examined
the body
after It was taken from the grave
said there were traces of poison In
the stomach, but that there were
more than thirty severe bruises on
the body, Indicating that, she might
have been beaten to death.
Mrs. Boyle's mother notified the
authorities that she had received a
letter from a friend who lived
close to Mrs. Boyle's apartment in
Truckee, and on one occasion this
friend had heard a woman cry out,
the apartment,
evidently from
J'Have mercy.; you are killing mo."
' T
'
'; i'
" Journal Want Ads
results.

ATTEMPTED

hisim-clioh-

MAN IS RUN DOWN BY
Nevada City, Calif., Dec. 9. Ous
T. & P. FREIGHT TRAIN
Branch, a pool room keeper, has
been Indicted for murder by the
j.

WHO

CAPTURE BERGD0LL
UNABLE T0JFIND WORK

TO

'

--

in. mu.

YANK

FALL ADDRESSES

CONVENTION

Page Three

ico City.
The reports here added that
General Villareal had put himself
at the head of the liberal consti- power.
tutionalist party and would com"I hope it will be soon so that de ARIZONA LINES UP TO
mence a campaign as a candidate velopment
work can proceed."
COMBAT CROP PESTS
for president at the next election,
to be held in 1924.
PETE HERMAN KNOCKS
General Serrano,
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. S. II. S.
of war under General Estrada, has
Hensley has been detailed by Don
OUT
0'GATTY
PACKY
.
O.
been mentioned as the most likeMote, state entomologist, to tour
tho roadways entering .Arizona
ly selection for secretary of war.
HerNew York, Dec. 9. Peto
from the east and to arrange for
man of New Orleans, former ban- the strengthening of the InspecK. C. PACKING HOUSE
out
tions on tho eastern border of th"
tamweight champion, knocked
of New York In tho. state to prevent crop pests from
Packy
O'Ontty
d
bout being brought into the state.
DISTRICTJS QUIET first round of a fifteen-rounA.n Inspector
already has been
tonight. O'Gatty was floored by a
(By The Assormrefl Cress.)
left hook to tho Jaw after two min- placed nt. I.ordsburg nnd present
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 8 (by tho utes and forty seconds of boxing. Plans call for Inspectors at Howie
Associated Press.) A dav which
4
and Duncan and Rodeo with ndditional
Herman weighed 120
WAGE CUTS OF 10 TO
city officials of Kansas Citv. Kans.. O'Gatty 120
inspection at interior points. Mr
and
members
of
the
industrial
court
lvioio aiso nas oi ui'rcii
30 PER CENT PLANNED reared
AH popular sheet music reduced
might develop disorders
made of automobile camps as part
BY EASTERN CARRIERS passed peacefully In the local pack- to 150 ront. Albii(iiero,ue Music of tho
campaign to keep crop pests
ing house district.
out of the state.
Store, 311 West Central n venue.
Several thousand
In(By Th Associated tress.)
workers,
New York, Dec. 9. Chief oper- cluding many women, some carrying babies, paraded through tho
ating officials of eastern railroads, streets
but no disorders resulted.
meeting today to consider wag's
Ihe only untoward incident took
cuts for train service, shop and
maintenance
of way employes, place late In the dav when several
persons tnrew stones through win
for reductions of from 10 to 30 Derldowa. ? tne Fowler Packing plant
cent. The proposals must ba .sub which Is operated by Armour and
Union leaders
said
mitted to the railroad labor board company.
Are moving fast. If you are going to have a
strikers were not responsible for
for rejection or approval..
Brunswick for Christmas you had better come in
"The railroads propose to re- the damago which was nominal.
quest the employes to agree to a
today. Terms can be arranged.
reduotion In the wage scale so as
We have all the latest in sheet music. Hear the
BAYLOR
UNIVERSITY
to establish them practically upon
Brunswick dance records. They are wonderful
the basis in effect prior to the InPROFESSOR RESIGNS
crease granted by tho United States
all the latest.
railroad labor board, effective May
man, if you are going to buy your Lady
Young
The
Assorlnled
(By
Press.)
first, 1920," said a statement issued
Waco.
9.
Dee.
Tex..
Christmas present step in and look over
a
Benautin
Friend
of
tne
Dy
executives.
charges that certain
parts of a
our stock of small goods before buying.
book of which he Is author arp not
FORMER CITY CLERK
in line with teachings of the Hible,
All Popular Music, 30c Sheet
Prof. Grove Samuel Dow, head of
IS TAKEN TO PRISON
the department of sociology at
AFTER CONVICTION Baylor university, a Baptist Institution here, has tendered his resignation and it has been accepted,
(By The Assorlnled Tress.)
311 West Central Ave.
Phone 778
it was announced today.
Nogales, Ariz.. Dee. 9. W. W
The book. "Introduction to the
Smith, former city clerk of this
of Sociology," win pubcity, who recently wan sentenced to Principles
lished by the Baylor University
six to ten years in tho state nrison Press
In
Since
September, 1920.
on a charge of embezRlement, was
taken to Florence today to begin that time It is said to have been
as
the
In
official
text
adopted
forty- Smith said two
serving his sentence.
colleges over the United
he would not ask for a new trial
I am going to take mv medicine States.
and not appeal my case," he told
Deputy Sheriff W. O, Palmer Just
perore ne left the county la here. $200,000 DAMAGE BY
The charge on which Smith was
FIRE IN NEW ORLEANS
sentenced only alleged that ho had
embezzled $1,125, but witnesses for
(By The, Assnrlnteil Press.)
the prosecution at ,the trial de
New Orleans, la.. Deo. 10. Fire
clared that his total embezzlements
this morning destroyed a
early
amounted to more than $16,000.
large portion of a block In the heart
of the business and financial dis
trict.
The flames, said to have
R0MULO BARELA DEAD
started In a film shop, spread to
AT SAN RAFAEL, N. M. the plant of the General
Automobile
company and a number of other
(Sperlnl rorresnondenre. to The Journal. structures. Early estimates placed
the loss at $200,000.
San Rafael, N. M., Dec. 9.
LF-SE- K8
Romulo.Barela, a civil war veteran,
died here last Sunday morning at
OPtMONS
DIVIDED,
4 o'clock et the home of his son.
Minneapolis, Minn.. Dec. 9.
109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
He was a prominent resident of San Opinions of sport writers were diRafael. Mr. Parela had been part- vided at the end of a fast
Phone 353
ly paralyzed for the past twelve
bout hero to
ears, a second stroke resulting In night between Jack Perry. Pittshis death.
Morris
of
and
burgh,
Schlnifer,
SPUDS! SPUDS! 10 Lbs. of
Omaha.
Some sport write :s said
.
orrroiN-TEnColorado Spuds. . . ,
Schlalfer had a margin over Terry
tifnxfssy
Fancy
9.
Eddie while others declared Perry shaded
'Nilcs, Mich., Den.
Peel, per pound
Welch, of South Bend, Ind., easily the Nebraska welterweight.
Orange
outpointed Al Hennessy. of ChiLemon Peel, per pound
.34c
cago here tonight In their
rTTTr a n mvrow 44c
candied,
Citron,
pound
per
bout before the American T ""i ORCITFTRA.
fOLLEGE
20c
i
i ix:r. TONIGHT.
legion.
Currants, , per pkg

.
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WE DO NOT MEET PRICES!
WE MAKE THEM!
Hunt's Staple Olives, each can...
Sunkist Pineapple, No. 2 can.
Sunki'st Pineapple, No. 2V2 can..
Blackberries, Del Monte Brand,'No. 2i2

v

.'....18c
can...

25c
29c
38c

v

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
We
CHOCOLATE

Sell

CREAM COFFEE

Give Her a Christmas Gift Th.at
She Can Wear
From the days of Mother Eve, all women have
been followers of that mysterious thing
kno& as "style."
You will be

getting mighty close to the heart
of any women your mother, wife or sweetheart if you give her some sensible and
handsome piece of wearing apparel.
The main difficulty, of course, is that men
are generally at a loss to choose something
that will thoroughly please the feminine heart.
And that's exactly the difficulty that has been
done away with by the fully described list of
attractive gifts for this sort gloves, sweaters,
fur coats, laces, hosiery, fans and neckwear- That you'll find in the Christmas Gift Suggestions in the advs. which are appearing
daily in The Journal.
,

'

Shop the Advertisers' Way.
Buy now and by then Your Christmas
Will Be Complete.

The Highest Grade Macaroni I
Efg Noodles, Spaghetti and!

other Macaroni Products!

JOURNAL .WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS.

Page Feat

PACT
IS "MAGNIFICENT"
COHALAN DECLARES

ANGLO-IRIS-

CONVICT UNDER
SENTENCE

DEATH

IKESJHIIf
Torn Slaughter Locks Warden, Family and Guards
in Cells, Opens Prison
Doors, Escapes in Auto.

8i4$JJ'J'

(by
Iiltlle Roc k, Ark., Dec.
tho Associated 1'rcss.) Tom 4
to
ciuno
Slaughter. desernlo,
iu ..mi of liln loiut carver of
crime tonight In the fastness
f llin Knliiin roilnlvillillH. 110
vi hq Uint. fmiii behind 1v ouo
of the white men whom lie led
to liberty from the state pent- tentlnry herot this morning.
of Slaughter's
Tho roiKrt-denth was confirmed late to.
nlSht by Sheriff J. J. Crowe, 8
(Saline county, leader of one of
8

killer's trail.
Not, oiilv Is Kliuichter dead
one
of tlie five negroes
but
who fled the prison with him
lu tlio Spectacular escape this
morning, is dying in tho lillU
bosldo the bandit's body while
tlio white companion who shot
und the
him down from
three other negroes are ill
tiie

noxses

on

Die

FOREST SERVICE

H

HERE

OFFICIALS

Cork, Dee. 9 (by the Associated Press.)
Bishop Daniel
Cohalan, in an interview today
on tho subject of the Anglo-Iris- h
agreement, said:
"I think it is a magnificent
settlement and that our negotiators had a great triumph to
secure such a peace. Ireland
has now secured a system under which she can develop her
full powers."
If the Irish people are dis
appointed at not getting a republic, Bishop Cohalan said, ho
thirty
thought that only after
to fifty :irs under a scheme
settlement
like the .ircsent
would the people of Ireland be
In a position to form a
opinion as to whether it was better to bo an Independent republic or a free
state in the British

(By The Acmoclatcd Prm.)
Little Kock, Ark., Dec. a (by tho
Associated Press.) Tom Slaughter,
convicted slayer and bank robber,
wanted in Oklahoma, Texas, Missouri, Kentucky and Pennsylvania,
last night took charge of the penitentiary here, locked the warden,
his family
and guards in cells,
opened the gates end doors o the
freedom to all prisoffered
prison,
oners and after ruling the place for
five hours, escaped in an automobile at 2:30 o'clock this morning.
under sentence o
Slaughter,
death for the killing of a trusty
guard at the state prison farm at
Tucker, Ark., where he was serving a life sentence for the killing
of Deputy Sheriff Row Brown, of
Hot Springs, took six convicts with
him, four of whom were negroes

E

F OR CONFE

The three day forest service grazing conference opened yesterday in
with many forest
Albuquerque
service officials from other states
In attendance. The general purpose of the conference Is to review
the results obtained on the two experimental range reserves In New
Mexico and Arizona.
In addition to members of the
local district office of the forest
service, those who are taking part
In the conference are: L. II. Douglas of Denver, Inspector of grazing
tor district 2; D. A. Shoemaker of
Ogdcn, Utah, grazing examiner for
district 4; E. W. Nelson, grazing
examiner, and Robert T. Copple,
ranger, from the Jornada range reserve, near Las Cruces; R. R. Hill,,.
examiner, and Matt J.
and then drifted into Oklahoma. grazing
assistant, from the
hnt limn he has participat Santagrazing
Rita
rnnge reserve, near Tucin
robberies
numerous
bank
ed In
son, and William R. Chapllne. inArkansas, Oklahoma, uexas, Mis- spector of grazing from the Washsouri and elsewhere. He escaped ington, D. C, office of the forest
from the Texas penitentiary service.
and his term In Texas was unex
he killed Deputy EMier-iwhen
pired
Brown in Hot Springs a little
over a year ago.
FUND IS
Slaughter denied a killing credbut
ited to him In Pennsylvania
admitted that he had taken part In
many robberies.
Killed Trusty Guard.
RAISED TO
Slaughter made an unsuccessful
from the nrlson
farm at Tucker when he killed ther
hiaugo-tetrusty guard in Septemner.
had obtained a rifle and on
Sunday when the men were gathered in a bath house, he opened
fire on the guards outside. Ho
killed Ullss Adkisson. a trustv Women's
Auxiliary of the
guard and wounded other guards.
American
Legion in New
to
surrender
Finally he was forced
when a guard In hiding, took him
Mexico 1$ Looking After
Cul-ley-

ai.

ff

BEING

DISABLED VETS

O

,

Ts 20.

HARRINGTON TO
E

REAR

AT LOS L

CAN'T REMEMBER
FEELING

BETTER

SAYS VENICE

MAN

"I have picked up twelve pounds
by taking Tanlac and can't remember when I felt better than I do
now," said R. S. 'Wash, 2476 Glen-- e
St., Venice,

Cal.

"For two years before I got Tanlac I was Just miserable all the
time with my stomach. After meals
gas formed and I had Indigestion
so bad I got In an awfully run
down condition. My sleep was poor
and I was so weak and nervous I
could hardly keep going.
"Not until I began taking Tanlac
did I find any relief and soon my
appetite became so keen I could
hardly satisfy it. Since finishing
my fourth bottle I feel like a brand
new man, eat anything I want and
It doesn't hurt me a particle, sleep
better than I have in years and
have strength to do my work with
perfect ease, I have a brother in
St. Louts who bas the same trouble
with, and I have written
him about Tanlac and urged him to
take it, for I believe it will do as
much for him as it has for me."
" Tanlac is
sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
-

other
--

leading druggists everywhere.

AdVj

FOR

CHRISTIAN

Many Witnesses Are Called
to Testify at Preliminary
Hearing at 10 O'clock
This Morning. .
Between thirty and forty wit
nesses will probably be examined
at Los Lunas this morning In the
preliminary
hearing to be given
Lucy Harrington, arrested a few
in
connection
with the
days ago
mysterious death of State Highway
Commissioner Eugene Kempenlch.
Mr. Kempenlch was found dead on
the floor in a bedroom of his Pcr- alta home with a bullet wound In
his chest.
Sheriff Tondre of Los Lunas has
been Investigating the case, as has
also the Williams detective agency.
The arrest of Harrington was at
first thought to be preliminary to
additional arrests which, however,
have not followed. Charges were
placed against Harrington a few
days after his arrest and he was
released on a $2,500 bond to await
the preliminary hearing today.

one-ha-

lf

TOWELS

the Former Soldiers.
Mrs. Belle Nye. statu president of
the Women's Auxiliary of the
AmBpimn irHnn irosterrinv received
a check for $25 from Miss Bess B.
Wetherholt, secretary ot tne umu
i,onv, nf iVia nnviitfirv. to be used
in hospital work in the state of New
M0X1CO. This WOrK IS owns anira
V.. 4V.A vrnmnn'l nUXiliarv and
former service men, who are disabled and confined in hospitals, are
looked arter.
"We feel that the check enclosed
is very small and only wish we
could make it a hundred times
letter said.
that," Miss Wothcrholt'S
"We have had such a time getting
of ten cents per
a contribution
member from the units throughout
d
this state and only about
of them have responded to this
for the hospital work. The
units (part of them) are making
warm sleeping garments and plan-to
sent
fori boxes, etc., toIn be
ning
!,
this State.
You know we have approximate y
2.500 disabled. Doys in mio
one-thir-

op-pe- al

l,ltnla

al""t' makes

me cynical and rebellious to see gay, happy throngs of
and spending
people shopping
so
money for foolish glmcracks and
Indifferent to tne u"er'",V'"1i'
is among our splendid boys
know
.
ininii sflprifinea tneir
now are
strength and health and
in
hospitals
Iving
lives nwav. forgotten by the public.
them everything
who promised
when
they lett. h.f.Ann 4 nfln ana
.
mere ura
ew
5.000 disabled service men In
Mrs. Nye saia
Mexico,
.
other
onv
v,on
.........
prormmy mine
state In the union, drawn here by
the climate. There were
H
ed veterans in Albuquerque
was
alone when the last check
made, according to Mrs. Nye.
Anvone desiring to corurujuic -.".""
th s nospiiai luuu
Contributions will be received
so
D"""
by Mrs. Belle l"ye,
Broadway.

y"'

...

ut
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Officers Eljcted at Annual
Meeting; All Day. Program at Church Is
Planned for Tomorrow.
A marked increase in church
and Sunday school attendance, and
in missionary offerings and general Improvement of church conditions are noted after the first sixteen months term of (he Rev. W.
A. Guy, pastor of the Broadway

church,
according
reports made at the annual busi-on
ness meeting of the church
Wednesday evening. The election
of church officers for the year
took place at the meeting and the
pastor's salary was raised by vote
of the congregation.
The result of the election follows: Georgo Gorbett, W. P. McDowell, elders; L. D. Brown, TJ. L.
Hayes, A. D. Campbell, I. J. Mlw.
C. R. McVay, deacons; Mrs. J. H.
Wear, Mrs. E. Van Cleave, Mrs. J.
W. Rice, Mrs. F. E. Shelley, Mrs.
C. R. McVay, deaconesses; George
L. Zearlng, trustee; O. T. Blount,
financial secretary; L. G. Dearlng,
treasurer; James Dearlng, clerk;
Mrs. C. R. Crosno, missionary secretary; and James Dearlng, Bible
school superintendent.
y
An
program has been
arranged for tomorrow which will
be the annual "Volunteer
day."
Instead of visiting each church
member at his home as usunl In
the "every member canvass," all
churchmen are urged to visit the
church sometime during the dav
and voluntarily make their pledge
for the coming year's work. A
basket lunch will be served in tho
basement at noon.
Tho afternoon services will begin
at 2:30 o'clock with music by tho
Baptist church orchestra led by O
,C. Blddlo. This will be followed by
five minute talks by visiting ministers of the city. Those who will
make addresses are Rev. F. E.
Rev. II. S. Davidson, Rev
C. C. Hlgbee, Itev. C. R. McKean.
and Rov. A. M. Knudsen. At 3:3')
o'clock there will be a musical
program by a male quartet assiste 1
by Mrs. R. D. Jones and Virgil

By the World's Greatest
'Artists

e,

Barker.
Other

school problems will be given bv
from
five school superintendents
other churches in tlio city. .1, TO.
J. I).
Major, D. A. I'orterfield,
Jones, C. A. Barnhart and E. B.
A
service
will
song
speak.
Cristy
will follow at 4:30 o'clock with the
regular evening services held as
usual.

DR. EXNER DELIVERS
TO
TALKS
HYGIENE
SCHOOL BOYS HERE;
Due to a misunderstanding in
the program at the university yes-- j
terday afternoon. Dr. M. J. Exner,
director of the department of education of the American Social Hy-- j

glene association, did not deliver
tho address to the boys which bad
been expected. Ho gave short talks
to the boys at the high school yesterday morning and addressed the!
Hl-boys at their noon luncheon
at the Y. M. C. A. The boys of the
Indian school we're given a talk on
hygiene Inst night. Dr. Exner was
in the city under the auspices of
the Y. M. C. A.

HIGH SCHOOL FR0SH
BEAT CENTRAL TEAM

The high school freshman team
defeated the central school quintet
by a score of 37 to 4 in a practice
on the
Central
game played
grounds yesterday afternoon. The
freshman team of this year seems
to be holding up tho standards set
by the class team last year. Both
teams played good basketball. Roy-bKeller starred for the freshu- - inaf
t- time menand
and Lucero and Kelly for. the
.
With Centrals.
ir
Dnnlf
"
tnriRV
"Tne case ui
title role U
Constance Binney n Inon the
mnpnMne tile
When Ton Are Constipated.
To insure a healthy action of the
and Ferdie comedy. "Meet
bowels and correct disorders of the
the Wife."
liver, take two of Chainberlaln's
j.""
Lvrio Tiicatcr
Tablets
Power."
Immediately after supper.
will not only cause a gentle
They
being repcaieu
Be
"You
the
time! also repeating
movement of the bowels, .without
icavun.-comedy,
unpleasant effects, but banish that
S'prised"
,( ...
:"Snooky.-tnhu."-t dull, stupid feeling, that often acconstipation.
companies
time, Nell Shipman
day for the last star
U
The
In
All
sheet muslo reduced
leading
repeat to 30 popular
cents. Allniquerquo Music
From God's Country;' also
the Star
Store, Sll West Central avenue.
ii Larry Semon
"The ran

Theaters Today

al

a"j

... t. u;. Fletcher died In a
Thurshospital at Pueblo, Colo
.
Pera"on',
day, following an
cording to word received
Aihnmiernue. The

DdVnVluT;rou7hrhereforbur

ial, the time to be
laMr. Fletcher Is superintendent
of the Santa Fe shop at La Junta..
AlThe Fletcher family lived In
years.
for
many
buquerque
PELT V R AINBOW -JAZZ ORCHESTRA.
LN. TONIGHT.
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60o Towels, lOcj 75o and $1.25 Towels,
35c. Some of these are slightly smoked,
but none of them damaged to such an

extent but that a good tubbing would
not make them as good as new. However, most of them are perfect.

IN GIFT BOXES

EDISON

$4.25

ELECTRIC

$1.50 Sets of 6 Spoons and
l orks. Fire Sale

$72.00

$1.50 sets of 6 nickel plated Forks,
Table Spoons, Soup Spoons and Dessert Spoons have been placed In one
big lot at 60c for the set of six.

These Coco Cola Glasses sell regulareach. They are the
ly for
standard
size and scientifically constructed against chipping.

Floor Lamps, Table
Lamps.
Boudoir Lamps
Half Price and Less

.25c

........ tpO.tD

CHRISTMAS TREE
ORNAMENTS
All Kinds
Half Price
and Less

HALF PRICE

A Phonograph

for Christmas

at

FIRE SALE

LEFT

... ....lSc

50c Gflcli

ROSENWA

JUST A
FEW

$51.50

$8.00 Auto Robes.
GJQ OK
Fire Sale Price.
The Fire Sale has played havoc with
Auto Robe prices. Think of it; we
are selling $8.00 robes for $3.95,
all the standard colors in pleasing
plaids. In this section we have also
the $11.00 Robes for $6.95, and the
$18.75 Robes for $8.95.

AT LESS THAN

.

Sets

r

Kinds of Toys

All

China

....,OUt

$25

I

Imported
Dinner

$1.00 Double Flat Curtain
Rods. Fire Sale Price.
These are the kind of Curtain Rods
that sell regularly for $1.00 each.
They are the flat adjustable rods that
have been placed in one big lot at

Sewing Machines

22o

China
Sets

30c Dishes............
75c Dishes

$75.00 and $90.00 White

5c

.

$75.00

45-pl-

$43.95

$4.95

OUC

Fire Sale Price...,

Some of the Finer Dinner
Sets'

Odd Dishes Plain White
and Decorated
20c Dishes. lt .,,..
5c

GRILLS

22Vzc Coco Cola Glasses

Think of it! Linen Napkins in this
lot sold for anywhere from $7.50
to $17.50 a dozen.
The Table
Cloths too. And 'they all go at
$2.95. Some are Blightly smoked,
but none in such condition but
what a good tubbing will not
render them as good as new.

Imported
Dinner

GIFT SETS

Price.

?0

$.UD

FIRE SALE
PRICES

.jj

An Extra Special On

OVERCOATS
A SPECIAL1

PURCHASE

LATE-SEASO- N

$40 AND $45 COATS

BRINGS '

TO YOU AT

s

MRS. FLETCHER DIES
IN PUEBLO HOSPITAL

T
O

Huck Towels at

$7.50 to $17.50 (dozen) LINEN
NAPKINS and
ftC
TABLE CLOTHS......

1

u)

s

35c

lower prices .than they have ever before been offered in the state. 85o and

$8.00 PYREX

"&'

$30

'

athe

10c
Plain and hemstitched

10c 25c 50c $1

.,.,,,.

'l"r

75c to $1.25
Towels

talks on Bible

iu

e

35c and 50c
.Towels

all-da-

-

,

RECORDS

to

y

$35

There are just 100 Overcoats in this purchase. r One of the;
country's foremost overcoat tailors offered us these coats as a
n
special
purchase at a price that enables' us to offer
regular $40 and $45 coats for $30 and $35.
All the popular ulster and
There are all sizes to choose from:
ulsterette styles, some with belts all around, and some with belts
. in the backs only;
They all have big, patch sport pockets, and
late-seaso-

. Not A Blemish,
mm Ihe perfect sppearancs of htt
complexion. Permincnt and temporary
f kin trouble are effectively conceited.

Reducee unnatural color and corrects
greasy tkim. Highly antlieptic

ft FERP. T. HOPKINS

SON. NewYork.

)

r.

comfortable reversible collars;
AND ALL THE SEASON'S LATEST

n lO
il

GOAL

Every Time btj using flic

I0

8ij8tem for tjour slioe repairs
NORMAL TIMES ARE HERE

Owlnflr to our modern mflchlnnrv ani Affluent wnrlrman
B are able to do first class worlr mt nra.wnr nHnei
Men's Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
..11.45
Ladles' Soles, sewed, and rubber heels.
.$1. so
BOo
shoe
Children's
work
from
to
The Santa Fe Railway company
....$1.00
has finished the construction of the
Shoes called for and delivered free.
cement blocks to be placed at the
East Central avenue railway cross
of the old crossing
ing and
was torn up yesterday.
It isex-pecte- d
Phone 567-213 Soutb Second St.
that the concrete work will
tart either today or Monday,

WOR
IS STARTED ON
SANTA FE CROSSING

FROM ROSENWALD'S THIRD FLOOR DEPARTMENT

CHURCH S HDW

Christian

......

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
r

LIGHT AN : MEDIUM
COLORS; BROWNS, TANS, GREYS, ETC.; IN TH;: FINEST;
WARMEST
and at the same time LIGHEST POLO CLOTH
MADE;

'

v

v

'

It is not often that EuBank-Brotheradvertise a special. A glance
'
at these coats; and a judicious comparison of their price with
any others in the state will tell you why we
- are advertising
s

these as EXTRA SPECIALS;
.

"1

A FEW FIRE SALE BARGAINS
PHONOGRAPH

boasted he
often
Slaughter
would never go to the electric
.Hot
chair. At
Springs, his cell
was searched daily for weapons.
After a Jury returned a verdict ot
lifo imprisonment he turned over
41a viinwla a hnnrlfnl of hack
ennra Vrl flf i n IT thflt tf IhO 8t'!l- tence' had been death he would not
have stayed in jail overnlgnt.
state guard was called out
under sentence of death. Six nn The
nnnfhnr nppnsinn 1USt about B.
negroes under death sentence in
connection with the riots at Elaine, year ago to guard the penitentiary
wnicn ne nan inArk., in 1819, refused the oppor- here wnenfora plot
a wholesale delivery
tunity and remained In their cells. stigated
of prisoners was uncovered.
ClnHhes With Officers.
Governor McRae offered $500
Reports early today said Slaughter had engaged in a gun fight with for the return of Slaughter dead or
e
alive.
twenty-fivofficers at Benton,
miles southwest, but that no one
was Injured and that Slaughter and HAVE TAKFTV UKFI GK IV
THE HILLS, IS IJLLIEF
his party had turned northwest
from there.
Little
Ark., Dec. 9. Tom
Rock,
sheriffs
and
Four armed posses
In several counties today were Slaughter, considered among the
scouring their sections for the most daring desperadoes inat the his
liberty
escaped convicts. An unconfirmed tory of the southwest, is
the tonight after directing a most
report was received here thatBencar had been abandoned near
spectacular escape in the eariy
ton.
morning hours from tho Arkansas
After the escape it developed state prison, which he ruled like
been
a "czar"' for five hours. Slaughter
had
BmuKgled
revolver
a
that
to Slaughter In the death cell where summoned a guard, feigning Illhe had been closely guarded since ness, and when offered an extra
his conviction at Pinebluff, of blanket to warm him In his death
killing the convict guard. Feign-In cell, he covered the guard with a
gun, disarmed him, then canvassed
ing illness, Slaughter succeeded cell
the prison, disarming and Jailing
getting a guard to open his
o'clock
last
9:30
about
night.
door
the guards as he met them. Before
He held up this guard and another leaving the prison Slaughter went
their pistols to the adjacent home of the warstanding nearliy, took to
and then forced them
go ahead den and aroused him from his bed,
of him to the stockade, where their and forced tho warden and hi
presence admitted them and per- family to return to the prison
mitted him to overpower the one where they were also locked in the
cells.
guard on duty there.Cells.
It was believed Slaughter and
Open the
Slaughter then opened the rells the white man and four of the five
liband offered all the prisoners
negroes who escaped under his
erty. Only six took advantage of leadership are In tho wild hills of
the offer and two of the guards Saline county, thirty miles west ot
were locked up.
here. The fifth negro la believed
He next took one guard to the to bo dead, killed, officers say.
office of the penitentiary with him by Slaughter or one of the men
and took possession of it, turning with him, after being wounded in
the guards on duty there over to a gun battle staged
in the main
the men who elected tn escape with street of Benton, Saline county
him. Next, he went to the hospital seat early today.
and forced ft nurse to precede him
posses are In pursuit of
to the apartments theMany
outside the
fugitives.
y
Denip-seE.
H.
Warden
bv
occupied
The car in which the men esand his family.
The nurse
was found thirteen miles
awakened them and Slaughter then caped
north
of Benton, where the banforced them to accompany him to dits abandoned
it when stopped by
the death cell where they were an open ditch.
locked up. He told them
of
Investigations
Slaughter's
not harm them and later brought possession
of the gun which made
them & pot of coffee with cream, the escape possible
have beon be
surar and cups.
gun by Warden Dempsey, the
Slaughter then threw the gates state penitentiary commission
and
of the penitentiary wide open and the governor.
Herman Vezollie,
leisurely set abwt outfitting him- trusty guard, Is in the death cell,
self and companions with civilian pending developments.
clothes from the commissary.
Officials of the state attorney
At 2:30 a. m. Warden Demnsey
office
said
tonight
said he heard an automobile leav- general's
to
will forfeit his
Slaughter
ing and with the aid of prisoners appeal from the death right
sentence
above, who cut a hole through the now hanging over him if he does
floor at his direction, he escaped not surrender before January H
from the death cell and spread the or Is not recaptured before then.
alarm.
Slaughter was convicted of mur
Slaughter bad taken an automo-bl- l der In Jefferson circuit coution Nobelonging to Mrs. DemDsey vember 11 and his date of execuand stripped all the tires from n tion set for December 16.
roadster
belonging to Kdward
Dempsey, son of the warden.
Slaughter is 26 years old. He
fold an Associated
Press correspondent at the time of bis first
incarceration In the penltentlarv
here that be was reared In
southern Arkansas, and when 14
years old was convicted of a charge
of grand larcenv and sent to the
reform school. He served his term

ff
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CHAPTER

A night or two

By LAURA A. KXRRMAN.

your tactics I would be cross and
envious every time you have a
pleasure I did not participate in.
I enjoyed seeing you bathe the
other day, enjoyed your fun with
d
that good looking,
boy juat na much as you did. But
because Mr. Forrester talked to me
for half an hour you resented it.
I thought you were fair, always,
dear."
"It isn't fair in you to have him
around when you know I hata
him!" Joan exploded.
"If I should dislike one of your
playmates you would resent it if I
said I hated him or her, and that
it was unfair for you to have them

35.

after Forrester's

appearance at tho hotel a ball was
glvon.
"I think the management Is horrid!" Joan grumbled. It had been
distinctly given out that children
under 16 were neither expected nor
wanted. "I'd JuBt love to go."
'I'll toll you all about It," her
mother quietly returned.
"Are you going?"
"Yes "
"But It will be horrid to go
alone " Joan paused. Her words
hung In the air. Margaret read
her thought.
around."
"I shall not be alone. Mr. For"It's different! They don't want
rester haa asked mo to go with to marry me and make you miserhim."
able for always."
'
"I hate that man!"
Margaret laughed", she couldn't
One would not believe so much help it. She would stop discussing
venom could be put into lour things of the sort with Joan. She
words; especially by a girl who would go ahead, assert herself
looked like a blonde angel.
gradually, as she thought best, and
"Why do you hate him, Joan? say nothing. Tho few times sho
Wo do not hate people without a had done so had worked out far
reason."
better than when she had talked
"He's trying to get you away things over with Joan.
from me, and I hate him!"
The night of the ball, Joan
"Don't talk that way, Joan. No evidently she had forgotten that
one on earth can get me away her mother was' going said she
from you. If we are separated It was going down to the beach.
will be you who leave me. In a Some of the children were going
few years I shall begin to worry to have a beach fire and had in
about that. I wish I could keep vlted her.
"That will be- nice," Margaret
you a little girl always."
said rather absently. She had been
Margaret waa begging the
tlon, and Joan knew it.
thinking of what she should wear.
"You mean that I will got mar- Had Craig Forrester not been
ried?"
there she would have donned one
"Yes, sometime I hope
yet I of her simple white or black
But the thought of his
dread to see you grow up."
gowns.
"It wouldn't make any difference admiration when he saw her in the
to you If I did get married, you rose and gray intrigued her, and
would live with me always. But if she decided to wear it in spite of
you got married, took a strange Joan's dislike ' to her dressing in
man in the house with me, I'd run colors.
She always felt a bit
of herself when she
away. I couldn't bear to be laughed ashamed
at by the boys and girls because thought of. how
Joan dominated
.
her.
my mother was so silly."
so"It Isn't silly, dear, to want
"Is any older person going with
ciety, or to long fnr entertainment.
you?" Margaret asked as she butYou aren't natifrally selfish, Joan." toned a warmer gown Joan was to
she added very seriously, "but with wear.
me you are very selfish. You be"Of course! .1 wouldn't go If
grudge me any sort of pleasure there wasn't!"
that Is apart from you. Have you
Margaret said nothing, hut
ever stopped to think, dear, that thought happily, "She is full of
you have many pleasures I do not, right impulses. Some, day she will
cannot share? Why,
I adopted understand."
dark-haire-

.
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Mrs. Henry Kolf Brown will
give luncheon for Miss Virginia
Carr at 1 p. m.
Mrs. George Ferr will enter
tain Bridge club at 2:30 p. m,
region Auxiliary dance at armory at 9 p. m.
Co-e- d
dance at university at
8:30, p. m.
Forest service dance at Woman's club at 9 p. m.

THIS COAT LOOKS
. LIKE STREET GOWN

TV.
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By Edna
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IIAliinitESSIXG STYLES. that the wave is constantly being
clipped off.
be able to say
Otherwise the tendency is toward
a very sophisticated type of
bestyles are
for instance,
the
coming simpler, but unfortunately hairdressing;'
back from the face as
hair
it isn't so. More and more young much pulled
. a3
is becoming
and
Ei;':.i and women are adopting the drawn to a knot that is quite
This Is a, style
bobbed hair fashion so that most high In back.
that looks - very well - on young
girls and is almost the only
style that looks well on the
women with a weak or undeveloped chin. Unfortunately it is a
style that makes a woman look a

(
f"

little older.

f
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-
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Hair is being waved more this
season than ever before.
This
too is unfortunate because waved
hair makes a woman look older
than straight hair. But the waving this year is done very lightly,
that is, Instead of short, stiff and
artificial waves, the hair is done
very loosely indeed. It is far more
becoming and far more natural
than the old method. If a woman
wants to imitate this at home,
she can do so best by moistening
the hair and rolling strands of
it around very soft, thick kid

curlers.
Fortunately no artificial hair is
used. Hairdressers tell me it is
the position of the knot, rather
than its size, which makes It
fashionable.

'

Pinkie: It is possible to grow
taller after 18 years of age. At
that age with height of five feet
one inch you have the correct

if

weight at 115 pounds.
If you choose a shoe
Shorty:
with a long vamp, it will make
'
your foot appear to be larger and
more In proportion with your size.
Durkle: Your colors will be all
of those found in the Autumn
shades. Buttermilk, or the Juice
from cucumbers, will bleach the
Will Your Hair Look Well
skin.
This Way?
Mary: At 24 yean any lines
V
you may have should only be
of the beauty parlors which do temporary,
build up your health
permanent waving now .make a and nourish the tissues with a
specialty for permanently waving good cream and use an astringent
skin about twice each
short hair. The unfortunate part on the until
the muscles of the
of this is that short hair has to week,
face become flrm when these
so
cut
once
be
a month
about
lines will disappear.

'A
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I should like to
that hairclresslng

diabetic

diet,

that

physician's advice however is
before using these
presupposed
recipes.
Almond Meal Gems: To make
the almond meal at nome blanch
a quarter of a pound of almonds
and roast them until lightly
browned.
Then
grind them
through the food etiopper and
steep, but not boll, them for 10
minutes In water Just off the boll
and to which a drop or two of
vinegar has been added ( this Is
to remove all sweetness from the
nuts). Drain, dry the nuts well
and once more put them through
the food chopper. Add to this
amount of almond meul 2 tablespoons of melted butter and the
yolks of t eggs beaten until lemon
colored. Then fold in the stiffly
beaten whites of the 8 eggs and
1.4 teaspoon salt. Pour this batter into hot, buttered gem pans
and bake in a moderately hot
oven.
Marrow Balls: These are nice
used instead of crackers to eat
with soup. Melt and strain three
tablespoons of fresh beof marrow.
Add salt to taste, a few grains of
n
egg and
paprika, one
enough almond meal (made as
above described) to make a paste
that can be molded into tiny
balls. Poach these balls in the
hot soup that is kept JuBt below
tho boiling point otherwise the
rapid motion of the boiling soup
would tear the balls apart.
Bread: Soften 2
2
cup of tepid
yeast cake in
water and add 2 teaspoon of
2
salt, S cups of glutten flour,
cup of bran and enough additional water to form a dough that
can be handled (about 1 cup).
Knead well and add more gluten
If necessary
to prevent dough
from sticking to board. Cover and
let rise double In bulk; then form
Into a loaf, put this In a greased
pan, let rise again for one hour.
Bake as any bread.
A

Grapefruit

r

Kent Forbes.

a

for

recipes

I believe the following will be
welcome to many of my readers.

Bran-Glutte- n

"

BEAUTY GHATS

I receive so many requests for

well-beate-

....

-

RECIPES FOR THOSE WITH
DIABETIC SYMPTOMS.

1

By ELOISE.
East season has brought forth
Its coat dress, but It has been left
for the 1921 winter to bring out its
The first
opposite, the dress-coa- t.
cpats modeled to look like dresses
were fur modes shown last August.
Then there was e. hint, of the frock
Idea' in the bloused, but now a
coat which looks exactly like a
street frock has been displayed by
a Paris designer.
It is shown here- made up In &
heavy tweed material. The coat Is
fashioned of extremely simple lines,
tho only trimming being a collar of
monkey fur, unique cuff effects
and a sash belt. Such a coat is
just the thing for the woman who
wants something smart for morning or street wear. It Is excellent
for shopping, the morning or early
afternoon promenade or for weir
In the enclosed car. There Is an
"altogether look" about it which
will appeal to the woman who doc
e
not care for
suits, large,
cumbersome coats or furs.

Salad:

(As

sugar,

like starches, must be excluded
from the menu of a diabetic, most
physicians forbid tho sweet vegetables and fruits). Sour oranges
served without
and grapefruit
sugar, are permissible, however,
and these are more palatable If
served in the form of a salad
with a cheese or French dressing
as follows: Remove the sections
from one large grapefruit and one
orange and cut each section in
two. Add
cup of skinned and
seeded Malaga grapes and
cup of chopped pecan nuts. Mix
the Ingredients together and heap
them on lettuce, pouring over
1-

1-

them the following

cheese

ing:

dress-

Eoquefort Dressing: Mash to a
paste one tablespoon of Roquefort
cheese and add to it 4 tablespoons

salad oil, one tablespoon lemon
2
teaspoon salt and a
juice,
dash of paprika.
In the above recipes I have
mentioned Glutten Flour, Roquefort cheese and diabetic bran. It
often happens that a person is not
able to buy these commodities in
their local stores, so for this reason I will be glad to send any
reader, upon receipt of a stamped,
envelope, the address of a firm that will sell them
these things by mail. I will also
be glad to send the address of a
house which has
publishing
brought out a book on diabetic
cookery, containing menus and
recipes.

ELK AUXILIARY
DOUBLES XMAS

By WALT MASON,
THE LONG WINTER.

"The winter will be long and
Bold," observed the prophets, bent
and old, who know the goosebone
lore; "the signs and tokens all
agree that there'll be weather
fierce to see, ana stormy winas
will roar. The little creatures of
the woods have stored up nuts and
goods In quantities Immense;
'! other
In hunting deep and storm-prolairs the groundhogs and the grizzly hears have manifested sense.
The bark is thicker on the trees,"
the prophets say; "such signs as
these were never known to fail;
'
we'll have a winter long and stern,
and he who'd have some ooal to
burn should salt away his kale."
The signs and tokens all agree,
and yet the seers don't worry me,
for always they are wrong; I never knew a prophet yet on whom a
man might safely bet; the winter
won't be long. The winter won't

Safe TftUfc
V

be long or cold, since length and
fierceness are foretold) by these
prophetlo boys; the skle will be
serene and clear, and Gentle Annie
will appear, and raise a cheerful
noise. There may be sundry puffs
of snow, and now and then cold
winds may blow, but they will
wink out soon; when all the proph
ets are agreed that winter will be
fierce Indeed, It's sure to be like
When prophets differ we
June.
can't guess what sort of elemental
stress Is scheduled to appear; but
wnen tneyre all agreed we know
that nothing they predict Is so, and
thus our course is clear.
Miss Hilda Johnstone, who has
been appointed to the chair of history In London university, has held

the readership In history at that
institution since 1912, and previously had been senior assistant
lecturer In history at Manchester
university.
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The promise of 334
gifts of
clothing and the agreement to
double tho number by solicitations
for the big Christmas tree celebration of the Elks fbr the poor
children of tho city resulted from
the second meeting of the woman's
auxiliary at the club rooms yesterday afternoon. A large number of
women are going Into the Christmas cheer enterprise with an admirable whole hearted spirit.
The gifts fnr the children are all
to be of a practical nature. Som1?
of the women are making dresses
for little glcls and suits for boyj,
others are giving heavy underwear,
shoes and stockings and wraps.
Some are dressing dolls which will
be put on the Christmas tree for
the girls. The garments are all being made for children of 12 years
and under.
A thousand
colored balloons
have been donated by tho First
Savings Bank and Trust company
for the Santa Claus distribution
around the big tree. The Elks have
promised to donnte 800 "scooters"
for boys and the Golden Rule store
has promised 100 dolls for the
girls. The Elks are providing tho
candy, fruit and nuts for the
stockings which will bo distributed
to approximately a thousand children.
The big tree will be brought
down from the mountains a few
days betoi'e Christmas, when it
will be set up on the street at ths
cornor of Sixth and Gold avenue.
Four smaller trees will be brought
to the city also. These will be distributed to the Sacred Heart school,
tho day nursery, the St, Anthony
and
the Children's
orphanage
Home and Hospital.
The woman's auxiliary will meet
again at the Elks' club on December 20 to fill the Christmas stockings. Tho workers are asked to
come at 1:30 o'clock in order that
the work may be completed in one
All Christmas
afternoon.
gifts
must be completed and delivered
at the Elks club by December 15,
It was announced.

--

SLOAN'S EASES PAIN
RELIEVES THE ACHE
agonizing
quickly relieved
Liniment.
Sloan's
Apply it
by
freely and enjoy a comforting sense ol
warmth. It penetrates without rubbing.
Good also for sciatica, lumbago,'
d
muscles, stiff
neuralgia,
joints, external aches and pains, back
aches, strains and sprain9.
Don't let pain lay you up. Keefi
Sloan's Liniment handy and at tha
first sign of an ache or pain, use itj
(or it certainly does produce results. (
At all druggists 35c, 70c, J 1.40.

TORMENTING,

over-exerte-

Limment3

ICE CREAM

Bricks
Individuals
Gallons
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Bottled Milk Our Specialty

1

Albqyerqyo

Co-Operat-

ive

Dairy Association
321

North Second

Phone 351

i v: f
'

Mrs. Louis .' chultz.
Mrs. Louis Schultz, of Cincinnati, is perhaps the only woman
In tho United States who models
In candy.
She has been a candy
artist for tho past fifteen years
and during that time has made
every kind of flower, fruit and
other forms in candy. She holds
a lucrative position with a confectioner and her unique work
makes it possible for her employer to obtain from $5 up for one
pound of her diiinties,
A customer brings in flowers of
tho kind sho is going to use for
decorations for stated occasions.
She wishes to serve some fine
candles and wants tho flower
scheme carried out even In the
candies.
It is then that Mrs.
Schultz is called in and with her
talent she copies the
peculiar
flowers, be they pansle's, roses,
violets, 'mums, lilies or any other
flower, and molds their true form
in candy.
So perfect are they in
color and form thnt they flre often
taken for real flowers which have
been preserved in soma mysterious way. Mrs. Srhultz does not
need to have tho real flower from

Incense T

Ifantiiies Temple

Frnprant Oriental Burning Powder for Use
Indoors; Also Outdoors
Fancy Metnl Burners, with Incense, in a Christmas box, rcaflj
for mailing in various sizes, and priced as follows.
H5o and 65c
Sl.HO,
$1.00,
Aromas
Mall

Rose, Violet, Pure Sandlewood, Wisteria.
Postpaid to any point In N. M.

orders prompt attention,

ROrlO'S BOSK STORE

ecial Christmas
3

of

Women's
Men's : ,
Slippers

two-piec-

UTTLE

BENNY'S

rOTB BOOJ

It isn't necessary to say a word about
Me and Sid Hunt wunted to take
a wawk to the park last Satldday
ony Sid had to mind his little
brother Bert, saying to him, Hay
Bert, me and Benny wunts to take
a little wawk, and you wouldent
have eny fun going, so will you
wait heer till we come back?
No, 111 go with you, sed Bert.
Wich Sid looked at me diskusted
and I winked at him saying, Wy
y
wats the matter with you Sid,
Bert will stay heer if we ask
him to, he's one of the most obliging little follows I ever saw. If
other peeple was ony as obliging as
wat Bert is they'd be all rite, I sed.
G thats rite sed Sid winking
back at me, Bert allways wunts
to do peeple favors, G wlzz the
trubble is you cant keep him from
doing you favors, he certeny is
ODUging no matter wat you ask
him to do he's so glad to do it its
allmost a shame to ask him and
take advantldg of his good nature.
Ive saw some obliging little kids
before, but I never saw eny half
as obliging as our Bert, If I do say
so myself, and I sed, Wy I bet for
instants if we asked him Jest as a
favor to wait heer till we came
back I bet a hundred dollars he'd
say Yes, certeny, I bet he'd say,
Wy sure, go ahed, wat do I care,
certeny.
I bet be would too, thats Jest
how obliging he is, I got a good
mind to ask him Jest to Drove it.
sed Sid, and I sed. Go ahed, ask
him, and Sid sed, Hay Bert, do
us a little favor will you?
No, sed Bert.
And we started to wawk to the
park and Bert started to wawk
with us and we kepp telling him
the most Insulting things about
himself wo could think of to keep
him from injoying himself.
Wich he did enywaya.
--

Give
-

Useful Gifts

Make This Christmas a

USEFUL-GIF-

Kow

practical

a gift house slippers are men and women know
that and needless to say also, that these well known
favorites at these prices will bring men and wpmen
here to get their annual Christmas supply;
v

T

cer-ten-

DROUTH

for INFANTS ami INVALIDS

EMM Y IjEAVES MOSCOW.
Riga, I.etvia, Dec. 9 (by the Associated Press.) Emma Goldman,
who was deported to Russia from
the United States in 1919, as a result of her alleged anarchistic activities, has loft Moscow, It was
learned here today. She is believed to be in Riga with the intention of seeking permission to
return to the United States.
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which to copy either, for she carries in her mind a perfect knowledge of every flower known to the
city florist. She knows exactly
how many petals a bloom has ami
never gives It one too many or too
She Is shown here making
few.
some chocolate Into flower shapes.
In the early days of baseball
thero were two umpires one chosen by each club and a referee.
As the umpires in a majority of
cases decided In favor of their own
clubs, the decision had ultimately
to be left to the refcroo.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

By JANE PHELPS
THE HOSE GOWN AGAIN.

OHIO WOMAN IS
CANDY SCULPTOR

IN

VICINITY
OF. LEVY IS BROKEN

(Bpedal Corrmpondrne to The Jonrnnl.)
Levy N. M., Deo. 9. The four

months drought has been broken
here by a good shower of rain followed by a light snow. Farmers
think the moisture Is sufficient to
sprout the winter wheat, which has
lain in the ground for weeks with
out a drop of moisture.
Stock of all kinds is doing, fine
on the several varieties of rough
feed resulting from an unusually
heavy crop.

CHRISTMAS
Instead of Giving Something Showy

Special, 350 pairs Children's and Misses'
$1.50 value Felt Slippers, padded soles,
silk ribbon trimmed, blue and red,
Sizes
Very
. ..
Special Value, at.

89c

Special, 400 pairs Women's $1.75 Felt
Comfy Slippers, padded soles, old rose,
brown, light blue, lavender, Copenhagen
orchard and oxford.
QQ
Very Special, at
T.

and Worth While.
Electric Toaster ,
Electric Grills
Casseroles

Big Lot, Women's Hylo Comfy's, with
cuffs, soft padded sole. Very smart
and comfortable.
Blue, grey, brown,
J
old rose and taupe.
4Q
to
Values up
$2.50,

Special, Men's Felt Hylo Slippers, good
quality, comfy style, good assortment
in patterns and sizes, leather sole,
brown, grey and blue.
Values up to $3.75, at.

and Flashy, Give Something Useful

i

v Flashlights

V

I' Rogers Silverware

.

s

Pocket Knives
Auto Robes
'
Roller Skates
Carving Sets
Combination Range
Pyrexware of all kinds.
Electric Irons
Electric Percolators
ALL AT MW LOW PRICES

J. Korber & Go.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store"
WE DELIVER GOODS.
8
North Second.
Phone 878.

208-22-

5-- 2.

.-

.

at....

fl--

tyL&O

tOC

$1.75

Reference what kind of slippers you want, it makes
no difference what you have been paying; if you
will come to this sale, you will positively save money
on every "pair you buy.
s-'- n-v..

Come Early!

Buy How!

Don't Wait!

finiwi
MM
Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place
109 North First.
WATCH OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

k

Phone 352.

Fajre Sue
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STANDINGS
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DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes. ...
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
......
U1.
Miss Dorothy Bowman. .
...it.
Miss Helen Gurule.
UJ.
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox,tc
Mrs. Markett Jones. . . ..... . . . ,
...,
Miss Margaret KIeinworth.,.A.., . ,
.
G. Albert Linder., .. .
Mrs R. M Miirx.
mxi.t
.;
.
Miss Ada Philbrick.
. .l.,.L,i,.v, .......
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey.. o . .i
Miss Louise Roark.
, . . ...u.
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger.
Miss Mildred Tatum. . . . . .
Mrs. H. J. Tompkms.
..- ..;-- . . .ul.i

...
......
....

.-

...........

"

.......

... ....

...

..;

,t. t

Miss. Edna L. Williams....,....,,,,..,....
James Ross, Jr.. ,, . :itu:Viiii;v.T.iucro
Mrs. L. B. Sweney, .:.ujc.
Miss Lillian Yisarri.IuiTl,1,;i.vT

'

will He die winners in TKe Journal's big
Who will ride in the handsome motor cars?
Who"

g

133

ra

1

;.

..

r

,t

1328j100

1,287,700
1,305,100
182,100
879,600
30,100
1,275,200
1,232,900
1,316,200
161,000
5,000
,
'

...:

iu...

.

...v.

,t.

..,

:nm
,:

958,800
169,100
1,296,200
1,279,800
1,281,900
5,000
556,200
5,000
1,308,200
891,800
321,400
908,000
1,346,600
614,000
5,000
188,300

"

'
DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland .;,.. Iut, .
1,274,600
,IU,J-- ,. .,tlt, ,
., , .. . .x.uii 76,700
Baby Ellen.
,y..
J. Eller.
, , .;.;,. ,v.
5,000
iuiV f,
.'.iutT'
Miss Fannie Frost. . .
182,400
,iW:t . . . .L.i.. v
Miss Lupita
1,313,400
H. L. Hart
.. .
5,000
;.
Miss Geraldine Hodges
, , , . . , . .lUL... ,
10,000
Charles E. Hayes
i lttM j;,-- . ,
5,000
Gordon Herkenhoff . .
. , , . ,i,if;, . . ,t.;r.. . 1,330,700
Colbert Hicks.
,
5,000
Mrs. Florence Kronig
189,300
M. . , , ,1 u
O. E. Lovan.
1,291,900
Rev. C. D. Poston
, ,1U... . .
, . ,.y
38,200
..
Miss Margaret Radcliffe.
., , 1,209,600
.m.'.-H. L. Rose
5,000
....VL.i...
.
.
Clarence Stoldt.
...
5,000
T. 1,238,600
L. J. Stone.. ..
.
5,000
Harry White. . . .
J. A. ShaW. . . .Jlt
. ,.(Jlt. ,1
35,000
Ffc C. Burgess
. .v.x 1,145,000
,
,iUS;.., .

,,,

,

...
Garcia..,,,,,,.,,,;.,.,,.,,..
..

In frenzied effort to eliminate as much of this doubt as possible;
candidates all over the Journal territory are scouring the communities ceaselessly. From the waking hours of morning until
the day is done, these ambitious candidates are fighting the battle
courageously, never pausing but keeping busily at it so that the
tide will sweep toward them.

..,,...,.,.,..

......

....
v

....... ... ...

lu.-.-..-

.a. ...

Such stirring scenes as this, with such eager candidates filled
with the spirit of conquest, have never had their equal in this
section. The race for supremacy is rushing forward nip and tuck; J

4

;

Abreu.., ..

,-

Scores of predictions have been offered
palmists and exponents
of the occult science have been consulted by some in an endeavor
But the
to obtain some inkling of what the outcome will be.
final result is as much in doubt as ever.

I

Many of those who apparently have little chance, if they are to
be judged by their present vote standing, promise to spring such
surprises at the end, as will send the too confident ones down to
is the biggest handicap under which a
defeat.
candidate can work. This unwelcome handicap causes more reThe only
gret than anything else in a campaign of this kind.
way to be sure of winning is to spend every minute scouring for
Perseverance is the only winning quality.
And
subscriptions.
see what there is at the top of the "ladder of success" for the
plucky ones luxurious automobiles worth as much as $2,295 and
hundreds of dollars in gold and silver. These prizes will make
their owners proud. No luxury compares with the delight of a
really fine and costly automobile and these dandy cars that will
be given away stand out with radiant splendor,'
Over-confiden-

.:
.uuxt.

1,336,500
1,331,000
1,107,900
1,275,700
1,224,100
47,000
1,278,300
166,800

NUMBER TWO

DISTRICT
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:

Mrs. Lawrence
.uc. . ,ViK, ..
Neil P. Bolt.,..
Rene Divelbess . vuis
.
ui...
ui,.
iim.y
. :u.;.,. .
F. C. Groman
T..r.
Miss Virgie Hidalgo. . . ,uu.v,.Ti;
.i.io .
.
Mrs. C. W. Howe. lUt,
ixt;.
J. F. Jamison, , ( , tvwj. tt'jnnvr
:
iuo
R. M. Kimbro. ., i , , ..'
.
.Me.
Mrs. C. Martinez., , ...t,,:,..:.,,.;;,.
Miss Sophie Martin . . , .
.:;
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby. , . ,. .,
L. J. Sandoval
....
...
, .
Mrs. Florence Saul. ..v,. tfJti- im: .. .,;,;.,.,
Mrs. Fern Swatzell.
:
,vai,
Matt Radosevic. ,.K, , ,, ,aiJC, ,, ,L.1K,, . . , luv
Arthur H. Gallup . . , .

campaign?,
Who will be presented with the beautiful Stud ebaker Sedan? These questions 'are
the principal topic of interest in Albuquerque and vicinity. Only
a few more days and the questions will be answered.
gift-givin-

10, 1921'.,

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
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1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN. VALUR S2.29S
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6" P ASS. STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT
7--

v

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

CAR

.

5

The big schedule of credits in effect until Saturday night; DeC:
17, and the 100,000 EXTRA FREE VOTES offer coupled with the
second payment schedule, makes a rapid rise in votes easily;
One candidate said yesterday that she was making a
possible.
thorough canvass of every subscriber she had previously secured
and thus far her returns averaged better than fifty percent;'
Determined methods are being brought into play to make an exof the territory.
haustive "clean-up- "
Candidates are darting
hither and yon, ever in quest of votes.
Make these days the.
most active of any that" have gone before, that VICTORY ma
The BIG CREDIT SCHEDULE points the
crown your efforts!
way to delay is to lose the splendid chances that are now
yours. The time is short only eight working days until the end
of the "second period"
any candidate can make himself a sure
winner in that time. Get started early tomorrow morning and
when the sun sets on the final day you will be able, to say that
your work was a mighty effort; well put forth;

(

Jill

.

.

u
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ir

December 10, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
ATTRACTIVE NEW HOME OF HOWARD GRUEHL ON
EAST SILVER AVENUE IS EXCELLENT TYPE OF
SPANISH ARCHITECTURE FOR A LITTLE HOUSE

IS NOT
EXPA

Pasre Seven

ill

SPECIAL SALE

viviAi cm

Xmas Haberdashery

Nation Is Doing Nothing
Which Is In Opposition to
the Principles Proposed
By Washington Parley.

-

(By The
Washington,

'

As
sociated Press). France Is doing
In
the matter of Increasing
nothing
.'her navy which la in opposition to
"the principles
proposed by the
Washington conference. M. Vlviani,
of
head
the French delegation, said
tonight. Parliament a year ago, he
added, made provision for replacement and repair work after the war
but there waB no expansion, as
such, provided for. In an interview
ho said:
"Certain American
newspapers
ha ve expressed some surprise at the
Paris refrom
information wired
specting tho vote for the French
navy. Public attention has been
particularly called to the fact that
the personnel of the navy will be
Increased from 61,000 to 67,000
men.
"This increase is even pointed out
as- - appearing to be in opposition
.with the views generally Bet forth
at tie Washington conference by
its chairman, Mr. Hughes, and to
which M. Briand has adhered substantially on behalf of France. This
.has served aa & reason for starting
A new debate on the naval claims of
Franoe. It seems useful not to allow public opinion in America to
be led artray in .this respect.
V"It may be first permissible to
say that no definite data has as yet
t'been communicated to the press as

ill

$m

AeiMKlated Frena.)
Dec. 9 (by the

-

Residence

TOBACCO,

'IIS'

Albuquerque becomes
central postal city
for accounting work
.

'

"

FOREIGN WAR VETERANS

"SLIPPERY

OPEINl

WILL

NIGHT

MONDAY

GULCH"

They called me 'Mother.' I would
do anything for them.
"That experience
me a
lot of things. Youngtaught
singers think
that they must carefully protect
themselves from the weather in
order to make the most of their
voices. I don't know. I believe
now that one can stnnd a lot of exposure without affecting tho voice.
Snowflakes used to drop into my
throat and they didn't bother me."
Thus speaks tho, great, sacrificing mother heart of Ernestine
Sohnmann-TTein- k
for whom no war
duty was a duty but a supreme
pleasure Into which she threw herself on all occasions without reserve and her noble offering was
one of the most wonderful singing
voices that has ever delighted
the
world.

X
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You Can Save 33

rs

five-piec-

.

HOSIERY
3 pairs 50c Silk Lisle,
Pure Wool, $1 Hose,

at. . .$1.00
at

'vv.
National

hv

4
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MATTINGLY James M.
died at his apartment on
South Broadway last night at the
age of EJ years. He leaves a wife,
one daughter and four sons In
The body
Campbellhlll, Illinois,
will be shipped there, accompanied
by Mrs. Juda Cook, of this city.
Strong Brothers are In charge.

SIVERTSON Funeral services
for Mrs. Ora Ines Slvertson, wo
died Thursday morning, were held
yesterday afternoon from French's
chapel. Rev. H. 8. Davidson officiating. Burial was In Falrvlew
cemetery.
GALVADQN The funeral of
Santiago Oalvadon will be held this
morning at 9:30 o'clock from the
family residence at 1901 South Second street, to the Sacred Heart
church. Interment will be San Jose
cemetery. Garcia and Sons are In
charge.

ft

-

Forest Timber
for Sale.

Sealed bids will be received by
the Forest Supervisor, Santa Fa,
New Mexico, up to and including
1922, for all the merJanuary, 16,
chantable dead timber standing or
down, and all the live timber
marked or designated for cutting
on an area embracing 160 acres
within Sections 1 and 21, T. 19
N It. 3 E., N. M. P. M., Redondo
Creek . watershed, Santa Fe National Forest, New Mexico, estimated to be 1,030,000 feet B. M..
of Western Yellow Pine. No bid
Jess than $3.00 per M. feet will be
considered. J200.00 must be deposited with each bid to be apfrSed on
the purchase price, refunded, or
retained In part aa liquidated dam-- '
ages according to conditions of
sale. The right to reject any and
bids reserved; Before bids are
,
submitted, ftfll Information
the timber, the conditions
sale and the submission of bldi
should be obtained from the Forest Supervisor, Santa Fe, New Ilex
."
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her brother.
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GLOVES

SWEATERS

Regular $3.50 Glove, at. . .$2.15
Regular $4.50 Glove, at. . .$3.45

Young Men's and Eoys' Pure
Wool Fancy Sweaters :
$ 7.00 regularly, now
$4.85
$ 9.00 regularly, now
$6.75
$7.45
$10.00 regularly, now

Fine lined Auto Gloves;
regular $3.50 kind, at. . .$2.45
Regular $6.00 kind, at. . . .$4.15

Silk Shirts, values to $10.00, $6.85;
BELTS WITH INITIAL BUCKLES
85c
Regular $1,50 Belts at
$1.15
Regular $1.75 Belts at

OFF!

ONE-THIR- D

.

Values to $15.00; $7.85
SCARFS

Regular $3.50 Scarfs at.
Regular $6.00 Scarfs at.

.$2.45
$4.15

You Cannot Fully Appreciate the Savings Possible on These "Articles Unless You
tually See Them and Compare Our Prices With Others

Ac-

J.

--

Makers of Clothes That Satisfy.
114

West Central Ave.

V. V. EVANS IS NEW
HEAD OF R10 GRANDE
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
o
Wilbur VVcaton Evans, of
Center, Mas:., is tho new
of
tho
Rio
Grande
superintendent
Industrial school. He hns arrived
In the citv with his wife and is
ready to take up his duties. He
succeeds Rev. O. F. Schielie, who
resigned about three months ago.
Mr. Evans Is a Yale m:in.
He
hfis served as principal of the high
school at Princeton, Mass., as state
educational supervisor of Connecticut and recently as pastor of the
Northbridge Center Congregational
church.
The Rio Grande school Is a Congregational Institution maintained
by the mission board, five miles
south of the city. It offers an industrial education at small cost to
n
boys and girls.
It has an enrollment of about fifty
Miss Mabel Ann Smith
students.
has been acting superintendent
since Mr. Schiebe left the school.

Phone 520.

AUTOMOBILE SHOW IS
TO EE GIVEN IN DUKE
CITY FEBRUARY 23-2- 5

North-bridR-

Kpanish-Ameriea-

Albuquerque Auto Trades association met last night and decided
to hoid a now car and accessory
Fhow In the armory February 23,
24 and 2R. It was decided to handle the show by a committee from
the association, composed of Guy
1anderbaugh, Tom Marron, II.
Galles, Sims and Clyde Oden.
"We intend to out on the biprgest
show ever held in the southwest,"
Bald one of the members after the
meeting last night.

TUBERCULOSIS
Qlaia tta
poiltiv
proof h it ablt to cur
tuberculosis by Inhalation
In an? olimata.
Fur further Information
addreaa THE T P. OLASs
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BPILDINO. I.OS ANOB-l,ECALIFORNIA.
Or.

At the "Butter Feast" In Tibet
the Lamas make wonderful figures

LEGAL NOTICE

of men and women, temples, houses,
NOTICE.
animals, birds and flowers, all of Last Will and Testament of Crs- Torrez, Deceased.
butter, which is shaped and paint- Tosencio
Severa Armanta de Torres and
ed in a most realistic way.
Sofia Torres! and To All Whom
It May Concern:
You are hereby notified that ths
Mrs. Laura M. Iloyt Recommends
alleged last Will and Testament of
Chamberlain's Tablets.
"I have frequently used Cham Crescendo Torrez, deceased, late of
the
County of Bernalillo and Stats
berlain's Tablets, during the past
three years, and have found them of New Mexico, was produced and
splendid for headaches and bilious read in the Probate Court of the
of New
attacks. I am only too pleased, at County of Bernalillo, State Novemany time, to speak a word in praise Mexico, on the 17th day of
of thorn," writes Mrs, Laura M. ber. 1921. and the day of ths proving of said alleged Last Will and
Hoyt, Rockport, N. T.
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Monday, the 2nd clay of January,
A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock la ths
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand' and ths
CATARRH
seal of this court, this 23rd day of
ei the
A. I). 1921.
November,
LADDER (Seal)
FRED CHOLLOTT,
County Clerk,

L2K

Each Consul
oaara oama
JtosmofttmithrMhi

Journal want ads get

-

results,

Let The Journal 'Be Your
Christmas Guide

VV

uticurarrcmciesuooaim
Treatment: At night rub Cutlcura
Ointment Into partings all over ut
Next
with

scalp.
morning shampoo
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Re
peat In two weeks.
8nplalub rra.tr Ka. AdArm: "entrant.
.rtorl..,D.pt S0, UduiK.ll.ii " oldrr- oo.pbc. uinusuEainaove. imramur.
Cuticura Soap ah.., without mur.

wngrc.

ARQUELLES The funeral of
Josefine Arguelles will be held this
afternoon at Crollott's funeral
chapel. The body will be taken to
Deming for burial, accompanied by

APATHE

m.

f

As long

at her residence from pneumonia.
She Is survived by one son, Miguel
Gutierrez, who lives at Las Vegas.
The body was taken to Crollott's
funeral parlors. Funeral arrangements are still pending.

'if

dry-eye-

.

music

are truly the 365 day
of the year presents
Or If you are alread:
the possessor of i
phonograph, a new soflection of records
fers a suggestion.

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323

I!

gji

t
i

rn rtyirt, to.

'

Christmas morn

will be suggestive o.'
P a t h t
Christmas,
phonegraphs will b(
given as gifts. The;

Fresh Violets today, College Inn.

2'me. Asako Hara, widow of the Japanese premier, proceeding to the
North Tenth.
temple for the funeral of her assassinated husband.
The detailed story of the assassination of Premier Asako Hara of
We deliver any size any
Japan, which has just reached the U. S., places Mme. Hara, wife of the where. Henry Transfer Con
slain premier as the heroic figure of the tragedy. She wa. summoned to
her husband's Bide immediately after the young assassin had stabbed the Phone 939.
first commoner premier of the land. Calm and
she bathed
PTCtTA
RAINBOW DETROIT
her husbanVi wiund and cicely ordered him token to his home. The .TVSB
OKCHK8TRA. COLLEGE
lih.! abova i'w.v Cit widow at the funeral
INN." TONIGHT.

as good

DO YOUR "shopping" at home your, buy- Gift for the Children
Bicycles
ing at the stores.
Blocks
BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
Dolls
Kiddie Kara
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
Battles
'
shopping at home?
Rings
Wagons
THERE'S Mother dear; old Mother, her
Gifts
silver-grafor
the Horns
y
shows
hair
where once 'twas
golden for her it must be the best Christ- Bookcases
Cook Books
mas ever
Pianos
AND Dad, too poor Dad, who usually gets
Phonographs
Silverware
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for him,
Tea Wagons "
a regular gift this year
Vacuum
Cleaners
AND Baby Betsy it's her first real Christ"
Gifts for Her
mas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on Flowers
Furs
AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.
GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.
I KNOW L'et's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The Morn- ing Journal. We can "shop"' there and save
hours and dollars.

For Christmas

;

nTTTTT?TTlTT
ihlo. wall. v.
Gutierrez, 71, died Friday morning

Si

85o

fine Repes
and Madras
$1.3:
14.00 Silk Striped, MaCords
dras, Russian
S2.8S
finest materials

65c

and

at

$1.25 Shirts,
12.00 Shirts,

home-cooke-

msMnssaaiRMcaimasB

,

80c

Silk

BATH ROBES ALL MARKED

COUNTY PRISONERS
The ladies of St. Paul's Lutheran
VACCINATED BY THE
church will hold a sale of fancy
d
at
HEALTH DEPARTMENT articles andmuslo store, 221foodWest
Rielding's
Central, all day Saturday.
County health officials vacci
nated all twelve of the county pris DEATHS
AND FUNERALS
oners at the Jail yesterday.
The
was
to
due
taken
the
precaution
fact that there -are several sus at AUSTIN Charles E. Austinatdied
the
a local hospital last night,
pected cases of smallpox In this
of 86 years. He was a soldier
vicinity and a large number in age
in the great war and was a member
some of the noighborlne; states.
of the American legion. His wife
and Bister were here with him and
will take the body back to his forMME. HAItA, WIDOW OF SLAIN PREMIER,
mer home at Atkins, Arkansas.
CALM AT HIS DEATH; PHOTO AT FUNERAL Strong Brothers are in charge.

.ur;-'':';-

65c

$1.25 fancy and plain Silk
Hose, at

finest

v

SHIRTS
49o

Knitted Tie
85c
$2.00 Silk and Knitted,
wrinkle-proo- f,
the best
In the new shapes. . .$1, IS

tliat Men like

'

Four-In-Han-

Four-In-Han-

$1.50

v'ua! buppiv (Jo

Ar-tes- ia

or BETTER By Buying

-3

TIES
fine Silk
100 to $1.25 fine Silk

75o
v

LOCAL ITEMS

viioiie 4 and 6.
The Pythian Sisters will meot to8
at
o'clock
at
the Knights of
night
Pythias hall.
All of the activities of the boys'
department of the Y. M, C. A.,
which were scheduled for this week
have been postponed
until next
week. This includes the "treasure
hunt" which was to have been taken
today.
Elizabeth R. Snyder filed divorce
proceedings against Charles Snydei
yesterday.
Phone 2418-JAda Thllbrlck
Charles It. Webster, of Australia,
British army in
in
the
served
who
Asia and Africa during the world
war. will doliver several addresses
Albuquerque Wednesday under
FUNERAL OF MRS. KENT 'in
i
the auspices of the Y, M. C. A. Ho
HELD YESTERDAY FROM will probably speak at the Klwanls
club luncheon.
RESIDENCE ON COPPER All members of the Women s
Auxiliary of the American legion
men ars requestFuneral services for Mrs. Chris- andtoall
ed
be at Strong Brothers' chapel
tina Kent, who died Tuesday, were at
5 o'clock this afternoon to attend
held yesterday afternoon at the the funeral of C. E. Austin.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-family residence at 2: SO o'clock.
Miss Fay Evans, who underwent
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper was the of!an
operation for appendicitis nt the
ficiating: clergyman.
sanatorium on WedThe members of the Woman's Presbyterian
nesday, is reported to be recovering
club, of which Mrs. Kent was rapidly.
founder, adjourned their regular
An entertainment and carnival
meeting to attend the funeral in a will be given this evening by the
body.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs at the
Burial took place In Falrvlew I. O. O. F. hall. All friends are.in-vite'
cemetery, where Mrs. Kent was
laid at rest beside her husband. The
club members will meet
Apollo
runeral was attended by a host of at the Crystal theater at 8:15
friends, whose devotion to Mrs. o'clock this evening for the comKent was manifested In many large munity meeting.
ann oeautirui noral pieces.
Factory wood, full truck load,
ine active pail Bearers were four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
George S. Klock, Frank A. Hubbell, Phone 91.
George Slmms. Ivan Grunsfeld. J.
R. O. Archuleta returned last
T. McLaughlin and Louis
Ilfeld.
from an overland trip to
Tho honorary pall bearers were E. night and other towns in the Pecos
H. stover. A. J, Maloy, a. A.
Keen, valley, where he went to attend to
O. L. Brooks and W. T. McCreight a cattle deal.
Interment was in Falrvlew ceme
The Mountain View Parent-teachetery.
association will give a
Strong Brothers were in
chargo of arrangements.
play, followed by a dance, tonight,
e
orchestra. There
with a
will be refreshments.

1-

His Gift at Meyer & Meyer's.

Mat-tlng- ly

The opening of the show, "Slippery Gulch," which is being staged
Wars
by the Veterans of Foreign
for charity, will take place Monday
evening at 7:30 in the armory,
t There will be dancing all during
the carnival, and a variety ofwilllittle
be
sports
known
held. The show will be open every
night from Monday 16to Friday,
and 16. from
12. IS. 14,
7. Jo to 12 o'clock.
arrangi-mcmon
The committee
held a meeting last night in Moose
com-- 1
hall and all plans were then
I,loted'
- All
popnlnr slioct mnslo reduced
fo SO cents. Alrmqnorqno Music
Store, 311 West ontrni avcinu;.
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Read These Prices and See Our Windows. Compare Our Prices With Others and You Will 'Find

ot

o

i

Buy Three Gifts at the Price

Mil;
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of lloward Gruehl on East Silver Avcnne
room on the east side of th housa. Iron wall brackets with parchment
It also has an arched china alcove shades. A light hangs from tho
and' celling beams to match those celling over the dining table In the
alcove. Ths shallow arched china
of the living room.
closet Is over the radiator in the
The woodwork is finished In a alcove.
soft grey green of antiquated ton- The kitchen, finished throughout
which is obtained by an acid stain In an Imitation
on soft pine. The ceiling beams white sink and white tile, contains
an elecare square with carved ends. The tric range and cupboards,
the furnace of an
walls of rough finish plaster are Areola
piant. The small
tinted with a warm lavender gray enclosed heating
back porch holds the rewith ceilings of the same color.
The bath room Is likeCurtains of natural colored pongee frigerator.
wise finished in white tile with yelhang at the windows. The floors low celling and walls above the tilare of natural oak stain with Nav- ing. The room on ths north side
ajo rugs.
of the house is used as a combinaThe fireplace with Its high plasdressing room and studio by
tered arch reaching nearly to th tion
Mrs. Gruehl, who is an artist. An
celling Is the most distinctive fea- enormous clothes and trunk closet
ture of the living rooms. The fire-p- opens f om this room and a linen
is comparatively
small, its closet from the
hall connectcurved arch faced with red brick. ing the kitchen, tiny
bath room and a
In place of the usual andirons
porch.
sleeping
there is a circle of wrought Iron
The Gruehl house, although of
on three legs after an old Spanish
small dimensions, Is large
model to hold the logs. Beautiful actually to
be comfortable and Is
Indian vases flank Ihe arch on enough
so arranged and furnished as to
either side.
the appearance of roominess.
Tho book alcove Just deep give
Its style Is admirably suited to the
enough for the shelves, is set in southwest
and is one that should
tho inner wall opposite the fire ho
adapted to more of the new
A
tall
place.
wrought iron floor
being erected. Because a
lamD With TiJirehmnTlt aViorin natnL homes
house is small and of InexpenHlve
ed with Indian motifs, stands near construction Is no reason
for lack
ny an overstuffed chair.
The only of taste and distinction In Its style
other light In the room comes from
or architecture.

the crest of the hill of East
Silver avenue which commands a
sweeping view of the Rio Grande
valley Is,, a little Spanish adobo
"casa" of red tiled roof, cream
adobe walls and iron balustrades
that should be the Inspiration of
every home builder in Albuquerque. Howard Oruehl, the owner,
and Clyde Morgan, the architect,
have achieved a hiodel small house
of type and material appropriate
to the oountry, having at the same
lime an exceptionally artiHtlo appearance both wlthrn nnrt without.
The house has a southern exposure which allows the winter sun
to stream across tho floor bf the
living room through the low
French doors which open on the
balustrades on the front of the
house. The sleeping porch is or.
the north In tho west corner of the
house, o that the early summer
sun cannot disturb the most delectable hours of rest.
The Spanish style of architecture
Is carried out in the interior of
the house as well as the exterior.
bir? living room which
exto the intention o France regard- The
tends across tho entire breadth of
ing her navy.
"It is to be observed that the the house, has a beamed ceiling,
normal budget estimates for 1922 high arched fireplace and round
arched book alcove and curtained
actually provide for an increase of casement windows
on tho east. The
1,607 men above the effectives provided for in 1921. the actual fig- dining alcove opens off the living
ures being for 1921, 65,414 and for
1922, 66,921. The difference, therefore, is not significant.
, "The Increase does not relatesub-to
capital ships," he said, "nor to
marines, nor does the construction
of small units which has Just been
approved by the French parliament FAVORS
constitute an actual increase of the
fleet.
"France has not built anything
'during the war but all units which
have taken part In the war have SUNDAY
suffered considerably from wear
and tear. They must be replaced
unless the flag of the French navy
is to disappear from the seas.
Terming the recently Inaugurat"This program was submitted to ed reform movement to prohibit
parliament more than a year ago. tobacco in America as "silly and riThere is, therefore, absolutely noth- Madamo . Ernestine
In what Is being done at present diculous,"
' lng
the leading conthat Is in opposition to the princi- Schumann-Hclnples proposed to the Washington tralto of the day, who sings here
conference."
In the armory, December 26, lately,
In a Jolly, confidential mood, expressed views on prohibition, suffrage, Sunday movies and life In
general.
"I'm strong for light wines and
beers," she said. "What harm can
t
rereceived
According to orders
they do? The worklngman needs
them. He needs Sunday movies,
cently by 'Postmaster Berthold too.
Ho doesn't feel like going out
Spitz, the Albuquerque postoffice
"will become a central accounting
seelting nmuwrnent after a hard
will
and
office fqr the entire state,
day's work. He is entitled to sora'- assume the position of state head- recreation on Sunday. Ho can go
The to churcrr in the morning I al
quarters for all postal work..
new system oruereu ui mo
ways do nnd then, if ho feels that
inbe
will
way, he should have his movies.'1
department's dispatch
was
Mndame Sehumann-Hein- k
stalled shortly afterthe first of the
asked her views on woman's part
year.
H.
Will
Hays
in polities.
Postmaster General
Issued tho order rrom nis uepuri-men- t,
"Politics," she said, "I don't unMen make It a nasty
and it is intended to eliminate derstand.
business. I t'.iink women should
much "red tape:"
n'hn nrAnr ntiU mPATt that. tI16 Al- - play their part in politics In tho
will pay home. A happy home is the power
postoffice
fcuquerque
on lost or damaged mall ana and strength of the
A
claims
nation.
Of
.
difficulties
aottla
JIllMlOy winkle,
- woman should train and educate
estabin
state,
the
tother postoffices
her children properly. When her
sons grow up her guidance will be
llsh a dead letter omco, h.
as a headquarters for all postoffice felt in the government.
.
applies,
"Silly women are trying to take
The new ruling will mean a tre- tobacco away from tho men. It is
mendous amount of extra work for all right for a man to smoke. For
the local force, Postmaster is Spits',
I recommend a
now a boy who smokes
'jsaid today. The local office
thrashing.' "
for good
a central point in the state will
She laughed, her
shouldera
tamps, but tho new ruling
"And I have done it,
twitching.
mean that it will be a central ac- too, with mine," sho added, still
counting Btation for all divisions of laughing.
the department.
"Why, during tho war, when I
in
At present claims presented
in St. Louis for a soldiers' tothe state sang
'the various postoffices in the
bacco
fund, I received hundreda
office
with
to"
up
taken
be
have
of letters from women. Some of
delay. them
at Washington, thus causing
I would roast in hell.
the order be- And Itsaid
"The local office, after need
was then that our soldiers
to refer were
comes effective, will
shoulder to shoulder
standing
when
ouestlons to Washington onlycourse
deep In muddy trenches, their only
thjere is a doubt as to what
solace their only comfort the toto pursue.
bacco that was sent them from
believed
he
that
said
Mr. Spitz
greatly Im- home.
that the new step would
"Oh, but those were the happy
prove the efficiency in and accuracy
when I was singing to the
the city and days,
of the postal work
soldiers. They used to slap me on
state.
the back like a 'regular fellow.'
On
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Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Lingerie

Jewel Cases
Necklaces

Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Canes
Hair Brushes
Safety Razors
.

.Tobacco

WAY

YOUR CHRISTMAS WILL BE COMPLETE
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it makes no difference, if your Interest is in your
home town it is to your teneflt that all local people
do their buying in your own stores. This is merely
simple arithmetic. If we all buy out of town the
town dies. If half of us buy out of town we
a
h
of us buy out of town,
If
we lack 10 per cent of being the town we ough:
to be.
All of this comes with special force right at this
time because this Is the very time when doing your
spending at home is most needed. A man or woman
in Clovls, for instance, who thinks business condi
tions could be improved and then buys aevoral hun
dred miles away what could Just as well be bought
right there at home" is not helping Clovls at all.'
The money that could Increase the circulation ot
d
ot
money locally, that could pump the
business faster, Is sent away and Is gone for good.
Spent at home it Is turned over and over, .getting
into many pockets, making things easier for every
body. Spent away from home it does no good in
Gallup or Las Vegas or Albuquerque; spent at homo
It does not stop its usefulness with that one spend
Ing,
half-tow-

hae

AND EVERYWHERE

THAT MARY WENT THE LAMB WAS SURE TO GO.

-

I

Time

III!

L
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funds

10, 1921.

also

relaxed, more taking by longs. The chief factor
which induced a willingness to
realize on holdings was knowledge
that receipts ot Minneapolis nnd
Kansas City today appeared sufficient to assure at least for the
present a plentiful supply to domestic consumers.
Corn and oats were steadied by
the relative firmness of wheat. Besides, export demand for corn continued on a fairly liberal scale.
Victory notes were the only Unit
Provisions averaged higher with
ed States war flotations to show hoes. .
gains at the close of the session, all
,
Closing prices:
UDerty issues giving way to fur.
Wheat
$1.15;
May,
July,
ther profit taking. Foreign bonds $1.03.
also were moderately lower. United
Corn May, 54c; July, E6c.
Kingdoms reacting to the uncertain
Oats May. 38 c; July, S9c.
'
developments in the Irish situation
Pork $15.00.
Gains among domestic rails were
Lard Jan., $8.80; May, $9.22.
balanced by renewals, especially in
Ribs Jan., $7.J7; May, $8.05.
convertible issues. Total sales, par
I
NEW YORK COTTON.
value, xib.85U.ouo.
f
Closing prices:
18
American Beet Sugar
New York, Dec. 9. Cotton fu
. 82
American Can
tures closed steady. Dec, 17.80;
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 45
Jan., 17.67; March, 17.65:
May.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 30
17.45; July, 17.01.
116
American Tel. & Tel
13
American Zinc
LIBERTY BONDS.
48
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
89
New York, Dec. 9. Libertv
38
Baltimore & Ohio
bonds closed:
$95.70; first 4s,
Bethlehem Steel "B"
68
$97.10 hid; second 4s, $97.00; first
17
Butte & Superior
$97.36; second 48. 807.06:
43
California Petroleum
third
$97.62; fourth
120
Canadian Pacific
$97.36; Victory
$99.98; Vic '
30
Central Leather
$99.98.
tory
66
Chesapeake & Ohio
20
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
NEW YORK MONEY.
27
Chlno Copper
64
Crucible Steel
New
York, Dec. 9. Call money
74
Cuba Cane Sugar
Firm. High and ruling rate. 6
11
Erie
per cent; low and last loan. 5 Der
75
Great Northern pfd
to 6 por cent.
cent; closing bid. 4
39
Inspiration Copper
Time loans Firmer. Sixty and
64 i
Int. Mer. Marine pfd..
90 days and six months. 5 to 5
26
Kennecott Copper
per cent; prime mercantile paper,
109
Louisville & Nashville
6 to 6
per cent.
113
Mexican Petroleum
26V4
Miami Copper NEW YORK METALS.
18
Mteaouri pacificNew York Central
73
New York, Dec. 9. Copper-Fi- rm.
79
Northern Paclflo
83
Electrolytic, spot and near-bj- ',
Pennsylvania .
13c; later, 13(fi14c.
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14
Tin
71
,
Strong. Spot and nearbyMjv
Reading
832.25: futures. J82.00..
Kepumic iron & Steel....... &3
Iron Steads', unchanged.
21
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.70 4.80.
79
Southern Pacific
Zinc
18
Quiet. East St. Louis dc'
Southern Railway
livery, spot $4.90(0)4.95,
Studebaker Corporation ... 79
46
Antimony Spot, $4.6004.55.
Texas Company
69
Foreign bar silver, 64 c.
Tobacco Products
Mexican dollars, 48 o.
Union Pacific
....126
88
United States Steel
FOREIGN EXCHANGE. .
62
Utah Copper

one-tent-

A GUARD ABOUT OUR LIPS.
A NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

December

BUDGET,

loans being
thirty and sixty-da- y
mane at 4 per cent, f oreign ex
Changes forfeited part of their
buoyant advance, sterling reacting
al.nost 1 cent from yesterday's
high, with declines of three to ten
points in most other allied remit
tances.
rate was
The German
steady but quotations to central
countries and the Far
European
East were Irregularly lower.

3s.

Albuquerque has witnessed, during the past three
The speech of John T. Pratt, chairman of the weeks, the tremendous community benefits to come
National Budget Committee, delivered at the High from teamwork among Us citizens. That publlo
school auditorium Thursday evening, was interest- opinion will countenance a return to the old system
g
seems unof pulling and hauling and
Mr. Pratt's audiing but not wholly convincing.
Is suimind
state
the
a
of
believable.
Such
public
ot
ence went with him quite unanimously a part
the way, but ho met with a sharp division of opin- cidal.
We have worked shoulder to shoulder in public
ion on a part of his proposal.
of late, despite private, personal or busenterprises
The need of a national executive budget and a
This' Is the only sensible course.
iness differences.
is readily apparent
departmental
However, private and whispered criticisms of our
and generally conceded. Heretofore each departhave not stopped altogether. These,
ment has made Its estimates of needed appropria- antagonists
when communicated to the one criticised, tend totions and has sent these estimates to the Secretary ward a breach of the
community spirit.
of the Treasury, who has compiled them and sent
To do It
To work together is what is needed.
them to congress. The Secretary's power has been in cordial
spirit is essential. Evil words disturb
He has had no power
confined to a compilation.
that cordial spirit
of revision or reduction.
Shall we not, as a community, make gossip an.l
The practice of asking for more money than is criticism about others
unpopular? When necessity
actually needed has been universal In the depart or duty command us to speak will be soon enough
conthat
to
be
come
has
it
as
presumed
ments,
to criticise others.
gress will cut down the appropriation requested.
I Mil
Let us put a guard about our community Hps
Congress, presuming that the estimate has been that we sin not not with our community tongues.
padded, proceeds to cut it down. So an unscientific
system has grown up which makes extravagance
the rule.
That there should be a budget executive, directly responsible to the president, who will learn the
HIS TALENT.
New York, Dec. 9. Foreign exfacts concerning actual departmental needs and
BRADSTREET'S REVIEW.
of
amount
change irregular. Great Britain demoney
what
tell
then
congress precisely
He was only a common workman
- New York, Deo. 9.
$4.10;
cables, .$4.10.
Bradstreot's mand,
Who no splendid thing had done,
actually is needed, Is quite apparent.
France demand, 7.66; cables,
tomorrow will say:
whose duty
But he noticed a weakly, struggling plunt
Further than that, a
7.67.
Italy demand, 4.36; cables.
The outstanding features In the
And moved It Into the sun.
and
' It shall be to bring about
Belgium demand, 7.38;
trade reports this week are the 4.37.
7.37.
cables,
In the bureaus of various departments where
Germany
demand,
in
Increased
of
retail
signs
activity
He had made no famous record
cables, .51. Holland demand,
'
trade due to the stimulus of holt
He had won no laurel crown,
duplications now occur, or failure to
35.89.
Norway deday buying the country over and 35.83; cables,
But showed a weary traveler
adds to the expense, Is an Imperative necessity.
Sweden demand,
mand, 14.50.
in
east
seasonal
weather
northern,
The
to
town.
short
v
safe,
way
For Instance, coal purchases for every department
ern and western
areas, against 24.08. Denmark demand, -- 18.90.
should be under a single head and the contract
which is to be noted a further sea Switzerland demand. 19.80. Spain
He was quite unknown and humble,
Greece demand,
sonal quieting down of business of demand, 14.28,
Another Instance: If the
should be standardized.
Few people heard his name;
4.15.
32.87.
demand.
Argentine
Jobbers
and
wholesalers,
who,
ap
of
a
But
use
a
fleet
found
welcome
the
of
needs
the
neighbors
Brazil demand, 12.90.
treasury department
Montreal,
the
period,
inventory
proaching
to
came.
his
When
house
they
trucks for a day or a week and the war depart
are indisposed to assume new com 92.
wanted to know.
cheese!" So they lifted the cheese, mitments.
aS
Even in tile matter of
ment has such a fleet lying Idle, the treasury deSome men are great and famous.
"I
barked
can't
tell
Jackie.
was
V;
it
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
hard
you,"
no
though
but
work,
nowever
are
mere
In
retail
not
hiring
should
buying,
money
in
Some
publl
the
spend
Press,
"Ho camo along with me a little Jollie was underneath.
partment
figure
visible,
largo
Irregularities
depart
But.
one
knew
this
ninn
only
thing
way, and then he ran back. He
"Where can ho be?" asked Jlllie, ,ment stores advertising fuely, find
private trucks.
Chicago, Dee. 9. Poultry Alive
To help folk in distress!
said he smelted a checre, and hi with tears in her eyes.
In all these respects there Is little room for a
21c;
ing distribution better than do lower. Fowls, 14 22c; springs,
W. Ross in Poet and Philosopher.
Kathleen
was
to
find
it
it
and
man
on
going
the
bring
cheese
the
turkeys, 87c; roosters, 15c.
"Maybe
small retailers in general. As
difference of opinion on the budget system. Nor
home."
B.
saw
Howard
Potatoes
Market
him
Re
wagon
and
Garls
By
Jollie
carried
steady.
whole holiday trade in money value
is there, on the proposal that congress so amend Its
"Cheese!" exclaimed Uncle Wig- away," whined Jackie.
celpts 43 cars. Total U. S. shipdoes not, measure up. to that ot
rules as to have but a single committee on
"Nonsense!"
426.
Wisconsin sacked amU
gily.
laughed Uncle Wig- year ago. Weekly bank clearings, ments,
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
"I think"
bulk round white, $1.65(91.75 cwt.
"Yepple, cheese," went on the gily.
prlatlons in each body of congress. In no other
$6,999,509,000.
Newspaper
Syndicate.
1.70 cwt.J '
Hut
then
Minnesota
Just
$1.60
was
there
a
ditto,
be
can
little
It
also
doggie boy. "There was a wagon
way can duplication be prevented.
$1.40-01.6and
sacked
red
out
mixed
and
of
white.
hole
a
he
had
squeak,
load
of
cheese
beHILLTOPS.
SOME
OXE
ON
THE
Just
going along
BOSTON WOOL.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND JOLLIE'S fore
quite unanimously agreed that congress should pais
in the cheese, crept Jollie
sacked Red rivers,
cwt.;
gnawed
All
are
not
bluffs
one
the
river.
and
rolled
tha
that,
maybe
along
CHEESE.
rules which will prevent the discwt.; Idaho sacked
off and the man didn't care, and himself. Right out of a hole on
Republican.
Dec. 9. The Commer $1.601.70
the far side of tha cheese crawled clalBoston.
Rurals, $1.75 1.85 cwt.; Michigan
cussion of independent appropriation bills until
will say:
Bulletin
tomorrow
came a knock Jollie went to get that cheese."
mousie boy.
round white, $1.66 1.75
While there has been rather less sacked
"Oh, maybe!" cried Jillio. "Let's the"Oh,
after the budget submitted has been discussed and
on the door of the hollow stump
MANY SHOULD BE BOTH.
cwt.
Jollie!" cried his sister.
among the deal
Some movies are more ,to be pitied than
speculative
trading
bungalow of Uncle Wiggily, late go look, Uncle Wiggily."
acted upon.
"Where
were
you?"
"All right," said Mr. Lonsears.
era in the wool market during the
one afternoon.
Burlington News.
"In the
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Tho sharp difference between Mr. Pratt and
answered her past week,
the market has lost
"Some one is there," spoke Nunc "Which way did Jollie go, Jackie? ' brother. "Icheese,"
smelled
the
cheese
as
some of his hearers occurred on the question of
The doggie boy pointed out the I was
the
of
none
its
"Will you please see who
Jndoed;
Jane.
strength.
Kansas City, Dec. 9. Butter s
going home with Jackie. I
whether or not congress should surrender Its pre
it is, Wiggy?
ONLY PASSIVE RESISTANCE,
My paws are all path and said:
came back here, found it, ate 1 manufacturers have felt obliged to Firm. Creamery, 43c; packing, 22o.
for
come
a
fair
Pratt
into
market
A
come
the
Mr.
flour!"
"I'll
never
hits an auto except in
with you and help little, and then a little more, until
telephone pole
rogative of determining a public policy.
Eggs Market firm. Firsts, 60cj
of wool and to have kept
This was true, for the muskrat hunt for poor Jollie." Uncle Wig- I had eaten a hole
loiedo wiaae.
In as Buddy quantity
would have those seeking an appropriation to re- seconds, 35c.
tone
the
of
and
the
market
were
Jillio
very
strong.
was
of
gily
this,
lady
housekeeper
making
glad
PIgg once did in a head of cab- There has been some
Poultry Firm. Hens, 1522c
claim the upper Rio Grande valley or the San Juan
some biscuits for supper.
for Jackie had a good nose for bage.
strength add
Then I crawled in and I ed to
EASIER FOR THE DEACONS.
not only of medium springs, 18 21c; turkeys, 38c
"Better look through the aid's smelling.
prices
Basin, go to the executive department having such
I
went
to
guess
sleep.
Perhaps if we do get more religion in business window first and see who it is."
On and on
the woods and the mousle stretched himself. grades but also of the finer wool,
matters under consideration, instead of taking the collections
ii
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
will be easier. The Shoe Retailer.
went on Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "It went the threethrough
" should say you did go to especially wools of good staple. The
friends, and soon
matter to congress. He would have the reclamaover
more
is
trade
be the Sklllery Scallery Alliencouraged
came
to
may
a
road
which
exclaimed
they
Livestock.
along
sleep!"
Uncle Wiggily. tariff prospects.
Chicago
tion service decide the policy and congress merely
MORE WRAPS OF PAPER.
gator with humps on his tail."
wagons had passed. Jackie stop- "And please don't scare us
Chicago, Doc. 9. Cattle He )
The goods market is still in the
The day's best laugh: Oormany is discussing the
act upon the appropriation.
"Oh, I think he Is taking his ped and began to sniff the air.
like that. Now wo'II all carryagain
o.uuu.
this
jwarKee active, ueri
ceipts
New York Telegraph. long winter Bleep, deep in the mud
cheese to the mouse house, slnc'i doldrums, repeat orders being of steers, fat she stock and bulls 15o
Much can be said both for and against such a subject of giving guarantees.
the
minor
the
of
said
although
the
rabbit
proportions,
pool,"
slimy
in
d
loglike
skill
It
and
better than any one drees
to 25o
Good
they
plan. That ability in
"I'm not afraid."
goods manufacturers continue steers, higher.
gentleman.
else."
re$9.00; top yearlings early.
are
some
mills
to
The
orders.
He
on
door
nnd
the
get
rolling determines which public projects will
the
opened
The big cheese was carried homo
7.U0W
DAY step stood
89 35; .bulk beef steers,
.Tillie Longtail, the little
ceive appropriations Is ttue beyond doubt. To "get
and every one laughed when they still busy but gradually the old 8.60:
canners and cutters slow;
off
worked
contracts
and
are
niousie
criterion
is
being
girl.
the
or
district
state
BOo
his
heard
for
to
about
Jollie
veal calves 25c
his wav
something"
higher; bulk
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily, is my brothactivity Is decreasing,
Inside and going to eating
THEATER DISASTERS.
vealers, $8.50 9.00; stockers ana
ot success for a senator or congressman under the
sleep. But ev- machinery
Scoured basis:
er Jollle here?" asked Jillle, sort
came
out
all
serfeeders
even
erything
strong.
right
Texas Fine 12 months, 70
of clasping her tiny paws together.
present system. We do not allow these public
Jollie came out ot the cheese. And
Market
Hogs Receipts 28,000.
(From the Boston Transcript.)
"Why, no, Jollie Isn't here," said
vants to think In terms of the nation. They muBt
If tho chimney doesn't try to hide 75o; fine 8 months, 6667e.
15c to 25c higher than yesof
Other
same
taken
have
disasters
the
kind
"What has
Territory Fine staple choice. 85 active,
in me coal on when the
25e
in
confine their thought and activity largely to mat- greater toll of human life than the recent fire In the rabbit gentleman.
highterday's average, mostly
You look frightened."
half blood combing, 76(B) er;
. 1... tin . n
butcher hogs tin moRt; two of
ters affecting their states. Theoretically this is bad. the Rlalto moving picture theater In New Haven, happened?
"I am frightened," squeaked Jil!S?J5;
local houses in market.
66(fJ60c;
Our national representatives should be presumed yet seldom has the general public been more prolle, "and so is my mother. Jollie
quarter blood combing, smaller
Christmas star. wiggiand
hulk 180
foundly shocked, not only In Connecticut but In her hasn't come home from school and
fine and fine medium Top, $7.60 on light lights;
4550c;
to think and act In terms of the national welfare. sister
J .zuro;(.ouL
and
down,
as
states
pounds
seven
to
well.
fine
fine
Today's
and
I
reports
late.
It's
bring
clothing, 6570c:
getting
thought maybe
and up, $6.80ifW
Under our present system this would be a rather the total number of deaths, and many other victims he had
at your house and
medium French combing, 7075c. bulk 200- pounds
7.15; pigs 10c to 16c higher; bulk
are still In the care of the New Haven hospitals. forgot tostopped
violent presumption,
come home."
Pulled Delaine, 86 90c; A A, desirable.
7.50.
$7.40
7213178c: A supers. 60068c.
On the other ha"nd, our bureaucratic executive The disaster is all the more distressing because so
"No, Jollie Isn't here," remarked
Sheep Receipts 17,000. Killing'
many of the victims were children, who went to Nurse Jane. "Wiggy, you had betMohair Best combing, 27 30c;
svstem. as at present organized, does not command the
classes
opened steady, some fat
theater In quest of Innocent amusement, little ter
out and see if
best carding, 22 25c.
can find
lambs figure 25c hlshcr, consider,
the confidence of the publlo to a degree which Wads suspecting that so terrible a horror lay in store for him.go Maybe he Is you
his
by
caught
ing quality. Fat lambs to packer
the people to willingly submit their problems to its them. One of the dead Allan Keith, a sophomore tall in some trap. I'll keep supper
Bj The AMoclnted PreM.)
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,. and
shippers. 811.25 11.50; best
New York, Dec. 9. Further pronobly met his death In rescuing for you. Go look before It gets too
A very radical revision of our present at Tale college
Judgment.
not
women and children caught within the theater, and dark to see."
sold;
plain light yearlings,
nounced
diminution
Of
pubB.
the
before
In
rienllnpa
Chicago, Dec.
executive system will be necessary
European buy- $9.25; wethers, $6.75; ewes, J6.0U.
of his heroism will take equal rank with
the
story
"Come
stocks
on,
Jillle,"
bonds
laiAre
and
on
spoki
kindly
de
a
marked
im
and
scale, although
today's ing
Out of hole crept clollia session 01 me stock;
lic will feel that a scientific,
tho herolo deeds performed by American youth on the bunny uncle to the little mouse
exchange, al- - voted mostly to Canadian offerings,
domDenver Livestock,
the battlefields of the late war.
"We'll find Brother Jollie
girl.
partial scheme of national development is the
rates
on
bullish
money
eased
a
Influence
most
had
inougn
and
Dec. 9. Cattle Re
Denver,
the city officials of New Haven have for you."
"I can tell by the smell that other developments were of a fa- the wheat market here.today
Prices
inating motive. The departments, as now organized, not Though
600.
Market steady. Beef
ceipts
their
causes
of
the
yet completed
Investigation
JilUncle
been
has
said
vorable
Jollie
Together
and
the
The
character.
Wiggily
here,"
o
to
net
unseen
to
closed
pressure.
political
are too susceptible
firm,
higher steers, $5.00 ff 6.25 ; cows and heifof the disaster, it appears from the data on nana lle set out over the fields and doggie boy. "But I can't see him."
The trend of prices was uncertain with May
to
and
$1.15
$1.15
to
Is
more
July ers,
open
'calves, $6.50
that Inadequate provision had been made for the through the woods. But they did
people feel that action by congress
Jillle ran a little way ahead. In the first half of the session, de- $1.03
to $1.03. Corn finished 9.00: $3.605.1O;
stockers
bulls $2.00$)3.fl0;
of
The
the
true.
be
or
patrons.
not,
see
safety
This
building
evidently
not
she
may
Jollie.
a
quite
may,
but
mand
and
gaze.
dicalled,
gave
o
They
Suddenly
squeak,
publlo
supply being equally
off to a shade advance and and feeders. $4.25 6.00.
was not
else
started, would the mouse boy did not answer.
"Oh, here's a big cheese," sho vided but short covering- rasnlta oats unchanged to
c
Both state and nation certainly are in need ot not have fireproof,'with sothe fire, once
lower.
In
200.
Hoes Receints
Steady.
deadly a swiftness.
spread
Then a shouting was heard In a said, "and It's a bit flat, as if It in a firm close. Steels, equipments, provisions the outcome varied from
an executive budget system. ; We should move
Top one load mixed at $6.15.
appliances, according to the Investigators, clump of trees.
fallen from a wagon. Maybe coppers and oils represented the 6c decline to a gain of 20c.
had
7UU.
method
marKei
this
seem
to have been wanting, and the weight of eviSheep Receipts
steadily in the direction of perfecting
more stable Issues, while motors,
"Maybe that's Jollie," said Uncle this is the one Jollie found."
Estimates of the amount of
10.00;
$8.75
Lambs,
dence goes to show that, at the time of the disaster, Wiggily.
Jt Is," said Uncle Wiggily. shippings, secondary rails and food wheat bought .for Europe today stronger.
of handling publlo finances.
"Yes,
ewes, 12 50QJ4. uu; reeuer lamos,
the theater's capacity had been exceeded.
sound like his voice," "I can see his paw marks In the and tobacco specialties yielded to ran aoove 1.600,000
doesn't
"It
bushels
and
It seems to the Journal that Mr. Pratt should
8.60.
The burning of the New Haven theater and its said Jillle.
$7.76
And it wasn't Jollie. dust around the cheese. But where pressure.
gossip was current that there had
meet with a popular response in his request that tragic consequences should serve both as a warn- It was Jackie Bow Wow,
the puppy Is Jollie?" That was the question
Various dormant Issues of no been a resumption of orders from Chamberlain's Cotisn Remedy the
of
ths
to
a
lesson
the
and
the
of
authorities
ing
taking
the people urge upon congress
every city anl
boy, who was laughing, barkwhere was the mouaie boy? Sud- particular description weakened In Germany. It was said that one exMother's Favorite.
in the United States. Only ceaseless vigilance dog
next step essential to a budget system; that is, that town
the absence of pool
ing and singing to keep himself denly Jillle began to cry,
Co- porter had alone
received seven
The soothing and healing pror
on
the
of
and
the
part
municipal
as
authorities,
came
loyal
he
company
"What's the matter?" asked Un- lumbia Graphophone support.
the
common
through
and
askcable
each body of congress revise ltfe rules so as to have
messages
from
Germany
erties
Chamberlain's Coug
of
of the moving picture theater owners dark woods.
cle Wiggily,
preferred broke sharply as a result ing for offers or bidding for wheat, Remedy. Its nlensant taste an
but one appropriation committee, nnd that the ex- and managers, can prevent similar disasters else"Have you seen Jollie?" asked
"Oh! Oh!" exclaimed the mousle or voluntary bankruptcy
corn
or
proceedrye. Erroneous reports
and effectual cures have
ecutive budget be discussed and disposed of before where. Moving picture theaters have come to stay, TJnele Wiggily.
girl, "I Just know my poor brother ings involving the Pathe-Frere- s
that Germany had been granted a prompt
with people
made It a favorite
and they have a permanent place In providing re"Yes," answered Jackie. "He Jollie Is under that big cheese, and Phonograph
other appropriation bills are taken up.
company.
also
at
moratorium
times
counted
Sales
creation and Instruction for the American people. and I came out of school together. he'll be squashed flat like a pan- amounted to 676,000 shares.
everywhere. It Is especially prized
as
bullish
a
to
sentiment.
stimulus
General Dawes, director of the budget, has It becomes all the more important, therefore,
children for
of
mothers
young
by
that We stayed in to help the lady cake! Oh, I know he's under
The money market reversed Its and tended to make pit shorts run
exthe vast army of moving-pictur- e
be guarded mouse teacher clean
colds, croup and whooping cough,
patrons
pointed tho way to a 1600,000,000 saving in tho
blackthere!"
the
B
course
of
the
he
to
previous
near
cover,
end
of
day,
the
s It always affords quick relief ana
especially
such as that which has boards."
"Nonsense!" said Uncle Wiggily. per cent opening rate for call loans the session.
ecutive department. Congress should not be per- against a catastrophe
however, up- Is free from opium and other
so many New Haven homes.
Earlier,
to
grief
brought
Where's
Jollie
to
"But
make
Jillle
now?"
"But
S
sure
mid-dalift
we'll
to
a
of
better
the
cent
the
mitted to obstruct
at
easing;
turns In price led to much profit harmful drugs.
per
gradual coming
f
day in national financial management,
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trad Mark Registered U.
Patent Office)
By Gene Byrne.
YOU AND YOUR WIFE.
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Let's suppose you are a business man. You have
something to sell. You do not think it is fair for
your neighbors, who want what you have to sell, to
send to distant cities for these things, And you are
right. You know that It pays to buy at home. Does
your wife do all her buying In the home town? Does
she help home buulness and therefore your business
by buying what she needs at home?
Let's suppose ypu are an employed man. You
know that employment is Increased as the business
of local banks, stores, factories Is Increased. If you
and your wife buy at home everything, both of your
and your children's need, the tendency, is to Increase the business of the home city and therefore
to Increase the number of employers who look for
your services.
Let's suppose you are a stockholder, officer 'or
employe of a bank. You know that the more money
that Is put into circulation In your town the more
money spent there after being made there, the more
business the banks will do. Do you and your family buy what you need In your home city?
Whatever you are, whether It be minister, doctor, lawyer, laboring man, clerk, Investor, capitalist,
'.
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MAKE US AN OFFER
double brick
On a
dwelling with two baths. Five-rooand bath on each side, furonly
nished, separate entrance,
five blocks from postoffice..
FOR SALE
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
2.100
frame cottaga,
TO SELL, so call
leeplnc
porch,
furnished, corner
completely
A GRIFFITH,
ACKERSOV
tot; highlands, on block from CenRealtors.
tral avenue; term.
414.
ten-roo- m

m

Phone
One of th finest homea on East 120 S. Fourth.
silver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full bate
SUDDEN
EHV1CE.
ment; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment) good garage vlth The Bed Arrow (all over the West) ren
servant's quarters.
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing;
to peuple wbo demand quality. Work
A. nUEISCEER, Realtor
in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Insurance In nil lis branches, Loam, Work In before S p. m. mailed noon next
Bonds.
Surety
day. Addreaa work to
Ill South Fourth Street. Next to P. O.
THE RED ARROW,
riioue tm.
E. Laa Veias
Albuquerque
In tO'JH
(We want
representativ

A HOMEY HOME
New pressed brick, five largo
rooms, plenty of big closets, linen
closet, bath, heat.
laundry In
basement, extra roomy front and
back porches with concrete floors
great, big garage. Frontage of
71 feet on one of the best streets
In the Fourth ward.

STIEIXEY REALTY

IS.000

territory.)

MAKE AV OFFER
On this new brick home of
five rooms
and two large
hardwood
Modern,
porches.
Owner
floors. Fine location.
will sell almost on your own
terms. Easily worth $4,000.
KOIXIV E. GCTHRTOGE,
314 V. Gold.
Phone 1023.

"A

BARGAIN"

New four room frame, large front

and back porch, full lot, garage.
Chicken house. Furnished com-

plete, including sewing machine,
vlctrola, etc. Only $2,850. TermB.
McDOXALD & WORSIIAM.
Real Estate, Insurance.
108 8. Third.
Phone 966--

HELP WANTED
Mule.
YVe fur nil all
li.Ml'l.CA'MliNT
OFKJCK
1J0
klmla of help. Try our aervii.
Br u 111 Third, prions 3r,4-on ltlo
WANTED
Rough carpenter,
one quarter mile
Grande boulevurd;
north Oldjrown. J. V. Swift.
WANTED
Boys to distribute circulars.
20 cents hour, fall Saturday, 12:30 p.
in.
Johnson, 81854 South Edith.
WANTKU
l'urtner In hug business, wl'l
require $700 and a man that It nit
flfrald to work. Address Hogs, cai'e
.Tnurnnl.
WANTED
Linotype operator who can
take care of his machine and produce
& An-

WANTED
City salesmen and solicitors
e
Kor
fresh roaste.1 coffee.
P'all 10 a. in.. New Mexico Food Products
company, 104 North Third.

5

An

experienced itroceryman
to take charge of the grocery department in a general merchandise establishment; must know the grocery gaite
and particularly would city experience be
desirable. Knowledge of Spanish preferand
red; must bo active, wide-awakLocation In prosgood stock-keepeperous Hlo Grande valley town; must be
of pleasing personality.
Addreaa B. J.,
care Journal.

FeninTe
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex
celsior Laundry.
Wanted Good cook. Apply 6oo North

Fourth.

Phono

1460-.-

A woman for general cook
WANTED
ing, buj vvt'Hi uiyiier.
Maid.
WANTED
Apply housekeeper,
.
Ail'uquerque Sanatorium.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
Thirteenth.
North
Apply
anil
WANTED
Girl to do
wash dishes; must apeak English,
flnitl h

til

lirondway.

Second girl to assist in care
ot infant. Mrs. S. J. Lewlnson, 06

WANTED

Luna boulevard.

A cook In a family of four;
WANTED
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party.
Weinman, 108 West Copper.
WANTED
Young ladies to tnko ordeis
medalllona; go id jiuv.
for beautiful
Call mornings, B0r. North Sccont,

WANTED Elderly lady of aome culture.
for elderiy
for light housekeeping,
widower. Address C. U care Journal.
fcAKN HOARD Room and 110 month
while attending achonl; catalogue tree.
Wackay Business College. SOS Mb South
Jlnln, Los Angelea.
Woman to toach afternoons
.WANTED
and do relief work In Instltutl m three
miles from town; Will furnish cottage to
live In. Phone 2U3-Rw"ANTEI
Ladiea aTll over New Mexuo
to tnko ordere for my medallions; good
Harry
pay. Write me for partlculara.
Albiqu-rqa- c,
Ilea, Sor North Second,
New Mexico.

IS THERE In Albuquerque a motherly
woman who would be willing to take
Jnto her home and take care of Ilka her
and a,
own, two lovely little girls, age
If ao communicate with
respectively?
H. Slvertson. care Singer Sewing Machine company.
Mule ntl Female.
WE HAVE the fastest selling Xmas novon
the market; big profits, quick
elty
agenta
and
sntea; local
Wanted. For appointment phone 1635--

WANTED
'

Several go-iVANTED
or can obtain autom'-oilee-

Salesmen
,

men, who have
to sell Oi It
tn New
We plv

thtlng and Cooking plon-ou
and eaatern Al ison i.
e week's training, expensea paid while
ialning and while working; a hustler
can make good monoy with this line For
MO, or write W.
jiratlculars call pho-iM. Foster, 210 H West Central, avenuo.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
a

I

Mex--

v

House

WANTED

iuiAiouquerque reeiaeuce, roomSWAM
rooms; will exchange
1 lng house close In, lands, auttaoie mr
1 live stock ranch, vacant property, 11,000
Soe
BU

7

11.

R. note, several other propertlea,

V owner,

315

Soutli Third.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

Hue &0 tool" lot on East
Kllver at reduced price.
J. A. Ham- S4 East Silver.
Tnond,
cor-nLOT FOR BALE I will sell
lot, only three blocks from city
car
Journal.
hall. Price 1650. O. R. K.,
i'OR SALE

WANTEDReal Estate
, aNTED Building lot; must be close In
ind cheap tor cash, O. M. C, care
J jrnal.

Tnklne Desperate Chances.
It Is true that many contract severe colds and recover from them
without taking any precaution or
treatment, and a knowledge of this
fact leads others to take their
chances Instead of giving their
colds the needed attention. It
should be borne In mind that every
cold weakens the lungs, lowers the
vitality, makes the system less able
jo withstand each succeeding attack and paves the way for the
wore scrloua diseases. Can you afford to take such desperate chances
when Chamberlain's Cough llem-cdfamous for Its cures ot bad
may be had for a trifle?
y.

Journal Kant Ads bring

a better
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results),

FOR RENT
FOR

Phone

450-J-

.

Realtors.

CO.,

216 W. Gold.

Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooma
md glassed in sleeping porch,
built-i- n
oak floors,
features,
furnace heat and largo basement? This place is priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. I). MAHTIJf CO.,
Realtors.
'
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold Ave.
l'liono 156.
"

water
all
graded,
mains and elcclrlc light lines
in, plat filed and lots now
in
for
sale
the beautiful
BRANSON ADDITION (corner
Mountain Koad and Sev'enth
street). Only 20 lots to sell
and 4 already sold. It's the
choicest property we know and
only $100 and M50 for
lots.
Cash or terms.
J 20 cash and $10 a month
W. C. THAXTON
705 Mountain Road

Two-roofurnished
West Central.
FOR RENT Fke room mudern, furnished house. 415 Kouth High.
three-rooFOR RENT
house at
1018 South Edith.
I'hono 2133-FOR RENT
Furnished house, four
rooms andbath.
Santa Fe.
t:5Vnt rour-rood
FOR RENT
house, at 128 North Fourth. Dr.

1727

.at

FOR KENT Five-roomodern bungalow with glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. 314
South Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnished
nuie, three
rooms, sleeping porch.
Inqulra 614
South Edlth
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
furnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire
614 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Several cottages, furnished.
125, (35, 140 and 145, on car line. Inquire 1:18 South Edith.
FOR RENT Houses and apartments
3, 4, 5 rooms, some furnished. W. H,
206 West Gold.
McMllllon,
FOR RE3NT Unfurnished, new
cabin with1 7x14 sleeping porch and
garage. Apply 1902 South High.
two
FOR RENT
Dandy five-rooglassed Bleeping porches, furnished or
521
North Thirteenth.
unfurnished,
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, furnished,
electric lights, city water, pianola, etc;
1423 North Virginia.
$60 a month.
FOR RENT Modern, unfurnished, clean
four-roohouse, with sleeping porch
and garage. Call at 625 North Sixth.
FOR SALE OR RENT Cheap, furnished
brick
evenings
bungalow.
Inquire
after 6 or Sunday forenoon. 16 North
Eleventh.
furnished house,
FOR RENT Three-roosleeping porch and bath, at 201 South
Edith; will be vacant December 13.
224 South Edltlr.
FOR RENT, Four room frame house,
modern, on farm north of Menaul
achool; rent 127.60 per month. E. J.
Strong. Phono 1104.
FOR RENT Modern house, furnished.
In University Heights, 4 rooms and
Prefer
sleeping porch. Areola heater.
lease. Phone 1325-FOR RENT Foul rooms, unfurnished
porches,
house, with two acreened-l- n
1201 East Copper.
Inqulra 210 North
Cedar, or phono 2378--

Four-roo-

Board

V.

Gold.

Realtor,

Phono 410.

J.

FRUIT

SSS--

1714-J-

.

TYPEWRITERS

vei hauled
TVl'KWRiTKRsi A II uiakra
Ribbons for evory maand repaired.
MAN AND WIFE want table board: must
Exba near Twelfth and West Central. chine.
Albuuuerqua Typewriter
Addreaa Dox 100, cars Journal.
change, phona (08-J- . , 131 South Fourth.

.1.

PHIM-II'S- ,

110 S. Third.

FOR

SALE

J.

T. YOUXU

Albuquerque,

& CO.
N. M.

WANTED
WANTKU

$8,500,00

FOR SALE
Foit

fcA MS

My

Houmi

(jwimr,

four-ron-

houn.

J

IEdrh'fnow'anS'bred

r

vt

i:kt

rnit

r.rc.VT

and

If we haven't one to suit you
we'll build one jiiNt aa you
want it.
Second mill (Jnlil Avenue.

Lots in the Anderson Addition.
Easy pay men! s.

FRANKLIN

I'lioiH!

Third and Cold.

Cuttle

Miscellaneous

For

S

per week.

i:i:u. sna i

A

rhone

nir.il. rn hrf' k, with glassed,
sWphiK imri'li. h.r.;i f r 1 ficreened
off the kitchen,
nls'i (,n.
porch,

03?

latest lailit In fcaturi'-i- . hardwood
floors and fimMi tin ..iKhnut. larite
lot, Jllat
rills. .!
city limits. In
Fourth ward; ?i'.t"i cash' will nan-d- l.
cf fij.i'el lit S tier cent.
Knr rint, iu .mI. im apartment, three,
rooms nail iiajr, close In on South

with Board

Rcnt-Roo-

HOARD
Smllll

USD,

& CO,

Realtors

Mra.

Knigltt,

street

Aran

A.

V. S PAULS,
old Avcnee.
I'hone 16H.

lVet

3111
V

PROFESSIONAL

I.I.

EXl'EKTS trunk and furniture crating. FOIt RENT Room and board, with
Call tor Joe. Phonea 307 or 3116; prices
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
rens ir.hlo,
Kimt Central.
"on
jsoO loan
WANTED
good security; i'oll RENT Largo furnished room with
will give bonus. Address Box 312, curc
tablu board; ratea for two people. 217
Journal.
South Fourth.
UOODSON & CO. Cleaning paper and i'tilt
mom
KENT Nlrely furnished
ull work guaranCIS West
wllh? board, hi.lv preferred.
cleaning kalsomlnc;
teed.
Phone fi.14-.- r.
Fruit. Phone 1472-WANTED
;ipnnisll teacher to come to JAMESON'S RANCH Iaeai location lor
house and give prlvato lessons.
Lady
few reservations now
healthseekers;
preferred. I'hone 123Q-avallahle. Phone 223S-second-hanor
d
one
WANTED
To buy
FOH RENT
Cauvua
Bleeping
poreh,
gasotino atove. Cedar Tree
with board for gentleman convalescent,
Lunch, 410 West CentniL
1207 East Central.
$r.u per month.
WANTED
wants to drive F U RENT Room ana
Young man
siecplnc porch.
party to Los Angeles, for expenses. Call
v 1th board for convalescents; gentle210-Mr.
ask for
Thompson.
men only; private home. Phone 2148-W- .
ND
SCAVENGER-AUENE'tAL' HAUL- HOME HOARDING HOUSE Nice, warm
ING. Reasonable rales, E. A. Griffith.
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
722 East Iron, phone23y&-R- .
904 South Third;
walk from station.
WANTED
costume, FOR RENT Niceejuirt
rooms with sleeping
17.
for University Xmas proffrnin, Dec.
porches, with board, for convalescents.
E. D. Horgan, Jr., care Journal
Mm. Heed, 612 South Broadway, phone
UNION
LATHERS
fathlng & done r.2n.
Sons,
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff
bed i,i.-Folt RENT Furnaeed-heate- d
1104 North Eleventh, phone S75-Willi private entrance to batli; !ji!,e
THF.
MURI'HEY FURNITURE COM- sleeping porch, for two. 1207 East
PANY will pay fair prices for us)d
furniture. 325 South First, phone 944-FOIt P.ENT Nice airy front bedroom.
of metals;
AND CUTTING
WELDING
suitable for one or two; also glassed-i- n
also welders' supplies and carbide for
sleeping porrh, with excellent hoard.
snle. N. M. Sleel (."".. Inc.. phone 1047-A real home.
"19 South Walter. Phone
V ANTED
and i58i;-.vfurniture
Secondhand
trunks. We huy everything in houseMONTEH-ON-TMIRA
Max's Bargain Store, 315 A SANATORIUM-HOTEhold goods.
for tubercular
South First.
Phone 858.
convalescents; graduate nurse In atMAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 313 Soulh tendance: rates by the week or month.
First, will pay the highest prices for Call 2400-j- i.
your second-hanclothing, alioea and Ft USE It V A TIONS may now be had at SL
furniture. Phone 8!8.
J.ihn'a Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
117. r,0 to 123 per week; Includes
RUG CLEANERS
private
MATTRESSES
renovated. 13 60 and up. room with Bleeping porch, connected to
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
general nursing; exeellent meals, tray
Bedding Co., phone 471.
service: no extras. All rooms have stenm
FINISHING It is heat, hot and cold running water.
BETTER DOKAK
Rev.
better. Return poatnge paid on mall W, S, Ei-- '"
Phone
Superintendent.
crders. The Barnum Studio. 219?i West 491.
Central. Albuquerque. N. M.
WE HAVE more calls for rentnl propBUSINESS CHANCES"
We want
erty than we can supply.
FOR SALE
Garage, best location In
your house to rent. J. L. Plumps, iteai
town. Phone 87.
Estate. 110 South TMnl,pIinne3S4-W'- .
FOH
KALE
Growing business. 4;.0 will
WILL GIVE PIANO storaBe'and excel
handle
Address Box A, care Journal.
lent care In private home; family of
d"
fTveroTim
Can give thoroughly FOR SALE Small grocery-anonly two adults.
dwelling. Call at 3I South Seventh.
satisfactory local references. Address b.
J. B., care Journal.
W AN TED To rent a re tni ("bakery w'fii
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
option to buy later. Addroes particulars to J. L. Dorr, Helen, N. M.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSend your finishing i'OR SALE Best lltt'le hoteion Central
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm, llanna
avenue, priced right for quick sale;
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
terma. Address Hotel, core Jounnl.
RAZOR BLADES Sen.) or bring yol-- r FOH SALE One of the best"" husTiiea
dull blades for rcsharpcnlng; doume'
properties In Albuquerque, si 5 Hotiih
First street. Inquire at Savoy H.itel of- edge, 3Sc; single edge. 23o per doztn
have your razor honed and set "iy cx' riee.
perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Bro;hera FOH
SALE
confectionary
at Ruppe a Drug Sior
shop, handling high-gra- d
goods; gond
WINDOW CLEANING
ALBUQUERQUE
lomtlnn; low rent. Address Shop, care
and fluorf Journal.
CO.
Windowa cleaned
and houses
scrubbed; stores, ofIces
HOUSE
Rooms ail filled;
rates and honest ROOMING
cleaned; reasonable
centra., location; profitable Investment.
work. Poatofflce box 101, A, uranone Tnqulr
nt Everybody's Candy Shop, 8':3
leave your calls American Grocery, phone South Third.
2M.
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE SOME
CAPITAL PLUS EXPERIENCES
WANTED Position
FOR Interest In business of proven worth.
clerical
WANTED
and
Address "Ar. billon," Pustofflca Box
Stenographic
work.
Phone 1S00-(134:
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take FOK HALE At a bargain, five secondhome. 105 Kast Coal, phone 1505-hand pool tables and one billiard table.
condition; also one twelve-foWANTED To prune your fruit trees; In first-clas- s
first-clas- s
soda fountain,
condition. In
I'hone
work
guaranteed,
quire nt lST West Silver.
Bikes, 1423-retail buslm'si
WANTED Nursing by good, reliable, KOIl SArTEEstabllshed
in Albuquerque; paying now. And
reasonable.
practical nurse; charg.-fur largo profits. Price $fi,0"i).
Phone 1370-for selling.
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and Owner A.hasIi..good reason Journal.
Morning
WILLIAMS & ZANO.
keep books.
BUSINESS
Utbliaiiwd
FOR KALE Old
room 8 Mellnt building.
Phone 701-mercantl
business, located jn railroad.
WANTED
nurse, prlvaio Will sell for vnlue of Jmprov-- i nents
By graduate
casea or Institutional work; competent ttood reason for
selling. If Inurrsfd n
In tubercular, maternity
and general good-size- d
jost'ifflcs
proposition, addr-a- s
nursing. Phone J239-W- .
AibncMierciu
not
THE NEXT TWO WEEKS I will clean
TOR SALE Ranches
your wall paper like new for the
price i ! four yeara ago. 1 never dia- - FtHtHALE-- Bert, 097-appolnt.
four mii-from city. Inquire 400 West
NURSE wants position, nursing anil keep- Gold.
or
house
Invalid
for
henlthseeker;
ing
SALE Fine VuMey Ranch, close in.
two years' experience In hospital. Ad- FOR
at lean than Improvements cost ; or
dress N. C. care Journal.
will trade for good rrsldence (n town.
WANTED
Experienced office man de- Postoffice bog 3"4 or phone 6fiS.
sires position; seventeen years experi- FOR SALE
Country borne, sluccft house,
ence; wants to locate permanently; not
oven rooms, steam heated, electric
Phone I."i78-a health-seekere
on
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights;
WILL WORK for room and board, book- orchard. Address Postoffice bog 277. or
Ilotirroughs phone 240T-Roperator
keeper, typist,
posting and adding machine; three years FOH SALE My seven-roohouse and
banking. Address Box 15. care .lournal.
forty-thro- e
acres land, situated on the
WANTED
By graduate registered nurse. tho main road in
New Mexico.
tubercular Institutional work or any Address RonafacloHernalllto,
Muntoya, Santa Fe.
kind of tubercular work.
Georgia L. Sow Mexico.
Wall, n. N., 1644 Downing street, Den- FOH KALE Two small
ranches, close in,
ver, Colo,
the
bargain in the county, on good
SO
WANTHJD
American
gentleman.
at
roads,
school;
bargain for quick
right
years of age, wishes position; 19 years sale; you
21& North
will have to hurry,
experience office and salesman: splenK
1PH W.
Pnnn
did references; not healthseekor.
Four-acr- e
two mller
SALE
Villi
ranch,
oare Journal.
from postoffice, on main ditch; double
experienced
IF IN NEED of
house,
t ols.
chicken
garage,
houses,
stenographer, bookkeeper or other of- n blooded chickens and turkeys;
.n
fur
fice help, communicate with lis.
2418-J"- i.
terms.
Phone
nlture;
Educational Exchange, Clerical
Service ' Department, Chamber of ComLOST AND FOUND
merce building, Albuquerque, N. M..
t&iiT Large truclt chain,- - between
phone 624.
and Tljeras, N. M. ; finder
cnll Sturgca Hotel.
FOR RENT Ranche
LOST
Scotch
collie dug, answers to
e
seven-acrtno
A
V'OR RENT
ranch;
name of "Mick.'1
Reward for return
miles from the Barelaa bridge. Phone
to American Orocery, 1800 W. Central.
1830-past- LOST Black leather wallet, about ten
FOR RENT A large farm with
' rullis Inches long and four Inches wide; of
ure, all fenced; five and one- will Identify It aa property
Real
from city.
Sea P. F. McCai
Fred Crollott; liberal reward.
Kstste Office.

Jnquiro loir West Fruit.
Douau. w
no ni1v?jrri lk!;' ilESrTTOtV X b uli ft a i.t. bix-- i coin utiLk
North E'llth. Phone J401-K2413-Rlive-rooiiouae, gar-jiK- e
FOR SALE Guaranteed
Navujo rugs. Full SAMS Good
and small grocer.
208 ,s.,iuh Arno.
(Jail at 316
South.
Heventh.
FOR KAI.K-- I. miles' cout suit and fur.
Full iSALK .Nicely 1 urn shea apartment
Phone 1316-and small houses furnished.
houe
JVJH SALE Oiniiry
birds. 218 South Phone 1771-Walter, phono ltit!7-J- .
tSAL.K
kokt
liy owner, new modern
DOANE'H mlik gallon lots; no delivery.
house, near ltobtnson park, $760
1311
North First,
cash, $i,0 pr-month. I'hone 181!&-POlt HALE Cement blocks, cheap. 628 FOH HAM-- OH Tit A UK Modern four-rooKouth Walter, plione ::!14-J- .
house, sleeping porch, gara.,4,
&WUKT ciiiKit tiOc a gallon;
1636 East
nix, full u12q lot; a bargain,
8 conls.
no South Walnut,
FOR SALE Set of Imported drafting FOH KALIS liy owner, 713 West Coal,
410 North Sixth.
Instruments.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
FOR SALE Savago rifle, nearly riewi Inrite porches, newly decorated, vacant.
1C
112
desired. Phon 1803-Tnms
very cheap,
West Roosevelt.
DENVER POST delivered nt your door, FOR SALE A four-roofurnished cot65c pur month.
Phone 191H-M- .
tage on 50 foot lot near K, It. eh ops.
for
$750
J. A. Ham
sale.
Only
quick
FOR SALE St. Andrews cannvy rollers.
mond, X24 East Silver.
Phono 152-H- .
719 Xorlh Eighth, phone 1117-SALE Account leaving ci"y, tuf
NAVAJO ri:o
Positively Ht cost, J 17 FOR
modnlehed or unfurnished
North Mulberry, phono 1730-J- .
ern house; screened porches, nicely arFOR SALE Winter ihTg house,
two
two families.
for
West
ranged
Central,
710 West near
pnlrs new feather pillows.
Phone owner, 204-J- .
park.
IV.id.
n
FOH SALE By owner,
and
FOR SALE Edison machine and fnrty-flv- e
front porch, modern bungalow,
new.
ftood as
Phoui In large
records;
good residence
section; east front,
2404-Jlawn and trees, in very best condition;
FOR PALE llOHe burner, medium ize. would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
In first class condition; reasonable. 315 town,
Phone 148-South First.
FOH SALE Three-rooand Bleeping
FOR SALE At 71.". En.it Gold, use'l
porch, facing south; good condition ;
lumber, bnxlnsr, Jxl's, duors, nails, etc. outbuildings, one-hablock from Fourth
C W. Kleoh.
street, near Fourth? street school; price
FOR SALE Indian twin mutoreyi.,o, Ji.",. H.soo. 315 West McKlnley.
W. P. Johnston, at Dodson's
paia:;, FOH SALE By owner, in (be Fourth
401) North Fourth.
modern bungalow, gar-ap- e,
ward,
has light and heat; very best resiFOR SALE Cheap, new Eiilsnn phonoin
dential
district
city; priced right;
graph and records. Leaving town. Call
nt 1222 East street.
ea?y terms; not
priced over phone;
shown by
Phone
only.
appointment
FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson man- 2040-dolin (fliit model), leather cas, cheap.
BY"
modern house In
OWN'EK,
Call 605 North Kecond.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireFOR SALE Saddle,
Kasoline
three
porches,
large screened
tank; other ranch articles. 615 West place,
light, airy bed rooms with extra large
Atlantic. Phone 1420-R- .
fronts east on large lot with
cldsuts,
FOR BALE Minnetona chum and but- lawn, trees, etc.; everything in excellent
W. P. John
ter worker, No.
$20.
condition ; terms If desired, phone
1S77-ston, ,29 South Arno.
6
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
F O R S A LE Uy es t k
with rang plows. Hardware Department J. Korher $ Co,
FOlWiA
two-tone
717 South Arno.
FOR SALE One 0x12 lr nn
dnps.
etroit Jewel gas range. FOIt SALE Bucks, does and frying
ruff, one larse
Call rhorninjrs.
Phone 143R-.rutiblts, 710 West Lead.
JUST RECEIVED a larite consignment Full SAI.K Ufiitle driving horse, buggy
of plnons, 10c the pound. Robert
and harness, cheap. 1101 South Elm.
1114 West Central.
FOH SALE Horse, wagon, harness, Jer-so- y
CLAH1F1E1) and Pasteurised milk. There
1S01 North First.
cow and calf.
la only one place to obtain It. AlbuFOH BALE Very cheap, thres good w )fk
querque Dairy Association. Phone 3.M.
horses.
Shufflebarger Transfer Darn,
e
FOR BALE! Fresh uiiHornillK and
1H .John.
cheeee; also fresh milk in gallon
FOR BALE
Pair of white Angora rablots. Swayne'a Dairy, phone lil;-M- .
bits; also some Ancona chickens, 20a
FOR SALE GurTey surveyor's transit; North Edith.
first class condition;
very cheap; FOIt SALE
Jersey cow. giving three
terms, n I a South Eighth. Phono 1917-of milk a day, (76. Sea C. C.
FOR SALBI Beautiful new 1. P. beehuig gallons
north of town.
Shirk,
player-pianmahogany'4 case; easli nt
n
HALE
driving horao,
easy payments. Particulars phonelS'14 J. FOH
with rubber-tire- d
buggy. Taylor's atora,
FOR HALE Chicken- sandwiches, Pig'n Old Town, phone 888-Whistle candies, host Icq cream in the FOR BALK Two horaea. two
colta, 101)
city. We deliver , free. Collcgo Inn,
chlckena and good collie dog, cheap.
Phone 241.'
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
SEND a genuine NAVAJO RL'O r
horses,
PILLOW TOP heme l"r Fun SALE care load good work
all young; aoma are
Christmas; bargains at 1D05 East Cen- notsoma good atmuxes,
Grande Wagon yard, S10
broke,
tral, phone 141
North Broadwny.
NICE IIOMB-MADCAKI2S made to
FA LE
Span of real work mules
order; leave your ord?r u "V f r :ri:lt Ff'It
weighing Stoo, fiva yeara old, and
cakes for Christmas. Mrs. Monkey, 2C9
heavy set harness, at a bargain. Bells
East Sliver, phone 128C-Livery Stable.
FOR KALE Bedstead, springs, mattress. FOR
SALE Fine bred rabbits; all young
Moors hot blast
heater, range, boiler,
stock; now hutches: will sell reasir.- some roof
four gas range low oven,
must leave city. Call mornings,
ablc;
H22
paint;
North, Third; e.mltnry.
rear 211 West Marquette.
MUTTER
Ask your
grocer for Albu- FOIl'sALE
Fourhead"Yresh Jersey milk
querque Dairy AfflciRtlon butter; If
cows
aome
cows, three to
your grocer nan not supply you, call at six yearsantlold. all aprlnger
tuberculin tested; can
1
the dairy,
North Second.
be seen at McAllister Yard, 1203 North
FOR SALE Fine apples, by t'lo box;
corner Mountain Road.
' Jonathans, Roman Beauties. Arkiinsaw First,
SALE We are breeders of grade
Black, Ganos. Ben Davis, Wluo Kappa. FOIt
Ilolstcin cows, and have on hand
or call Wm. Doldc, 70S
Phone 1B28-three and four hundred choice
South R roadway.
cows and heifers.
Aa we are a little
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions crowded for room, would sell a limited
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot number at a reasonable price. The City
troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. Park Dairy Company, Iienver, Colo.,
V. Keleher. Leather Co., 408 West Control.
phone York 7641.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
1
galGOOD for all kinds of roofs,
FUR SALE Poultry-Eg- g
per
lon.
The Mazann Co., 310 South FOIt SALE Barred Hook and R. I.
1834-built
up
a
Wniiut, phone
Try
ue, pilliein. iiui corin
roof, will last as long as the building.
Nice fat geese and ducks,
FOR KALE Two suits of men's woolen FOR SALE
none
live or qresseu.
cost $5.t10 per suit,
jj
underwear, elsn-ilti- ;
washed once; will aell cheap or trade 1VB BUY POULTRY AND BABBITS f
903 South
all kinds'.
Phone 8G2-for a aweater or sweater-coo- t.
Inquire
at Caaa do Oro, 61S West Cold, room 11. Broadwny.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro brod B. C.
FOR BALE Cheap,
R. I. Rods, breeding pans
r singles;
tractor, twelve horse power on
also a fine lot of bronse urkera. Mrs.
Emerdraw bar, twenty on pulley: throo
will ii, b.
son bottom plows, fourteen-lnch- ;
Kins, pnona 2 tiws1
take car In exchange, E. J. Adair, 712 BED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
West Fruit.
p. ij. n. i. jtaua, itingiei jaorreu jiucna.
cockerela, pulleta, hens and pena for breed-- I
n g.
U West Atlantic, phone H83-W- ,
FOR RALE Five hundred shares of City '.MOUNTAIN VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Reds,
' E ectrlc
R.
below
Dr.
par.
Railway,
won twenty ilbbons January, lszij a
L, Must. N. T. Armtjo building.
superb lot of cockerela and cocka now
ready for aale; bred from my flneet exC
hibition matlnga; visitors welcome.
USE E1FECTO AUTO TOP and seat p. tiay. 33H North-- llign
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vnls-pa- r,
EGGS
HATCHING
CHICKS
BAUT.
y
Valspar Enamels on automobiles. FROM our
White Leghorns.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage Paint.
Chicks 20 per 100; eggs 111 per 100.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- R. I. Reds that
are real Reds. Chicks
isfaction asaurcd; Thoa. F. Keleher leath23 per 100; eggs, 114 per 100. Hatch off
er Co.. 40 West Central, phono 1057-.each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
Board & Room MATTRESS RENOVATING
prepaid. Mesllla Valley Hatchery, Mrs. WANTED
PAINTING
and up,
H. V. Uundy. Laa Cruccs, N. M.
mo and ui"tii- - MAI llilita It U.N UV ATI Mi. $.
Rui cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.
er'e care for useful school girl, neir
YOU consider painting, pilous
WHF.N
1517-high- achool.
Address L. M., cure Jour- nlture packing, rbuue 471. Ervln Bedestimates furnished free: nil
Journal want ads net results nal,
work guaranteed; no Joh too largo.
ding Compani,

try

von

LEVETCOT ZAPF

Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms
to suit.

with board;
NICELY furnished
ac:kliJ
and Hprvintf Uinnen and
private family; no, alck. J027 Forrester.
lartl?s. phono ).riSy-ItOi M A N I) BOARD witii sleeping porch",
OVF.S POLISHED an
lf!.l"lniii
ul up.
bath. n;;iii KHSt i enlnil.
tTTs.'
Bedding Co., phono 471.
pMMODATE one laily euiival- AC
CoroIIAL'LIN'G of all kinds done.
Jue
Apply t.asa de oro, dlj west
pll'ino

Ileal Estate.
l'liono 351--

Miscellaneous

TREES

TREES AND ORNAMENTALS V 11 O M ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES .
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

two-roo-

FOR RENT Furnished room with privilege of parlor; garage available. Phone

--

I.

$1,-50- 0.

FOR RENT Lovely room,
120 South Walter.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
3158outIl JTliird.
RENT Front room furnish id lor
FOR
'
housekeeping. 4H West Gold.
21S
FOR RENT Furnished rooma.
Phone 16B7-South Walter.
FOR RENT A-- l room furnished; als-- i
garage, 921. 1007 North Second.
FOR RENT Monerr. furnished rooms,.
West Central.
ateam heat. 608
FOR RENT Front bed room, strictly
-- ua
clean, close in.
form oixtn.
FOR RENT Nice frunt room and sleeping porch: closo in, 116 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely lurnrsTtct? bed room,
close In. Phone 1585-420 Wst Coal.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT TAvo nicely furnished rooms
for housekeeping.
315 West,

m

RHADK

K

Several fnrn ishe.1 houses.
Several unl uniiaiieil houses,
at all jni.i'M.
I'OIt PAT. 13
Heal tlnoil Homes
Kast Silver Ave.
5
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $7,()ii0, furnished.
5
rooms, ponlies, hot air
heat, $.1,700, f nniisluil.
K.i:-- t
Central Ave.
Several liea iitiful new bungalows on eisy terms.
L'l.ivei ; iiy Heiplits
Several
ilmtlv
liuniTaiowa
on
up,
priced, $.1,0",ij
easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
4
New
Huniriilov,
rooms,
hardwood
fiieiibi
porches,
floors, thado an. I grass, only
Terms.
$3,700.
TO SKB TIIESR CALL

That Christmas Present

I

Five-roo-

WE HAVE
A new three-roocottage for
Terms: unJ another three)
room cottage for $l,tl0!?. Terms.
FOR RENT Room.
Want a rent house? AVe liavo a
four-rooiintl a
house,
FOR REN 1 Funnelled rooms. i'luuic
and a four-rooalso a
furall
steam
four
heated
flat,
FT)R K&.Vi
Buvurai uufurnlsned ruuiuj.
nished.
1.'4 South Edith.
alx windows.

DO
All prtrts of Albuquerque
tho who In rA:itu.

Worth of lots on jfinsl fillver, .irnr
HIGHLAND PARK th pnst month.
A few choice
lota left J..
$)00 and up on eaiy terms.
J. A. HAMMOND,
I'hone 132? H
fin Kant Sliver.

HOMEY HOME.
FOIt SALE HOMES
brick sleeping porch$5. BOO
heat
n
built-iroom
es,
modern,
dining
near postoffice a barbrick, sleeping porch,
end
kitchen
garage,
to
features;
date except furnace,
right up
gain.
located on University
Heights. lawn, shade, a fine location,
furnished, large
l'riced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
Price only $3,750, good terms.
lot
$4,25C
.1. P.
Jtcnl Estate.
Two fine lots, West Fruit, ..$075
;iIX,
K. MrCLVGHAN. REALTOR.
72S-Second.
115
Phone
S.
201 V. Gold. Phone 442-.y. lr. mcmim.io.v,
20U West (Jolil.
Real Estate,
Loans, Insurance,
Notary l'ubllc.

CUT OUT RENT

DIEKMANN REALTY CO.

FOR RENT One nice large room for
housekeeping, for lady employed. 617
West Silver.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
621
porch, furnished for hosetaraeDlng.
South High, phone 204K-FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed, (8.00 up; no alck. 318
West Silver.
FOR RENT A suite of two rooma with
bath, completely furnished; ateam heat.
803 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Southeast front room, furnace heated, new house, close in; no
sick. 223 South Arno.
FOR RENT Large furnished front room,
man preferred; no sick. Phone 1385-S01 South Third St.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch, gentleman only. 224 South
Walter. Phone 2272-FOR KENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; water and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
FOR RENT Housekeeping
rooms and
sleeping porch, tor two persons; no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
IMPERIAL ROOM3 flee, clean rooma;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
AUTOMOBILES
Theater, 211V Weat Central.
FOr'SALE Ford truck, enclosed body. FOR RENT Glaseu-lpurcti and two
airy rooma; board across atrcet. 114
FOR SALE Two good Fords. Inqulra North Maple, phone 1886-710 North Thirteenth.
EMI IN HOTEL Slteplna rmin, and
FOR SALE New Ford wheels, 15.60.
houaekeeplng apartraenta, by the day.
week or month. SOS1 West Central.
Mallete & Hobbe, 615 West Central.
Form-a-trucA- -l
unfurnlshedJ
FOR SALE Smith
RENT Two nice
FOR
rooms witn batn and large sleeping
condition, 607 South Second. Ph. 1480-J- .
815 West Mountain Kuad. Phone
Bulck touring car; porch.
FOR SALE K-- 4
first-claCo.. 802-condition. Bond-Dillo- n
FOR RENT Well furnished front room,
city.
staam heated, hot and cold wato., alao
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
no aick. 611 West Coal, plione
eaay terms, Mcintosh Auto Co., (Ot garage;
1102-West Central.
FOR SALE Truck, newly overhauled, FOR RENT Furnished room, suitable
for one or two people employed; fur616 West Atlantic.
cheap for cash.
nace heat; board If desired. 812 North
Phono 1420-Tenth.
FOR SALE Oldsmoblla alx, In excelfurnished, nice,
lent condition; a bargain; caah or WOODWORTH-Ne- wly
clean rooma and housekeeping apartterma. 1804 West Central, phone 1488-week
or
month. 812
ments,
by
day,
SEE McINTOSK AUTO COMPANY for South Third.
used tires, all alseo, used parts; Maxrooms
Two
well
furnished
RENT
FOR
well, Studehaker, Reo and Chalmers cara.
fur light housekeeping, with
large
608 West Central.
and
electrlo
gas;
lights
sleeping porch,
WANTED USED CARS
410 East Central.
no children.
f
cari-oWE PAT CASH for used
any
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct FOR RENT Two large rooma furnished
for light housekeeping; porch and priGarage, 600 South Second.
vate entrance: five minutes from Cen
FOR SALE Ford light truck, 1150; one-to- n tral, on
car line. 702 North Third,
Ford truck, 8300. worm drive; 5
Beautifully furnished front
8650, and FOR RENT
light Bulck, 1690; Bulck
bed room, In private home, bath adDodge touring car, 8400. 116 Weat Gold.
furnace
employed gentlejoining,
FOR SALE Used Ford Sedan and Tour- man; no alclc heat;
606
West Marquette,
ing; Dodge Brothers Roadster; Dodgt
1534-- J
phona
Max-we- lt
Brothers renewed touring car; also
Studebaker; FOR RENT Special offer; one newly
and
furnished room In brand new modern
Hupmoblle truck. J. Korber & Co., Auto
home, adjoining bath, private outside
783.
Dept., phone
entrance:
air heat; employed people
FOR SALE One Exlde battery, Ilka new; preferred: hot
reasonable. Phono lt)4P-Three Ford cara, two Ford bodlea, J.xa
Firestone cord tlrea. used; 86x4 Federal
rniture
FOR S ALE
cord tire, uaed; 34x Sewed tire, and
of Jaii eight-rooother used tlrea, all priced right for FoV'SALlSSirniture
407
West
Copper.
Call at 401 South
home: everything.
quick aale. Inqulra
Broadway.
PERSONAL
FOR SALE Very beautiful 0x13 rug.
reasonable: an excellent Xmaa present.
BARBER For private homea. Ph. 1421-J- .
See Mr. B. Townsend at J. C Penny Co.
LEARN SPANISH With Spaniard. 1007 store.
North Second.
FOR SALE Heating stoye. dresser, bufPHRENOLOGIST
fet, kitchen cablnst, library table, saniSARAH M. JONES, 118 Cornell avenua, tary cot, two rockera, book case. 411
2166-West Marble.
phone
character analysis, aivn FOR SALE Furniture ot a five-rooSCIENTIFIC
helpful advice regarding ampioyment.
house, practically new and ubsolutely
C. E. Devena. D. P., 307 Stanford,
sanitary, complete 400. City Realty Co,
Heighta addition.
207 Weat Gold, phone 667.
FOR SALE Oil and coal heit!na etjvos
CARPENTERING.
child's bed. dressers, wardrobe, chins
PETTO'ORDTHE dDrTJOB . MAN, cabinets, dreaalng case; largest stock of
used furniture In city. 825 South Fi.st.
A' . kind or worir. t none intj-jWANTED Odd lobs carpentering, paint
DRESSMAKING
ing and roor repairing, rnim nu-IF TOU are thinking of building, pltona
192J-J- ;
plans furnished free; all work
aew-ln- g
guaranteed.
WANTED Dressmaking; children's 1 30-specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone 1
FOR RENT Office Roomi HEMSTITCH
I NO,' pleating. Wllllama' Mil"
S14
Weat
FOR KENT Office apaoe.
unary, zoo nontn uroaaway, pn. mi-- j.
Gold, phone 442-UI
,,.llnn .1.1. an A hllK!
ateam
offloe,
FOR RENT Attractive
mall orders.' N. Crane, 116 North
furnished. Seventh; Crane Apartmenta. phone 314.
water
and
heat, light
Wright building, oppoalte postoffice.
DRESSMAKING
Young
ladiea' dresses a specialty; reasoname.
FOR RENT Three very desirabla office
rooma. light, heat and water; will rent Miss Balohuck, - 3091, Weat Central, phone
,
separately or aa a whole, A. B. Mllner, 894-813
West Central, phona V23.

t

J, D. Keleher,

Consider the Location
one of the best streets In
Fourth ward, pavement in and
fully paid; trees, lawn, garage:
six rooms, two fireplaces, dandy
furnace; oak floors throughout.
This property must bo sold at
once. Make a reasonable offer.
We also have several good lots
in University Heights. Prices
very reasonable.

KXCKPT IN
HEIGHTS?

K

A

J 2 Jo

SOLD

--

On

! I

UMVi;i:S!TY

.

Will handle this cosy, small
home in the north lowlands.
Partly furnished and we can
give Immediate possession. Rent
payments will buy It. Better
get settled for the winter.

211

K

TWO STOKKS
Best' lrf;ii in on 'U'ost Central
avenue .V information given
over phone.

YOUR OWN TERMS

Streets

five-roo-

Dwellings

HCM

WANTED

NOW READY

THINK

N'TIVI

A

in

iMi

I NIIIHIIIIHMmiHIl'

fc

ESTATE?

S

ii

REALTOR

WANTED

COOK

WfAl

we

Loans and Insurance.
210 V. Gold.
Phone 007--

type; steady situation. Albright
derson, Albuquerque, K. M.

l

tlO

-

HAVE;

ALMOST DAILY
WE ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL

know

i

UW
tocoh10
But you'll WCiTl

0

'

j

'

oh: i don-- t
ABOUT THAT THE LAST
COOK
THE
oANE THinCi
WHEN tHE
UC.FT

I

'HtORR

lINI
B l

J'"

By George McManut

T1

f'K
L A

4

GOOD FltAME HOCSE
Located close in, in the Highlands; has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; is arranged so
can be used for two families.
This will make a very comfortable home, or can be used
as a home and Income

us what you want
may have It.
D, T, KINGSBURY,

!'

3

HOTEL
We have listed for a few dayg
a
hotel, nicely furnished; 22 outside rooms; hot
and cold running water in
each room; steam heated. This
hotel Is in good location and
is doing a fine business, but
owner is leaving town and
will sell at a bargain for cash.

Tell
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JOHN

J

CARDS

.t!M'HNtji

V.

WILSON,

Altortiey.

Ho.Mis 16, IT ond 11, c'riainvell
I'lMiie J 03--

Building.

I'llVMt IAN AM) HI U(IKOM.
lilt. S. I III It ION,
DUeimrs of tile Htnmnch.

limed

Suite.

tin.

Itul Id nar.

H. C.

CI.AHIil!,
Kyr, l.ur, Noho and Ttiront.
Barnett iiuil.llni,'.
l'hune (35.
Office
Hours
I tn 1! n m.. nail 2 to B p. m.
I)H. illAKtiAltl T CAK'I WIIKiHT,
Office .Iriiiil I'.Mp,, Room 1. I'hone B"J.
il
Realiieneo
Kast Central
Phone r,il.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practice I.ltnlled to
fiKXtTO - riSINAUY DISEASES
18KASK5i OK THE 8KI
AXI)
i.iilMirntorv

VVtiHHerniitn

Cmzcns

In

Connection.

I'lionc

I?iilikHI(!r.

H8fl,

,s,

CH mOPR ACTOR3
-isriTT ah vrixr'
I

nnrl

1!)

hlropractor.
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MONEY

TO LOAN

I.ua.S on watches, dia
gutis and e very t htni? valuaDle.
Mr. B. Marens. 2U
First.
MONKY TO LOAN on dlarnondn. watche
and koM Jewelry; Uheral reliable,
Oottlifh Jt wo v Co.. 16 N. 1st.
CONK DKVI'i A LlianH "on jewelry, dia
mnndj watelu1?, i.iherty bonds, plan),
automobiles. T.oweHt rn'es. Itnthman'i
117 South First.
Bonded to the state.
MO.NFY
monds,

TIME CARDS

b't

WES riiUL'.N'.')

Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
cm 1:30 pm
J Calif,
.united. lu:30 am 11:00 am
7
Kaign I'act. .10:50 am 11:20 am
9 The Nnvni-- . .1S:J5 am 1:00 am
No.
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 25
El P.iso Exp
10:10 pm
No. 27 El Paso Exp
11:30 am
EASTUOUND.
No. I The Savujo.. 2:1U pm 2:40 pm
Nik 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6 40 pm
:10 pm
No. s S F. Eiijlit.. 7:25 pm
um 7:50 am
No. 10 Til. Benin.
FROM SOUTH.
No. 2S Frum Kl Hh.so 8 3,"i pm
No. 80
tToin El I'usn 7:00 am
No. So connects st rel?n with No. 81
for Clovls, I'twi Vnlier. itsnscity auiil
O
Const.
Nn, 29 connect, at Helon with No. 21
from Clovla and putnia east and aoj'b

Train.

No.
No.
No.

1

The

Scut....

1

SQSB3XXK3SS3EGESZS&JEI

that broken window
class. Albuquerque liinihcr Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

lf

1

DOCTOR
MARGARET C. BREWIXGTOX
Has moved her office from
West Gold to 1164 South Third.
in the

Prompt Day and NIglit Service

Phone

Mctcalf Building

nODERT JONES

..

Opposite

Ktory of Love and Adventure

Outdoors

Willi a Notable)

Postoffice.

4

and

W.

IIEGl'LAR ADMISSION PRICES

YORK'S LATEST
DANCES

I

LP

Osteopathic
Bldg. Tel.

158

.mi

popular sheet music reduced
to 3(1 cents. Albuquerque. Music
Store, 311 West Central nvcuue.
0WS

BITTNER

HOUSE-R0-

319'4 South First.

Phone

Fresh Violets today. College Inn.

31

Phone

Sod and

Ji:

If You

Easy Payments

Wish

wi

Rot hm nrs
I ( 7

7
MEI)ICATE1

DUCKS

1

Southwestern
Qunlit)--

.

Every thing to be used
in bedrooms for

We deliver $3.00 orders to Highlands at Cash and
Carry Prices. Free Meat Delivery.
KANSAS CITY MEATS

or

675

726

YOUR PIANO
Should Be Tuned
for Christmas
B st

"1

Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
"all for appointment.
MKS. TERRY .TAOl'A,
Prop.
Jhone 8ri-MfS'j W. Central

one block from
two

modern,
from Central.

GALLUP

311 W. Central

Xorth First.
rooms In the state

block?

&

LUMBER
Let Our

Cactus Butter, per lb
Swift's Sliced Bacon, pkg
Sun Maid Raisin?, pkg
Fancy Codfish, lb. pkg
Miss Lou Sweet Potatoes, can
Glass Jar Sweet Potatoes, can

48c
48c
22c
37c
23c
31c

Florida Grapefruit, larpo
Florida Grapefruit, extra large
Lemons,
Oranges,
Oranges,
Oranges,

11c
14c
30c
54c
45c
35c

large size, doz
large, per doz
medium, per doz
small, per doz

Bananas, per

lb

Head Lettuce, each
Mangoes .ner lb
Green Chile, per lb
Cauliflower, per lb

is

Beet Sugar, 15 lbs
Cane Sugar, 14 lbs
Domino Sugar,
pkg
40 lbs. Fancy White Potatoes.
9 lbs. Fancy White Potatoes
4-l- b.

10c

Jello, per pkg

Chocolate Cream Coffee, per lb.... 39c
can $1.15
Chocolate Cream Coffee,
Chase and Sanborn's Seal Brand Coffee,
43c
the finest on earth, per lb
35c
Crusade Coffee, per lb
can
Crusade Coffee,
$1.00
Ainsley's Fruit Salad, No. 212 can. .43c
Ainsley's Fruit Salad, No. 1 can... 24c

Benefit Christmas Fund For
Children of Sick Disabled
Soldiers
Given hy American Iicglon
State Auxiliary

b.

ECaro

,....15c
15c

Syrup

tall cans
Carnation Milk, tall cans
, . .12V2c No. Vo can, Blue Karo
Pet Milk, tall cans
Red Cross Milk, tall cans
12Vc
Crisco
9c
Hebe, tall cans
6c
Pet Milk, small cans
St. Charles Milk, small cans..'
6c 9 lbs. Crisco

65c
57c
35c
31c

11c

prices:

.

Angelus

Marshmallaws

We Deliver Your Order for 10c

Pure

Home-mad- e

lb

per

Sausage

Fresh Hams, per lb
Loins, per lb
Shoulders, per lb,per lb
PIIOXK

Lard,

$1.78
$1.19
61c

I"

Mirrninnr

30c
23c
25c
20c
15c

36c

Why Pay More?

205 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Hamburger, 2 lbs. for......
Pork Ham Roast, lb
Pork Shoulder Roast, lb.........
Pork Chops, lb
Country Pork Sausage, lb..
Hens, Dressed,

Tper

...17c

.;. .12V2c

28c
,...24c
28c
20c

......30c

lb

Fryers, Dressed, per
WE

and 15c
.u......35c

lb......

....32c

DELIVER

For Your Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

Grocery

Albuquerque's Qaulily Store

FOR

TODAY ONLY
Hams
Bacons,

25c Pound

Groceries

Fruits
Vegetables,
Meats, Fish

The store with a reputation that stands for quality.
The storo with a buying power, that enables you to secure
the BEST grades of merchandise at a reasonable prlco.
The store where economy Is witnessed in the purchasing of
QUALITY merchandise.
The store that appreciates yotir cooperation and extends every
effort available to make your shopping pleasant and convenient
Wo do nbt have a delivery system, therefore another reason
why you buy high grade merchandise at a low cost.

OUR

PRICES

ARE CONVINCING

Broadway Central Grocery

Oysters

AIBCQ'CERQ'CE STORES CO., Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
Phone
Corner Broadway and Central.

North First Street.
Phone 190
'lione Cs your Order We
Will do me Rest.
201

CHOCOLATE

Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE.

J. A. SKINNER

Garry

lb............

Combine satisfaction and economy by using
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

HAHH COAL

C01PA

Footwear for Christmas Osfts

lbs.... 70c
12c
14c

1 Cash end

421 South Broadway
Phone 839--

Phone 91

1

and

North First
Phone 319
Rib Roast of Beef,

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Corner Coal and Arno.
Phone 328

.21c

25c

FORGET

me

...31c
. .

ni, ill imipwBiiiipiM

MARKETS

K.

501

-

'

1915--

SPECIAL

0.

Fresh Vegetables of All Kinds
Orders Over $10.00 Delivered Free

raised our own hogs and
butcher dally and deliver to
your door at the following

12c
11c

6 lbs. Crisco
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
3 lbs. Crisco
$3.20 112 lbs. Crisco..
Hospital size
77c 1 lb. Crisco
SI. 00 size
39c
50c size
2i lb. Whole Klim
$1.66 Pikes Peak Biscuit Flour, 10
1 lb. Whole Klim
80c Flaked Hominy, 3 lbs
2i lb. Skimmed Klim
$1.19 Sambo Pancake Flour, pkg
1 lb. Skimmed Klim
55c Sambo Buckwheat Flour, pkg

Marshmallows

Orchestra

Sugar-Cure- d

No. 10 can, Red Karo
15c No. 510 can, Blue Karo
No.
can, Red Karo
12V2c No. 5 can, Blue Karo
12V&c No. Vo can, Red Karo

OP QUALITI
Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home,

Fresh Country Pork
We

3-l- b.

12V?c
10c

St. Charles Milk,

Angelus

.

$1.00
$1.00
56c
.$1.00
25c

mi

That you get only the highest grade merchandise at the
Highland Grocery and for less money than anywhere else In
the city. Come in and let us prove it to you. We have
Comb Honey
25c
...30c
Orange Marmalade (honey sweet) per jar
Hionz Mince, per pound can
30o
Blue Ribbon Figs, per pkg
,
34o
25o
Cranberries, per quart
15
for
$1.00
pounds
Sugar,
Crackers and Cookies, (20c pkgs.) 2 for
25c
Oranges, per dozen
40c, 50c, 65c

Sat., Dec. 10

the place to buy your groceries.

COAL

4 PHONES 5
and BUILDING MATERIALS

BOH'T

ARMORY

that this

n

A Two-PaComedy Featuring
SNOOKY, THE HUMANZEE
REGULAR PRICES

Beef Roast, lb

m. urn

g

Music by Sandstorm

These prices should convince you

"v?

"YOU'LL BE S'PRISED"

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Finest
cold
steam heat,
hot and
water all outside rooms. '
Weekly rates, with or without private hath. $4 to $10 weeK
Transient rate $1.50 single;
52.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single ami
double $3.00.

Cen- -

205 SOUTH FIRST STREET

ATTRACTION

ADDED

TIIK VKRY BKST FOR KITCIIEX RANGE
KVKRY ORDER GUARANTEED
I nlonding from Cars All Week.

ELMS
HOTEL
300 JJ

and

Can Make Good Terms.
to buy
If you are intending
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1949--

BYi
DIRECTED
FRANK LLOYD

s.

SITERIOR SERVICE

on
modern
North
Maple, half block from Central.

tral.

b.

rt

Store

FOIi SALE BY OWXER
These homes are all Las Vegac
Press Brick and built by owner.
Ninth

BY'

CHARLES KENYON
SUPERVISED A NO

Tuner in the State.

Service.

Gold.

I1ATIIS

1

PRODUCTION

Can Columbine Tomatoes. .10c
Butter
45o
Nut Ola
28c
$1.00
Sugar
Lima Bread
15c
2 Bread
17o
1 Quart Milk
15c
BOo
Doz. Cooking Eggs
1 pkg.
Dates
22c
1 box Good Apples
$3.00
1 Dutch Cleanser
Ho
3 Palmolive Soap
23o

28c
Highest prade, whole
Picnic Hams
20c
Good
Bacon
30c
1 lb.
box Best Bacon
45c
Pork Chops
28c
12 ysc
(iood Tot Iloast
Beef
25c
Boilinpr
Pure Pork Sausage
25o
2 lbs.
35o
Hamburger
Lamb, Veal, Chickens, Oysters,
Ciller, Candy, Nuts.
--

Phone 778.

1

AMI SILPIIC

I

Poultry Co.

modern,

TO 11 P. H.

FRANK LLOYD'S

Albuquerque Music

BI7-.- I

Call

Fresh Violets today, College Inn.

Should have a watch.
Jewel Elgin movements, cased
in
open face cases. 12
S 17.50
or 10 sizes for
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
1
21.-South Second St.

.

Why waste your time lonkins
for them, when all you have to
no Is phono 914-.-

TRANSFER

GUYS

EI.KCTIIIi: SHOE SHOP
Mi;-JI.1 Smllh Srrnnil
I'm fnll and lirlhrrj.

7

Phone

S. First St.

CITV
I'linne

THAT BOY

205 W. CENTRAL AVE.

I

Music and Jewelry Store

221--

CHRISTMAS TREES
GUY'S TRANSFER

for

& JEWELER:

For only $23.50

2033--

All

Selections of
Your Own Choice

20 Columbia

itvSliwATCH MAKERS

1

GOLDWYN PRESENTS

206 East Central Ave.

Cabinet

This Beautiful

OONTXXUOCS

DAILY'S KASH AND KARRY

Phone

Columbia Grafonola I

PERCY & FERDIE Comedy
REGULAR
PRICES

rt

YRIC

We Give It"

Counts

DELIVERY EVERYWHERE
PHONE 30

A Gift of
SINGLE BEDS
AND DRESSERS

-(

i

Specialist.

701-.- I.

"Service

FREE

Two-Pa-

iBBmasmmmsssmk

W A

f

Singer Cigar
West Central

THE STOCK
THE PRICE
THE SERVICE

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

DAY NURSERY

C. IT. COXXF.R. M. I). D. O.

Stern

210

GIVE

A

LAST TIME TODAY
I

Phone 600

S

Taxi & Caggage

,

ATTRACTION

"MEET

Prize For Lady Donated by

HAVE
HAVE

WE
WE
WE

Society Walk
That Cat Step
Chicago Two-Ste- p
Waltz Hesitation
Registration by Appointment
207 i WEST GOLD

TAXI
SINGER
Store,
Office

ADDED

NEW MEXICO CANDY KITCHEN

Academy

NEW

LenvssAlbuquero.no.. 7:45 am
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 prn

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Jl. V: Horn, recently of Ifnrrods- burg, Ky., moved into his new
home, corner of Coal and Columbia
avenues, on Wednesday. K. Clyde
Morgan' was the architect and
builder.
The finest Christinas present the
Panta Fe Hallway company could
give the people would be to puvc
thP Central avenue crossing.
The Bruno pieckmnnn home,
corner of Coal and Var.sar, is being
brushed up preparatory to greeting!
the new bride upon their return
from a honeymoon trip through
Texas.

Grand

J.

-

picture that will thrill and mystify you. Based on the
famous David Belasco play by Edward Locke.

A

DANCE

A

HOT"

MUSIC BY SYNC0PAT0RS

Lessons or Less
PRIVATE
For appointment Call 2377-MRS. HELEN HAM TOXEY.

5.

Holding Lucky Numbers.

Best Floor nnd Wannest Hall In City.

In Five

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

FALL GUY"

COLOMBO HALL

TO-HI- TE

Prize to Lady and Gentleman

7-- J

Learn to Dance

STAGE

In Ills Very Latest

"THE

Phone 91

DAFJCE

DIME

J.

LARRY SEMON

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

in

BRASFIELD

First

117 S.

Just" out of the rtlgh rent district.
Opposite Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth
Phono 003--

Cast, Featuring

Avenue.

LAST TIME TODAY

BI8HEY

FOGG, The Jeweler Armstrong Dancing
Jewelry

"The Girl From Gad's Country"
Presented

Laces.

Beat on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.'

Phones

In the Great

J.

Lump Lime

In Bulk

JfSB

West Central

Watch, clock and Jewelry repaired.
Swiss
American,
and English
makes.

WRIGHTS,
Fresh

PY

LET'S GO

17

THEATRE

RUGS

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems,

Coal and Sonth Walter
67
Phone

Gross, Kelly & Co.

Three salesladies
and three
salesmen. Good opportunity for
those who work. Ask for Mr
Ilcrvcy.

Open and Closed Cars.

CURIOS
NAVAJO

SIS Marble Avenue
Phone

Phonograph Co.
402

At Once

Cent Taxi

25

cod-fis- h

CRESCENT GROCERY

New Mexico

JUST RECEIVED
a new
I Shipment of
Navajo
tor
the
Kugs
Holiday Trade.

.

d

WARD'S STORE
HOMER n. BIRD

WANTED

Six brand

To replace

Imitate
The brpad most bakers would be pleased
they
2Sc
loaf
could. Full pound and
sale of high grade, chocolate candy ttt 59c per
The week-enpound box Is on today.
Al'PM'.S Now we can sell them at 10c
t;TUMi:S OOMl-:per pound, $3.50 per thix. nrlmes Cioldon are a lidht colored
for
but
splendid
cntlng and cooking. Other good apples,
apple
25c
three pounds for
HOXEY Our Colorado honey is splendid in flavor and light In
color. Comb
35c
Kippered salmon and kippered
by express from the
coast.
Cranberries, grapes, tomatoes, celery, lettuce, Florida grapefruit, oranges, bananas,' pears, etc,
one-ha-

FOR SALE OR RENT.
new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See V. II. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHOXES 75 or 113.

Let Us Send a Man

Extra Supply Today, Jevne Bread.
to
If

158
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Sold at this Store.

WeSeJJ5fflNjER&
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

ther Macaroni Products.

1SN

Tha Highest Crada Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

We
I Sell

FREE

5,000 Lbs. COAL

Our showing of Christmas footwear is the most
attractive display we have ever made. We have
something just right for every foot in the family.
What would make a more acceptable Christmas
remembrance for the older members of the family
than a pair of Comfort Shoe or Cozy Slippers?
What would please the younger people more than
a pair of our stylish shoes, a pair of Dancing
Pumps, or Dress Slippers?

Remember Baby too, with a pair of our cunning
little Slippers, Booties, or Shoes.
'

Shoes for men, from
Slippers for men, from.
Shoes for women, from
Slippers for women, from
Shoes for children, from
Slippers for children, from...
Shoes and Slippers for baby, from

$2.50 Up
$2.0Q Up
$2.85 Up
$1.40 Up
$2.00 Up
....$1.15 Up
...75c Up

can't, if you try, make more suitable or acceptable Christmas Gifts, than a selection from our
good footwear. Come see our Holiday display.

You

FREE

We will give it away to our customers the day be-- ;
fore Christmas.
Y,ou may have your choice of
either Black Diamond Gallup, Swastika, Sugarite,
Brilliant or Commercial Lump the best coals sold
in Albuquerque. Save your numbered Delivery
Tickets and See Our Window at 115 South Second '
Street for further information.

ai4Ave.

west Central

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

